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I 

Summary 
Motivation: In light of aging societies around the world, studying factors promoting healthy aging is of 

utmost importance. Mobility is one of the factors that has been identified to be key to healthy aging. 

Through the lens of mobility, one can investigate to what degree individuals are using active transport 

modes, to what degree they can move independently and how engaged they are in social and other 

activities—all representing key outcomes of healthy aging. Moreover, movement—by describing a 

trajectory through space—captures an individual’s exposure to physical and social environments, 

additionally strengthening the importance to consider mobility as an important co-determinant of 

healthy aging. GPS tracking is increasingly used in health and aging research to assess individuals’ 

mobility in their daily lives. However, knowledge regarding how GPS compares to traditional assessment 

methods, and which range of meaningful indicators can potentially be derived from this data source is 

limited. Moreover, there are no established theories on how such GPS-based mobility assessments 

relate to healthy aging in combination with personality—another factor important for healthy aging. 

Objectives:  

 First, to compare self-reported and GPS-derived assessments of mobility indicators that have 

been frequently applied in health and aging research (Publications I and II).  

 Second, to explore the underlying dimensions of daily mobility that can be investigated relying 

on GPS-based assessments (Publication III).  

 Third, to provide a conceptual framework to relate mobility with personality in the context of 

healthy aging (Publication IV).  

Methods: Publications I-III aimed to overall improve the understanding of the potential and the 

limitations of GPS-derived mobility assessments. Common mobility indicators derived from the 

literature including the life-space extent (LS; Publication I), time out of home (TOH; Publication II), 

number of activity locations (#ALs, Publication II), and duration of traveling with passive (motorized) and 

active (non-motorized) modes of transport (pMOT, aMOT, respectively; Publication I) were derived from 

real-life GPS assessments of healthy older adults and compared to participants’ respective self-reports. 

Moreover, we applied a sensitivity analysis to evaluate how choice of spatial and temporal thresholds—

upon which computation of mobility indicators are based—affect agreement between self-reported and 

GPS-based TOH and #ALs (Publication II). In Publication III, a classification framework is established to 

systematically classify mobility indicators according to the analytical and characteristic aspects they 

represent. An empirical validation of the classification framework was done in order to evaluate whether 

GPS-based mobility indicators referring to different aspects of the proposed framework would 

effectively describe different dimensions of daily mobility. To this end, we conducted a factor analysis 

based on a comprehensive set of mobility indicators. Finally, Publication IV proposed a conceptual 

model to embed mobility along with personality—defined as individual differences in thinking, feeling 

and behaving—into a model explaining healthy aging. Therefore, different links between mobility and 

personality components were illuminated to explore the role of mobility and personality for healthy 

aging. 

Results and interpretation: In Publication I and II, we found that strength of relation between GPS-

derived and self-reported indicators was highly dependent on the mobility indicator. High agreement 

was found for indicators that are conceptually simple such as LS extent and TOH. On one hand, these 

indicators are easier to understand by participants and therefore likely to be more accurately reported. 

On the other hand, they are also easier to infer from GPS data because they are less prone to an 

interrupted GPS signal and the selection of appropriate thresholds for their computation. Moderate 

agreement between self-reports and GPS was found for #ALs and low agreement was found for duration 

travelling with pMOT and aMOT. The sensitivity analysis enabled the determination of ranges of 
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thresholds that optimized agreement between self-reports and GPS. Temporal interpolations of up to 5 

hours for TOH and #ALs kept improving indicator agreement. In general, considerable inter- and intra-

individual variability was found for agreement between daily self-reported and GPS-derived indicators. 

This warrants future research investigating personal factors (e.g., participant characteristics) and daily 

time-varying factors (e.g., duration of mobility) that may help to explain both types of variability.  

In Publication III, a comprehensive classification framework was proposed to classify mobility indicators 

according to categories that can be grouped into analytical and characteristic aspects. Analytical 

categories provide information about temporal scale and the statistical property that an indicator 

reflects. The characteristic categories allow to classify indicators based on space, time, the movement 

scope considered (stop vs. move vs. entire trajectory) as well as attributes further characterizing the 

respective movement scope. Categorization of exemplary existing work showed that those categories 

are underrepresented that reflect the timing, the temporal distribution as well as indicators based on 

pre-segmented trajectories into stops and moves. Factor analysis shed light upon the following 

dimensions that should be considered to obtain a comprehensive picture of an older adult’s daily 

mobility as measurable from GPS: extent of life space, quantity of out-of-home activities, time spent in 

active transport modes, stability of life space, elongation of life space, and timing of mobility. This work 

enables future research to better justify the choice of mobility indicators based on the conceptual 

framework and the empirical findings.  

As a prerequisite for the conceptual model linking mobility, personality, and healthy aging, Publication 

IV introduced detailed definitions of mobility and personality and discussed them with respect to their 

assessment. Mobility was decomposed into the components of motility (potential) and movement 

(daily-life manifestation) while personality was decomposed into personality traits (dispositions) and 

personality states (daily-life manifestations). Drawing upon parallels between the distinct levels of 

analysis in both domains, a model was presented that contrasts the two temporally relatively stable 

constructs of motility and personality traits with movement and personality states that are more 

variable over time. Supported by empirical evidence from the existing literature, we pointed out how 

mobility and personality are not independent from each other and exemplarily showed how 

interventions targeting at a specific component via direct and indirect pathways can influence the 

healthy aging process of older adults.  

Conclusions and relevance: This thesis shows the potential and limitations of GPS-based mobility 

assessment in health and aging research. Findings of this research can help clinicians and empirical 

researchers to better assess validity of self-reports and GPS of different mobility indicators when relating 

them to other health-related outcomes. Moreover, this research postulates to incorporate GPS-based 

mobility indicators that better reflect the multi-dimensional nature of individuals’ daily mobility in future 

health- and aging-related research. Finally, this thesis shows how such GPS-based mobility indicators 

can be integrated into more complex views of an individual’s mobility and how mobility interacts with 

personality to influence healthy aging. Better knowledge about how to conceptualize daily mobility and 

how to operationalize it based on GPS will enable future research to generate deeper insights into how 

mobility can help to facilitate healthy aging in the future.  

Keywords: GPS; ambulatory assessment; sensor; mobility; indicators; self-reports; comparison; validity; 

multi-dimensional; threshold optimization; classification framework; factor analysis; personality; 

conceptual framework; healthy aging; intraindividual. 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Motivation and relevance 
Increasing life expectancy and fertility rates falling below replacement lead to aging societies almost all 

around the world (WHO, 2015). In Switzerland an increase of people above age 65 from 18.1% of the 

current population to 26.5% of the projected population in 2045 is predicted (BFS, 2015). Similar 

increases in proportion are expected for the European Union where life expectancy at birth is predicted 

to rise from 78 years in 2013 to 85 years in 2060 for men and from 83 to 89 years for women (European 

Commission, 2015). More important than the additional years of life, however, is the question whether 

these include additional years of life in good health. Thus, it is becoming increasingly important to 

conduct research on the conditions and factors that contribute to the maintenance of wellbeing and 

health into old age. The interplay of a broad range of factors covering individual, environmental, and 

policy aspects have an impact on individuals’ health and wellbeing as they age (Sallis et al., 2006). 

Mobility can be placed among these factors determining the process of healthy aging (Figure 1.1). 

 

Figure 1.1: Mobility is a key determinant of healthy aging enabling individuals to live active and independent lives and to 
maintain social interactions. Source: Image by tookapic from Pixabay. 

Different aspects of mobility have been associated with key healthy aging outcomes including active and 

independent living as well as engagement in social interaction (Kestens et al., 2016a; Schalock et al., 

2008). Mobile people are empowered to access various resources which gives them the feeling of being 

independent and in turn promotes an individual’s subjective wellbeing (Banister and Bowling, 2004; 

Chung et al., 2015; Musselwhite and Haddad, 2010). Traveling using active transport modes (such as 

walking or cycling) represents an active lifestyle and is positively correlated with physical health and 

wellbeing (Huss et al., 2014; Seresinhe et al., 2015). Finally, older adults with access to a car and/or living 

in a neighborhood with good access to public transport and good community facilities and services have 

more social interactions (Banister and Bowling, 2004; Gagliardi et al., 2010).  
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Traditionally, mobility has been assessed using self-reports. Thanks to increasing miniaturization and 

growing affordability of sensing devices, health and aging studies increasingly rely on Global Positioning 

Systems (GPS) 1  said to ‘objectively’ assess individuals’ daily mobility (Cornwell and Cagney, 2017; 

Giannouli et al., 2016; Isaacson et al., 2017; Takemoto et al., 2015). Despite some known drawbacks of 

GPS including battery issues, missing/weak satellite signal in certain environments and compliance 

issues, this technology offers the potential to regularly and unobtrusively collect spatio-temporally 

highly resolved information about individuals’ mobility patterns. Because smartphones and further 

mobile devices featuring a GPS tracker (Figure 1.2) are becoming increasingly prevalent among the 

general population, such data could be potentially available cheaply for large numbers of people over 

long time periods (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). In addition, this type of data has the potential to 

contribute to addressing new types of research questions that are in line with the following three 

paradigm changes that have been immanent in health and aging research in the past decade. 

 

Figure 1.2: GPS-enabled devices are becoming ubiquitous. Source: Image by Dariusz Sankowski from Pixabay.  

The first paradigm shift consists of an increasing number of studies emphasizing the need to collect 

measurements of health-related parameters in real life rather than in the laboratory (Brose and Ebner-

Priemer, 2015; Ram and Gerstorf, 2012; Scholz et al., 2015). Because contextual factors affect behavior, 

insights obtained through lab-based research are only partially transferable to complex, real-world 

situations—which represents the setting that eventually needs to be understood in order to improve 

individuals’ lives (Reis, 2012). Real-life assessments, including GPS amongst many other ambulatory 

assessment methods, allow for high ecological validity. This means that a study more accurately 

represents the typical conditions under which an effect occurs.  

                                                           
1 GPS throughout this thesis is used to denote any navigation satellite system which would correctly be referred 
to with the more generic term GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System). GPS is the GNSS system of the United 
States. In the literature relevant to this thesis, however, GPS is the more familiar term and is used interchangeably 
with GNSS. 
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The shift from lab-based to real-life assessments is a precursor to the second paradigm shift constituting 

of an increasing focus of assessment of daily-life performance complementary to the traditionally 

assessed maximum capacity. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF), 

introduced by the World Health Organization (WHO, 2001), distinguishes between assessments in a 

standardized (e.g., lab) environment and assessments in real life. The former measures capacity 

indicative of the highest possible level of functioning of an individual in a given domain at a certain 

moment whereas the latter measures performance which is what individuals effectively do in their own 

everyday environment. These two types of assessments in the domain of mobility have been found to 

be linked only to a small degree and to be predictive for different healthy-aging-relevant outcomes 

(Giannouli et al., 2016). Thus, both types of assessment are of importance and traditional lab-based 

assessment of mobility should be complemented by real-life measures of mobility. 

The third paradigm shift aims to take into account a within-person perspective complementary to the 

more commonly investigated between-person perspective that relies on cross-sectional data (Hamaker, 

2012). Cross-sectional relationships cannot readily be generalized to relationships that are true on a 

within-person perspective. Intra-individual study designs ask questions such as whether an individual is 

happier on a day on which they travelled more in contrast to inter-individual study designs that would 

ask whether individuals who travel more tend to be happier. In order to study relationships within an 

individual, intensive longitudinal datasets, i.e., high-density repeated observations of the same variables 

at the individual level such as offered by sensors including GPS, are necessary (Boker, 2019; Martin et 

al., 2018).  

Research in line with these three paradigm changes benefit greatly from the increasing possibilities 

offered by mobile data assessments facilitated by technological advancements. Such assessments 

provide a means to obtain ecologically valid and intensive longitudinal data about individuals’ daily 

mobility. This information in turn offers the potential to empirically evaluate how an individual’s daily 

activities affect their healthy aging process. However, before being able to investigate such questions 

thoroughly and reliably, fundamental questions regarding GPS-based mobility assessments have to be 

addressed, which is where this thesis seeks to contribute. 

1.2 Research questions 
Incorporating measures of GPS-derived mobility into studies of health and aging—although promising—

is still relatively new. Questions regarding how these measures compare to traditionally used self-

reports, what aspects of mobility to derive from GPS assessments and how to integrate such mobility 

assessments along with other factors into conceptual models of healthy aging are still largely unsolved. 

This thesis seeks to contribute to a better understanding of these open issues by answering the following 

three overarching research questions (RQs):  

 
 

RQ 1: How do self-reported and GPS-based mobility indicators compare? 

 
 

RQ 2: What are the underlying dimensions of GPS-derived daily mobility?  

 
 

RQ 3: How can associations between mobility, personality and healthy aging be 
conceptualized?  
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1.3 Overview of the subsequent chapters 
Chapter 2 gives an overview of the included set of publications and their positioning along the 

overarching research questions of this thesis. Chapter 3 provides the background including information 

about important concepts, theories and the state of the art of the research field and ends with a 

summary of the research gaps. Chapter 4 provides an overview of the included datasets for the empirical 

analyses and summarizes the main steps of GPS data processing and applied statistical analyses. Chapter 

5 presents key insights from the publications and discusses them in a broader context following the 

structure of the RQs. Chapter 6 concludes this synopsis providing a general discussion regarding 

strength and limitation of the thesis and giving recommendations for future research.  
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2 Included publications and positioning in relation to research questions 

2.1 Included publications 
This thesis is based on three journal articles published (Publication I, III) or submitted (Publication II) to 

peer-reviewed international scientific journals and one chapter (Publication IV) in press in a peer-

reviewed book. While the first three publications are emprical studies based on data from different 

studies involving GPS assessments, the fourth paper proposes a conceptual framework relating mobility 

and personality to healthy aging. 

Publication I—GPS versus reports: life-space extent, duration active and passive transport modes  

Fillekes, M.P., Röcke, C., Katana, M., & Weibel, R. (2019a). Self-reported versus GPS-derived indicators 
of daily mobility in a sample of healthy older adults. Social Science & Medicine, 220, 193–202. 

PhD candidate’s contributions: Assisting in data assessment and designing of mobility-related 
questionnaires. Developing research idea. GPS data processing and analysis in R. Writing the draft 
manuscript and incorporating co-authors’ feedback. 

Publication II—GPS versus reports: time out of home and number of activity locations  

Fillekes, M.P., Kim, E.-K., Trumpf, R., Zijlstra, W., Giannouli, E., & Weibel, R. (2019b). Assessing older 
adults’ daily mobility: a comparison of GPS-derived and self-reported mobility indicators. Sensors, 19, 
4551. 

PhD candidate’s contributions: Design and supervision of assessment of the GPS and mobility diary-
related data assessment. Development of the study idea. GPS data processing and analysis in R. 
Writing the draft manuscript and incorporating co-authors’ feedback. 

Publication III—Underlying dimensions of daily mobility 

Fillekes, M.P., Giannouli, E., Kim, E.-K., Zijlstra, W., & Weibel, R. (2019c). Towards a comprehensive 
set of GPS-based indicators reflecting the multidimensional nature of daily mobility for applications 
in health and aging research. International Journal of Health Geographics, 18. 

PhD candidate’s contributions: Developing research idea. Development of conceptual classification 
framework based on several rounds of feedback of co-authors. GPS data processing and major part 
of the analysis in R. Writing the manuscript and incorporating co-authors’ feedback. 

Publication IV—Relating mobility, personality and healthy aging 

Fillekes, M.P., Perchoux, C., Weibel, R., & Allemand, M. (2020) Exploring the role of personality and 
mobility for healthy aging. In P. L. Hill & M. Allemand (Eds.), Personality and Healthy Aging in 
Adulthood - New Directions and Techniques. Springer International Publishing. Cham, Switzerland (in 
press). 

PhD candidate’s contributions: Developing research idea. Development of conceptual classification 
framework based on several rounds of feedback of co-authors. GPS data processing and major part 
of the analysis in R. Writing the manuscript and incorporating co-authors’ feedback. 
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2.2 Positioning in relation to research questions 
The thesis can be subdivided into two main themes (Figure 2.1). Theme A consists of RQ 1 and RQ 2 and 

evaluates opportunities and limitations of GPS with respect to assessing valid mobility indicators that 

reflect the multi-dimensional nature of daily mobility. The first two publications contribute to RQ 1 by 

reporting on how GPS based and self-reported daily mobility indicators compare to each other: 

Publication I focuses on the mobility indicators life-space (LS) extent and duration of travel in passive 

and active transport modes (pMOT, aMOT), while Publication II concentrates on the mobility indicators 

number of activity locations (#ALs) and time out of home (TOH). Publication III suggests a conceptual 

classification framework for mobility indicators and uncovers the underlying dimensions of mobility 

detectable from GPS data. 

Theme B of this thesis consists of RQ 3 and proposes a conceptual model to relate mobility to further 

factors of healthy aging. Publication IV contributes to this theme by reaching out to psychological 

research, trying to explore the role of mobility and personality for healthy aging. 

 

Figure 2.1: Schematic overview of the assignment of the three research questions and four publications to two main themes 
of this thesis: A) empirical assessment of GPS-based mobility and B) relating mobility to healthy aging. 
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3 Theoretical and methodological background 
This chapter gives an overview of related work as well as background on concepts and methods that are 

relevant to this project. Section 3.1 introduces mobility as it is defined across different disciplines and 

explains how it is defined in this thesis. Section 3.2 points out the links that exist between mobility and 

healthy aging. In Section 3.3, existing methods for mobility assessment, including self-reports and GPS, 

are discussed. Finally, Section 3.4 gives an overview of computational movement analysis (CMA) which 

constitutes the analytical framework to process GPS data in this thesis.  

3.1 Mobility  
The term mobility is associated with a broad range of meanings. Depending on the scientific discipline, 

its meaning ranges from spatial mobility at various time scales, to mobility in functional terms 

(physiological ability to move), to social (vertical vs. horizontal) mobility, or even virtual mobility (Sheller 

and Urry, 2006; Weber and Bauder, 2013; WHO, 2001). The term mobility in spatial, health, and aging 

sciences typically refers to either the domain of spatial mobility and/or physical activity and is either 

alluding to someone’s capacity or to someone’s actual everyday life performance (i.e., manifestations) 

(WHO, 2001). While capacity describes an individual’s ability to move in space or to be physically active, 

the performance describes what an individual actually does in their everyday life. 

In order to highlight the different meanings of mobility across the disciplines, Table 3.1 presents the 

most commonly used terms and assigns them to the disciplines in which they are predominantly used, 

as well as according to whether they refer to spatial mobility and/or physical activity as well as to 

capacity and/or performance.  

Table 3.1: Glossary of frequently used terms related to mobility 

Term Discipline Description 

Sp
at

ia
l m

o
b

. 

P
h

ys
ic

al
 a

ct
. 

C
ap

ac
it

y 

P
er

fo
rm

an
ce

 

(Spatial) 
mobility  

Human 
geography, 
social sciences 

Potential of people to move and actual movements 
(Schmidt, Kerr, Kestens, & Schipperijn, 2018; 
Schwanen & Ziegler, 2011) 

    

Daily 
mobility  

Geography, 
health 
sciences 

Everyday movement of individuals through space 
between destinations (Chaix et al., 2013a; Stewart, 
2017) 

    

Movement  GIScience, 
geography 

Execution of a change of location in a metric space 
(Bauder, 2015) 

    

Motility Social science, 
geography 

Capacity/potential of a person to be mobile, i.e., 
the way an individual appropriates what is possible 
in the domain of mobility (Cuignet et al., 2019; 
Kaufmann, 2002; Shareck et al., 2014). 

    

Functional 
mobility  

Gerontology Physiological ability to move (Chung et al., 2015; 
Pahor et al., 2014) 

    

Life space  Movement 
science, 
gerontology 

The geographical range in which a person moves 
typically divided into zones (e.g., home, 
neighborhood, municipality, etc.), sometimes 
including frequency of going to and need for 
assistance for the respective zone (Baker et al., 
2003; Polku et al., 2015; Wan and Lin, 2016) 
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Term Discipline Description 

Sp
at
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l m

o
b

. 

P
h
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. 

C
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y 

P
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Activity 
space 

GIScience, 
geography 

All locations visited and movement in-between 
those locations as a result of an individual’s daily 
activities. In contrast to life space, the focus is on 
out-of-home behavior only, rather than mobility 
both within and beyond the home. (Golledge and 
Stimson, 1997; Hirsch et al., 2014; Schönfelder and 
Axhausen, 2003) 

    

Physical 
activity 

Movement 
science, 
gerontology 

Any bodily movement produced by skeletal 
muscles that requires energy expenditure, 
including active modes of transport (Caspersen et 
al., 1985) 

    

Real-life 
mobility 

Movement 
science, 
gerontology 

Umbrella term for physical activity and life-space 
mobility (Giannouli et al., 2019, 2018) 

    

Outdoor 
mobility 

Gerontology, 
health 
sciences 

Movement ‘in the open’ (not in buildings) (Kerr et 
al., 2012; Klous et al., 2017) 

    

Out-of-
home 
mobility 

Gerontology, 
health 
sciences 

Movement outside an individual’s residence, even 
if its indoors 

    

Reversible 
mobility 

Social science, 
geography 

Daily trips, travel, short-term perspective 
(Kaufmann, 2002) 

    

Irreversible 
mobility 

Social science, 
geography 

Migration and residential change, mobility over 
residential history, long-term perspective 
(Kaufmann, 2002) 

    

Note: Mob. = mobility, act . = activity.  

This thesis relies on a definition of mobility that encompasses both the potential of people to move, 

referred to as motility, as well as their actual everyday movements (Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011) (Figure 

3.1). This thesis’ focus is on spatial mobility. Physical-activity-oriented interpretations of mobility as 

common in gerontology (Franke et al., 2017; Giannouli et al., 2018; Webber et al., 2010) are excluded 

from this thesis’ mobility definition and referred to explicitly as ‘physical activity’ or ‘functional mobility’ 

when addressed. The first part of the thesis focusing on GPS-based mobility assessment (RQ 1 and RQ 

2) uniquely revolves around the mobility component ‘movement’. As the focus is on the assessment of 

individuals’ day-to-day movement behavior, the term ‘daily mobility’ making explicit the temporal frame 

of reference of an individual’s movement, will be predominantly used in the first part of this thesis. In 

the second part of this thesis (devoted to RQ 3), in which the explicit distinction between motility and 

movement is relevant, the more generic term ‘movement’ will be used instead of ‘daily mobility’. 

Motility and movement are two distinct, but complementary constructs that shape an individual’s 

mobility (Cuignet et al., 2019; Shliselberg and Givoni, 2018; Thigpen, 2018) (Figure 3.1). While motility 

is how people could be mobile, movement is how people actually are mobile in their daily life. 
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Figure 3.1: Mobility can be divided into the two separate, but complementary terms motility and movement. Motility being 
an individual’s mobility potential in turn shapes an individual’s movement manifestation. This thesis mostly revolves around 
the mobility component ‘movement’, also referred to as ‘daily mobility’. The theoretical distinction between motility and 
movement is central when integrating it with healthy aging outcomes as done in RQ3.  

Historically rooted in biology, the concept of motility was for the first time thoroughly introduced in the 

social sciences by Kaufmann (2002) and is defined as the capacity of a person to be mobile or the field 

of possibilities with respect to mobility offered by an individual’s context. Three core interdependent 

dimensions define this field of possibilities: access, competence, and appropriation (Cuignet et al., 2019; 

Kaufmann, 2002; Shareck et al., 2014). Access refers to the surrounding environments shaping 

opportunities and locations with which individuals can choose to engage. It can be subdivided into 

personal (e.g., car availability) and contextual access (e.g., neighborhood walkability, access to public 

transport). Competence subsumes physical and cognitive abilities and skills needed to exploit the 

mobility options (e.g., driving license, languages spoken). Finally, appropriation refers to the decision-

making processes and an individual’s perception of their environmental settings and mobility options 

(Rowles, 1986). These are highly influenced by a person’s mobility experiences, which in turn form a 

person’s attitude towards mobility. 

Depending on an individual’s wishes and circumstances, they can convert motility into actual movement 

(Cuignet et al., 2019; Shareck et al., 2014). Movement in this thesis is defined as an individuals’ everyday 

relocation patterns through space in time. These movements may occur across different contexts such 

as an individual’s residence, residential neighborhood and beyond performing daily-life activities 

including shopping, visiting friends and performing recreational activities (Schmidt et al., 2018). 

According to Kaufmann’s (2002) distinction between reversible (daily trips, travel) and irreversible 

(migration and residential change) types of mobility (Table 3.1), movement would be classified in the 

first category. Intertwined components of movement are the spatial structure, the temporal structure, 

and the nature of activities (Chaix et al., 2013a). The spatial structure informs about where an individual 

is moving, how much area they are covering and how the geometry of their movement patterns look 

like. The temporal structure characterizes the duration of different movement states, timing in 

movement and its regularity respectively variability. Finally, the nature of activities depicts how people 

are moving, e.g., the types of transport modes used and locations visited.  

Across the relevant disciplines, the following terms are essentially used synonymously to movement: 

daily mobility, out-of-home mobility, life-space mobility or activity space (see exact definitions in Table 

3.1). While life-space mobility—originating from aging research—typically encompasses both in and 

out-of-home spatial mobility, activity space—originating from geography—typically focuses on the out-

of-home mobility of individuals only (Hirsch et al., 2014). 
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 Mobility consists of the two components motility and movement.  

 Motility refers to the field of possibilities an individual has with respect to mobility and is 
defined by its three core dimensions access, competence and appropriation.  

 Movement is defined as an individual’s everyday spatiotemporal relocation patterns and can 
be described by its spatial structure, temporal structure and the nature of the activities.  

 Daily mobility adds the temporal frame of reference to movement and will be predominantly 
used in the first part of this thesis (RQ 1 and 2), while the more generic term movement will 
be used the second part (RQ 3). 

3.2 Mobility and its relevance for healthy aging  

Studying an individual’s mobility allows one to infer information about the degree to which an individual 

is potentially capable of engaging and actually is engaging with their physical and social environments. 

Mobility is an important requirement to live autonomously and actively, to access a wide range of 

resources, and to participate in social activities, and therefore directly contributes to an individual’s 

wellbeing (Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011; Webber et al., 2010). Especially for older adults, it has been 

documented that facing growing physical or cognitive obstacles to mobility impacts on their wellbeing 

(Rantakokko et al., 2015). Enabling individuals to maintain their mobility as they age has been identified 

to play a key role in fostering wellbeing and thus healthy aging (Rantanen, 2013; Webber et al., 2010).  

Healthy aging is defined as “the process of developing and maintaining the functional ability that enables 

wellbeing in older age” (WHO, 2015). The overall objective of this definition is wellbeing in its broadest 

sense including domains such as happiness, satisfaction and fulfilment. Wellbeing is enabled if people 

can be and do what they have reason to value. Functional ability results from an individual’s intrinsic 

capacity, their environment and the activities resulting from the interplay between the two (WHO, 

2015). Functional ability comprises a broad range of health-related factors such as personal 

characteristics, physiological constitution, and diseases, but also activities amongst which mobility is to 

be placed as well. In contrast to the traditional health definition focusing on complete absence of 

disease (WHO, 1948), the ‘new’ WHO definition of healthy aging emphasizes that individuals can 

experience healthy aging and wellbeing despite increasing risk of disease and physiological changes such 

as losses in hearing, seeing or moving (Wagster et al., 2012; WHO, 2015). Moreover, looking at healthy 

aging as a process of stabilizing health rather than as an outcome is highlighted in this new paradigm 

(Martin and Kliegel, 2010; Scholz et al., 2015). Health stabilization is an intra-individual dynamic 

adaptation and regulation process. The goal of health stabilization research is to examine and identify a 

variety of ways in which individuals stabilize their health taking into account an individual’s goals, and 

all modifiable biological and non-biological factors such as psychological, social and environmental 

factors (Tinetti and Fried, 2004). In order to study these dynamic within-person adaptation processes, 

micro-longitudinal assessments of variables across different domains are required. Such designs allow 

to form evidence for integrated, individually tailored interventions to foster healthy aging (Scholz et al., 

2015). This development goes hand in hand with the three paradigm changes in health and aging 

research depicted in the Introduction (Section 1.1). 

While, as just mentioned, healthy aging is a continuous process over time that is influenced by the 

complex interaction of personal and environmental factors, this thesis focuses on the following three 

dimensions of healthy aging: independence, active living, and social participation (dotted lines in Figure 

3.2). These domains play a key role for older adults’ wellbeing and have been found to be linked to 

mobility (Kestens et al., 2016a; Oswald et al., 2007; Schalock et al., 2008; Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011). 

Independence refers to autonomy in activities of daily living (Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011). Active living 
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is defined as a broader concept that incorporates physical exercise, recreational activities, household 

and occupational activities, and active modes of transport (Sallis et al., 2006). Finally, social participation 

incorporates social interaction in general and participation in society (e.g., social engagement).  

 

Figure 3.2: Pathways between motility, movement, healthy aging and its three core domains independence, active living and 
social participation. This conceptual model that underlies the overall thesis was developed as part of Publication IV (Fillekes 
et al., 2020). 

How is mobility linked to older adult wellbeing and therefore can contribute to foster healthy aging? 

The aforementioned distinction between movement and motility is used to present the links and 

mechanisms to connect mobility with healthy aging (Figure 3.2).  

Movement is related to healthy aging by impacting on its three aforementioned core domains: 

 Movement determines the ability of an individual to autonomously access resources (e.g., 

shops, parks and services) to cover his/her utilitarian needs and therefore live independently 

(Musselwhite and Haddad, 2010; Tudor-Locke, 2012; Webber et al., 2010).  

 Movement is a proxy for general activity level (size of activity space, number of locations visited) 

and transport-related physical activity (e.g., using active transport modes for trips or 

recreational walking), which are major constituents of active living (Chaix et al., 2013a, 2012; 

Saelens et al., 2014). Physical activity, in particular, is of major importance in the prevention of 

age-related disorders including cardiovascular, musculoskeletal or metabolic disorders 

(Warburton et al., 2006; WHO, 2010).  

 Movement reflects the number of activities performed and destinations visited and thus to 

which degree individuals participate in social interactions and community in general (Byles et 

al., 2015; Gough et al., 2019; Schwanen and Wang, 2014).  

Motility is directly related to healthy aging by influencing older adults’ wellbeing as well as indirectly 

related through the above-mentioned pathways via movement—being movement’s major predictor.  

 Key components of motility including transport infrastructure and neighborhood characteristics 

such as walkability and greenness affect an individual’s wellbeing as they impact people’s access 

and therefore their opportunities to engage in rewarding and health-beneficial activities (e.g., 

social interactions, physical activity) (Banister, 2018; Cuignet et al., 2019; De Vos et al., 2013).  

 Motility, especially with its appropriation dimension, positively contributes to wellbeing by 

covering affective needs of an individual including independence, control over places and time, 

status and role associated with mobile people (Cuignet et al., 2019; De Vos et al., 2013; 

Musselwhite and Haddad, 2010; Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011; Shliselberg and Givoni, 2018).  

Reverse effects (represented by the respective opposite arrows in Figure 3.2) exist between all the 

constructs. Thus, individuals who age healthily and have a high level of wellbeing are likely to have a 

higher mobility potential and more spatiotemporal activities. Also, the manifested movement patterns 

in the long run influence an individual’s motility. However, in this thesis the focus is on the main 

pathways that lead from motility via movement to wellbeing, and consequently healthy aging.  
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A further important indirect link between mobility and healthy aging is via the environment. Mobility 

describes a vector of exposure to multiple geographic environments and as such determines when, 

where and how people are getting exposed to certain socio-environmental contexts (Chaix et al., 2012; 

Helbich, 2018). As mentioned above, besides an individual’s intrinsic capacity, environments—

subsuming built, natural and social environments—play a key role in shaping older adults’ wellbeing 

(Helbich, 2018; WHO, 2015). GPS allows to assess dynamically individuals’ environmental exposures and 

constitutes an important current research field (Cetateanu et al., 2016; Dewulf et al., 2016; Perchoux, 

2016). However, the interactions between mobility and environment, although important, are not in 

the focus of this thesis.  

 The current WHO definition of healthy aging is centered on enabling older adult wellbeing 
that is determined by the interplay of a broad range of personal and environmental factors 
among which mobility can be placed as well.  

 Healthy aging consists of an individual’s continuous adaptation process to stabilize health.  

 Micro-longitudinal assessments such as GPS are required in order to study those intra-
individual health stabilization processes. 

 Movement is related to the three core healthy aging domains independence, active living and 
social participation.  

 Motility is related to healthy aging by enabling an individual access to opportunities that 
contribute to supporting health behaviors and by giving the individual the control over space 
and time to participate in activities. Motility is indirectly related to healthy aging via 
movement.  

3.3 Existing approaches to mobility assessment  

3.3.1 Global questionnaires to asses daily mobility and motility 

Mobility is traditionally assessed with retrospective (also referred to as global) self-reported 

questionnaires (Peel et al., 2005; Shiffman et al., 2008). While the field of transportation research is 

mostly using travel surveys in various forms including face-to-face interviews, mail-in survey 

questionnaires, computer-assisted telephone interviews and recently online survey questionnaires 

(Cambridge Systematics, 1996; Shen and Stopher, 2014), in health and aging research various 

questionnaires focusing on different aspects of an individual’s daily movement patterns have been 

established. For example, the life-space questionnaire (LSQ) (Stalvey et al., 1999)—later developed into 

the University of Alabama life-space assessment (LSA) (Peel et al., 2005)—is a very common tool to 

assess the extent of an individual’s daily mobility. Both LSQ and LSA divide an individual’s life space into 

zones in which movement can take place (e.g., home, garden, neighborhood, municipality, etc.). For 

each of those zones the respondent has to indicate whether s/he has visited them in the defined time 

period prior to the assessment. In the LSA, respondents additionally indicate the visiting frequency and 

whether mobility aids were used to reach the respective zones. Another tool to obtain information 

about daily mobility is by assessing the activity locations regularly visited by a participant including 

additional information such as address, activity type, and transport mode used to travel to the 

respective location (Shareck et al., 2013). In contrast to the LSQ/LSA that assess the extent of mobility 

for a specific reference period, activity location questionnaires typically focus on the assessment of 

locations in which participants regularly perform different types of activities such as work, shopping, or 

visiting friends. More recently, health and aging research also increasingly relies on questionnaires that 

are based on interactive web applications such as VERITAS (Chaix et al., 2012; Kestens et al., 2016a; 

Schmidt et al., 2018). VERITAS is an interactive map-based questionnaire based on which participants 
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can precisely locate their regularly visited activity locations in a map and provide further annotations 

(e.g., visiting frequency, degree of personal attachment, travel company, etc.).  

While the aforementioned assessment methods focus on the assessment of daily mobility (i.e., 

movement), also motility is typically assessed using global self-report-based assessments such as 

interviews (Flamm and Kaufmann, 2006) or questionnaires (Kaufmann et al., 2017). Only in a recent 

study of Cuignet et al. (2019) a more quantitative operationalization of motility has been suggested. In 

that study, the ‘access’ dimension of motility, for example, has been assessed using geographic 

information system (GIS)-based density analysis of amenities including shops, cafés, ATMs etc. in 

respondents’ neighborhood.  

Global questionnaires are quick and easy to administer, typically in a single occasion, which is why they 

remain one of the most common assessment methods until nowadays (Chung et al., 2015; Hart et al., 

2011; Hoppmann and Riediger, 2009). Also, when the underlying construct of interest is stable over 

time (i.e., not subject to daily fluctuations) and the subjective perspective of respondents are of interest, 

as is the case for the assessment of motility, such global self-report-based assessments are highly 

appropriate. However, in contrast to motility, which is composed of dimensions that are typically subject 

to either slow (e.g., loss of competences) or rare changes (e.g., relocation to a different residential 

neighborhood), movement is a construct that fluctuates from day to day. Global assessments typically 

fail to capture such day-to-day variation and many other aspects of the complexity of daily mobility 

(Panter et al., 2014; Törnros et al., 2016; Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). 

3.3.2 Ambulatory assessment  

A promising way to overcome many of the aforementioned issues of global, retrospective assessments 

is ambulatory assessment (AA), also called ecological momentary assessment (Hoppmann and Riediger, 

2009; Shiffman et al., 2008; Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). AA provides a wide range of assessment 

tools to study people in their natural environments (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). AA techniques can 

be further grouped into two categories (Reis, 2012). The first category comprises self-reports of 

activities, emotional wellbeing, processes or events, in the following referred to as self-reported AA 

methods. Self-reported AA techniques may take a wide range of forms including paper diaries, daily 

phone interviews, mobile phone application based questionnaires, travel diaries etc. (Hoppmann and 

Riediger, 2009). The second category consists of assessments relying on sensors, in the following 

referred to as sensor-based AA methods (Allemand and Mehl, 2017; Toole et al., 2015). These 

approaches passively capture diverse aspects of everyday life, such as the auditory environment, 

physical location, biological/physiological parameters (e.g., heart rate, blood pressure) or proximity to 

other persons. Different types of sensors can be used to carry out such assessments including GPS, 

inertial measurement units (IMU), video, or audio. Both self-report and sensor-based AA share the 

following characteristics (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013):  

 data assessment in real-world environments; 

 often simultaneous collection of multiple variables (e.g., mobility, physical activity, subjective 

wellbeing, etc.); 

 multiple assessments of each variable in each individual over time; 

 focus on individuals’ current or very recent states, experiences or behaviors; and 

 either continuous, event-based, time-based, or randomly prompted sampling (as well as 

combinations of these). 

In contrast to global retrospective questionnaires, AA is known for providing ecologically valid data (Reis, 

2012; Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). Data has a high ecological validity if it accurately represents the 

typical conditions under which the process of investigation occurs in the real world (Reis, 2012). 
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Moreover, self-reported AA techniques minimize retrospective biases and generalized responses that 

are usually obtained from retrospective global questionnaires. Moreover, they allow for the study of 

within-person micro-processes such as how behaviors and experience vary over time and across 

changing contexts (Shiffman et al., 2008). Amongst the more critical aspects of AA are reactivity biases: 

The fact that participants know they are reporting their behavior or that they are being tracked might 

alter their behaviors (Duncan et al., 2009). A further critical issue of AA is that study compliance may 

change across a study’s time span leading to less reliable self-reports, or incorrect sensor handling 

leading to loss in data across time (Hufford, 2007; Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). Furthermore, 

questions regarding privacy issues, data ownership, capability to handle devices across different 

population groups, and the addressment of potential damage or loss of devices should be addressed 

when involving AA techniques (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). 

3.3.3 Self-reported versus sensor-based ambulatory assessment of daily mobility 

For the study of individuals’ daily mobility, so-called trip and activity location diaries (also referred to as 

space-time diaries) can be grouped among the broader category of self-reported AA techniques 

(Hoppmann and Riediger, 2009; Shiffman et al., 2008; Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). In such diaries, 

participants are required to continuously or at the end of each study day register detailed information 

on all trips undertaken and/or locations visited for a given period of time (Cho et al., 2011; Harvey, 2003; 

Shareck et al., 2013). Besides detailed records of start and end times of each activity, further additional 

semantic information such as performed activity, and used transport mode can be reported.  

Thanks to tremendous technological progress over the last three decades, it is nowadays possible to 

regularly and non-invasively monitor individuals’ activities with miniaturized, non-expensive sensing 

systems in their natural environment (Do and Gatica-Perez, 2014; Wettstein et al., 2014; Wilhelm et al., 

2012). To assess daily mobility, self-reported AA techniques (including the aforementioned space-time 

diaries) are getting increasingly replaced or complemented by sensor-based AA techniques, among 

which the Global Positioning System (GPS) is the most popular technique (Chaix, 2018). Although self-

reported AA allows for potentially fine-grained information and timeframes of any length that can be 

covered, travel diaries are time consuming and impose heavy burden on participants. Moreover, usually 

no precise locational information is obtained and reports can be inaccurate for several reasons 

(Hoppmann and Riediger, 2009; Rainham et al., 2008) (Table 3.2).  

Table 3.2: Advantages and disadvantages of diary (self-reported AA) and GPS (sensor-based AA) to infer individuals’ daily 
mobility. 

AA technique Advantages Disadvantages 

Self-reports 
(mobility diary) 

 
 

 

 Additional information (travel 
mode, activity type, company) 

 Subjective perspective 

 Incorrect reports: retrospective,  
generalized, subjective responses; 
limited self-awareness, inability to report 
(e.g., cognitive impairment), lack of care, 
forgetfulness, deliberate misreporting 
(e.g., social desirability) 

 Active participant involvement (burden)  

 Low spatio-temporal resolution 

Sensor (GPS)  

 

 Assessments over long periods  

 High spatio-temporal resolution 

 Limited participant involvement  

 Objective  

 Missing data due to technical issues 
(power, battery, satellite signal) 

 Compliance issues (charging, wearing 
device)  

 Which indicators, methods and 
thresholds?  

Note: Table adapted from Publication II (Fillekes et al., 2019b). 
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GPS allows for assessment over potentially long periods, with high spatio-temporal resolution and 

limited participant involvement (Table 3.2). On the negative side of GPS-based assessments are 

compliance and technological issues (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013; Wu et al., 2016). Moreover, no 

additional semantic information can be registered and it may be hard to infer meanings and intentions 

behind movements (Jiang et al., 2012). Finally, it is important to note that GPS data needs to be skillfully 

processed in order to infer meaningful information about daily mobility with the following open issues: 

First, processing is time-consuming and requires technical skills. Second, there is a lack of knowledge 

concerning how GPS-derived measures compare to traditional self-reports. Third, no consensus exists 

upon which aspects should potentially be derived from GPS data, nor does consensus exist regarding 

which methods and thresholds to use. 

 Global retrospective questionnaires are increasingly being replaced by ambulatory 
assessment (AA), which allows to study individuals in their natural context. AA techniques are 
key to tackling the three paradigm shifts stated in the Introduction. 

 AA can be grouped into self-report and sensor-based techniques.  

 For the assessment of daily mobility, travel diaries (self-reported AA) are increasingly 
complemented by GPS (sensor-based AA).  

 There is a lack of knowledge about validity of GPS-derived mobility indicators, and how GPS-
derived mobility measures compare to traditionally used measures.  RQ 1  

3.4 GPS data processing 
GPS data consists of an ordered sequence of fixes defined by tuples (<id, x, y, t, attributes>) where id 

refers to the individual being tracked, x and y to the geographical location in geographical space of the 

individual at a specific point in time defined by t (Laube et al., 2007). Potential further attributes 

including precision measures such as the number of visible satellites, a z-coordinate referring to 

elevation, and internal speed can be stored along with the tuples. This ordered sequence of fixes is also 

referred to as trajectory. Sufficiently long trajectories of an individual (typically between 3 and 28 days) 

lend themselves to study an individual’s daily-life mobility (Gough et al., 2019). In order to extract 

meaningful information about an individual’s daily mobility, however, GPS data needs to be processed. 

This is where computational movement analysis (CMA) comes into play. CMA is a research field within 

Geographic Information Science (GIScience) that deals with the development and application of 

computational techniques for capturing, processing, managing, structuring, and analyzing all kinds of 

movement data (Laube, 2014). In the context of mobility studies, the processing of GPS data consists of 

the following main steps: 

a) pre-processing; 

b) trajectory segmentation; 

c) trajectory annotation; and 

d) aggregation into mobility indicators 

While the first three steps (Figure 3.3)—often subsumed under the term semantic enrichment—are 

classic GPS data processing steps inherent to all fields relying on human-based GPS data including 

transportation (Gong et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2016), environmental exposure (Chaix, 2018; Chaix et al., 

2013b) as well as health and aging science (Carlson et al., 2015a), the last step is more domain-specific 

and describes how meaningful mobility indicators can be aggregated based on the processed GPS data.  
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the process of semantic enrichment of a raw locational trajectory (e.g., GPS) 
contrasting the spatial (above) and temporal (below) view: a) spatial view of raw trajectory and temporal view of speed 
derived from trajectory; b) segmentation of trajectory into moves (grey lines) and stops (dark grey pins); c) detection of 
transport modes (grey symbols) and types of stops (dark grey pins). 

3.4.1 Data pre-processing 

The following steps are part of GPS pre-processing. However, depending on the data and the output 

variable not necessarily all of them need to be implemented:  

1) Cleaning of GPS data at the fix level: Routines to remove spurious GPS fixes including removal of 

GPS points due to abnormally high speeds, low accuracy values (e.g., ‘dilution of precision’ 

(Langley, 1999)), jumps in the vertical axis over a certain threshold; and routines to adjust fixes, 

e.g., map matching (i.e., matching fixes to the road network), smoothing filters etc. (Bierlaire et 

al., 2013; Wu et al., 2016). 

2) Interpolation, gap filling: Filling up GPS fixes into temporal gaps in data due to GPS outage using 

interpolation given that temporal and/or spatial difference between fixes is not beyond a 

certain threshold (Kestens et al., 2018, 2016b) 

3) Computation of basic movement parameters: E.g., distance, speed (Figure 3.3a), acceleration, 

azimuth, sinuosity for varying temporal windows (local, interval, episodic or global) that define 

the number of GPS fixes considered (Laube et al., 2007; Long and Nelson, 2013). 

4) Splitting data into temporal units: In health and aging applications often one day (Kaspar et al., 

2015; Takemoto et al., 2015) is used as temporal unit upon which further computations are 

based and subsequently aggregated (e.g., daily mean); or no splitting at all is applied, that is, 

computations extend over the entire study period (often one week) (Giannouli et al., 2016; 

Hirsch et al., 2014). 

5) Excluding invalid temporal units: Based on different criteria, most commonly based on a 

threshold for minimum length of the registration period (i.e., duration between first and last fix 

of a study day), e.g., 8 hours (Blamoutier et al., 2018; Schmidt et al., 2018), 9 hours (Carlson et 

al., 2015b; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016), or 10 hours (Harada et al., 2018; Loebach and Gilliland, 

2016). 

6) Excluding invalid participants: If the number of valid days below a certain threshold e.g., 3 

(Loebach and Gilliland, 2016), 4 (Brondeel et al., 2017), or 5 days (Boissy et al., 2018), or if the 

home location cannot be reliably determined (e.g., defined as the place where most of the 

nights are spent), participants may be excluded. 

3.4.2 Trajectory segmentation 

Trajectory segmentation into stops and moves is an elementary step in GPS data processing (Figure 3.2b) 

(Alvares et al., 2007; Siła-Nowicka et al., 2016; Spaccapietra, 2001). Stops typically refer to visits of 
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locations where an individual performed an activity, also referred to as activity locations (Cich et al., 

2016; Lin and Hsu, 2014; Wettstein et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2009). Depending on the target application, 

stops of different spatio-temporal dimensions are relevant (e.g., stop at traffic light, stop at a transport 

station, visiting a building, visiting a city, region etc.) (Montoliu et al., 2013). In health and aging 

applications, typically stops of a minimum duration between 3 and 30 minutes are considered (Kerr et 

al., 2011). Moves are referring to the displacements between the stops (Siła-Nowicka et al., 2016).  

Several approaches exist to segment a trajectory into stops and moves. Hwang et al. (2018) distinguish 

between the following four groups of algorithms: rule-based, clustering-based, kernel-based and cost-

function-based approaches. Most algorithms used in health and aging applications (Carlson et al., 

2015a; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016) are either rule-based or kernel-based and typically combine some 

spatial and temporal criteria to distinguish stops from move episodes. The algorithm of Montoliu et al. 

(2013) that was used in two Publication II and III of this thesis (Fillekes et al., 2019b, 2019c) is rule-based, 

employing one spatial (Dmax) and two temporal (Tmin, Tmax) thresholds. Dmax defines the geographic 

extent of a location, or more specifically the maximum distance to the first fix that potentially constitutes 

a stop. Tmin is the minimum time duration a person needs to stay within this geographic region, in order 

to count as a stop. Finally, Tmax is the maximum temporal gap for which the algorithm can interpolate, 

given Tmin and Dmax are fulfilled. Move segments are basically the trajectory segments that have not 

been identified as stops.  Often they have to fulfill certain criteria such as minimum length (e.g., 3 

minutes (Vanwolleghem et al., 2016; Xiang et al., 2016)) and an average minimum speed over the entire 

move segment (e.g., > 1km/h (Boonstra et al., 2018)).  

3.4.3 Trajectory annotation 

Some of the health- and aging-related studies end GPS processing at the stage of segmentation and 

aggregate their mobility indicators based on the identified stops and moves (Cuignet et al., 2019; Saeb 

et al., 2016). However, these stops and moves can potentially be annotated with further semantic 

information (Parent et al., 2013) (Figure 3.3c). For stops it is typically of interest to know what type of 

place it is or the type of activity that might have been performed. To characterize stops, clues such as 

time of visit, visiting frequency, or total time spent can help to infer an individual’s most important 

anchor points, including home and work place (Do and Gatica-Perez, 2014). The intersection of the stops 

with land use or land cover data (e.g., CORINE (European Environment Agency, 2018)) gives additional 

information about the characteristics (green or urban area, etc.) of the place an individual has visited 

(Wolf et al., 2001). Moreover, matching the stops to the most proximate point (e.g., shop, mall, hair 

dresser, public transport station) out of point of interest (POI) datasets (e.g., Open Street Map (OSM, 

2018)) can inform the inference of the potential activity a person might have performed in the 

respective stop (Furletti et al., 2013). Finally, participant-based annotations—despite being 

burdensome—are probably the most accurate way of semantically annotating an individual’s stops (Do 

and Gatica-Perez, 2014).  

Moves can be further semantically enriched with a transport mode (e.g., walking, car, cycling, urban 

public transport, or rail). This is mostly done based on classification features previously derived from the 

GPS trajectory (e.g., speed, acceleration). However, additional features such as proximity to transport 

infrastructure (e.g., highways, rail network, public transport stations, etc.), personal data (e.g., vehicle 

ownership, age, etc.), or additional sensor data (most commonly IMU also referred to as accelerometer) 

can improve classification accuracy. A frequently used and highly discriminative feature to distinguish 

between transport modes is speed (Cho et al., 2011; Schuessler and Axhausen, 2009). Generally, point- 

and segment-based approaches to transport mode detection can be distinguished (Prelipcean et al., 

2016). While the former classify individual fixes based on features computed for differently sized 

temporal windows around each fix, the latter compute those features for segments (such as the ones 

identified in the preceding move-stop segmentation). Methods to assign transport modes can be 
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broadly grouped into three categories according to Prelipcean et al. (2017): fuzzy logic (e.g., Schuessler 

and Axhausen, 2009), rule-based heuristics (e.g., Bohte and Maat, 2009) and machine learning (e.g., 

Montini et al., 2014). Fuzzy logic and rule-based heuristics rely on thresholds set by the researchers, 

such as walking mode if speed ≤ 6 km/h (Bauder, 2015; Cho et al., 2011; Stopher et al., 2005). In health 

and aging applications, rule-based methods are the up to now most prevalent approaches to infer 

transport modes. In contrast to machine learning approaches, they do not rely on training of classifiers 

for which ground truth data is required. Threshold-based methods are likely less accurate than machine 

learning approaches. However, for health and aging applications that are generally interested in broad 

classifications of transport modes they are typically sufficient. Broad classifications include, for example, 

passive (motorized) versus active (non-motorized) transport modes (Boissy et al., 2018; Cetateanu et 

al., 2016; Takemoto et al., 2015), or walking versus cycling versus passive transport modes (Carlson et 

al., 2015a). However, approaches used in health applications are often not validated and would clearly 

additionally benefit from more fine-grained classifications including the distinction between public and 

private transport modes.   

3.4.4 Aggregation to mobility indicators 

In order to be related to healthy-aging-relevant outcomes, raw GPS data and semantically enriched GPS 

information needs to be aggregated to meaningful units of analysis. A vast potential set of indicators 

reflecting diverse semantic aspects of an individual’s daily mobility exists. Moreover, these indicators 

may be aggregated to different temporal units (daily, weekly, etc.) and summarized using different 

statistical measures (mean, maximum etc.). Amongst the most commonly used mobility indicators in 

health and aging studies are time out of home (TOH) (Harada et al., 2018; Isaacson et al., 2017; Kaspar 

et al., 2015; Tung et al., 2014; Wettstein et al., 2014b), number of activity locations (#ALs) (Boissy et al., 

2018; Isaacson et al., 2017; Saeb et al., 2016; Sanchez et al., 2017; Wahl et al., 2013; Wettstein et al., 

2014b) and life-space (LS) extent (Boissy et al., 2018; Giannouli et al., 2018; Sanchez et al., 2017; 

Wettstein et al., 2014b).  

Despite being increasingly emphasized that mobility is a multi-dimensional construct (Hasanzadeh, 

2019; Perchoux et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2017; Wettstein et al., 2014a), many health and aging studies 

still rely on a small number of mobility indicators that illustrate partial facets of an individual’s daily 

mobility (e.g., 1 in (Harada et al., 2018), 2 in (Kaspar et al., 2015), and 3 in (Blamoutier et al., 2018). 

There have been a few attempts to categorize mobility indicators (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016; Isaacson et 

al., 2017; Perchoux et al., 2014; Wettstein et al., 2014a). However, there is still little work on establishing 

a classification framework that groups and characterizes a wide range of GPS-derived mobility indicators 

according to spatial, temporal, and semantic aspects. Moreover, there is no consensus in health and 

aging sciences regarding which mobility indicators should be derived from GPS data to obtain a 

comprehensive view of an individual’s mobility.  

 GPS processing consists of an extensive processing pipeline including data pre-processing, 
trajectory segmentation, trajectory annotation and aggregation to mobility indicators.  

 Along this pipeline, there are several options regarding the choice of methods and thresholds.  

 In health and aging research, little work has looked at the implications of the choice of 
methods and thresholds.  RQ 1 

 In general, methods and mobility indicators used in health and aging sciences are rather 
simple and provide a restricted view upon individuals’ daily mobility. 

 The challenge from the GIScience perspective is to propose a set of mobility indicators to 
represent a comprehensive picture of an individual’s daily mobility.  RQ 2 
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3.5 Summary of research gaps  
Based on the overview of important concepts and methods from the field of mobility analysis in the 

context of health and aging applications, this section summarizes the research gaps that motivate the 

research questions stated in Section 1.2.  

 Comparing self-reported to sensor-derived mobility indicators (RQ 1) 

Traditionally, mobility has been assessed via self-reports asking participants about their daily travel 

behaviors. These self-reports include global questionnaires such as the life-space assessment (Peel et 

al., 2005) or self-reported ambulatory assessment (AA) techniques such as travel diaries (Richardson et 

al., 1995). Self-reports are subjective by definition, usually retrospective covering extended time 

periods, and often prompting generalized responses and are therefore prone to be biased to at least 

some degree (Do and Gatica-Perez, 2014; Schwarz, 2012). To interpret mobility data in their own right 

and in relation to health, as well as to compare studies using self-reported variables to studies using 

sensor-derived variables, it is crucial to know to which degree indicators from both assessment types 

correspond to each other. Within the spatial sciences, however, mainly researchers interested in 

transport have investigated how trips reported in travel diaries correspond to trips extracted from GPS 

data (Houston et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2017; Stopher and Shen, 2011). In the health and aging 

sciences, with few exceptions (Klous et al., 2017; Shareck et al., 2013; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016) little 

work has compared self-reported and sensor-derived indicators of mobility, even though such research 

could provide very useful practical as well as conceptual insights into aging research paradigms involving 

the interplay of mobility behavior and health.  

 Underlying dimensions of mobility (RQ 2) 

Studies so far have shown that it is possible to use GPS tracking to compute various aspects of mobility 

such as time spent out of home or number of visited locations (Taylor et al., 2018). However, there is 

no consensus regarding which aspects of mobility should and can be assessed and often studies are not 

explicit about the aspects of mobility they assess based on the involved indicators. Many health and 

aging studies rely on only a small number of GPS-derived mobility indicators that provide a limited view 

of an individual’s daily mobility (e.g., limited to the extent of spatial mobility) (Cuignet et al., 2019; 

Giannouli et al., 2016; Hirsch et al., 2014; Kaspar et al., 2015), despite the fact that researchers 

increasingly emphasize that mobility is a multi-dimensional construct (Hasanzadeh, 2019; Perchoux et 

al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2017; Wettstein et al., 2014a). Attempts to systematically categorize GPS-based 

mobility indicators and identify which indicators should be derived from GPS data in order to obtain an 

as complete as possible view of an individual’s daily mobility are missing.  

 Conceptual model to link mobility, personality and healthy aging (RQ 3) 

Once these more practical issues regarding GPS-based mobility assessment have been addressed, the 

next step is to integrate mobility into models that explain how mobility along with other health-relevant 

factors interact and influence the process of healthy aging. Besides mobility, personality is a factor that 

has been found to be important for healthy-aging-relevant outcomes (Bogg and Roberts, 2004; Hill et 

al., 2011; Mroczek and Spiro, 2007; Roberts et al., 2009; Weston et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2016). 

Personality is defined as a person’s characteristic pattern of thinking, feeling, and behaving (Baumert et 

al., 2017). However, until this point, mobility and personality have been assessed as independent 

determinants of healthy aging and conceptual frameworks of how interrelationships between mobility 

and personality affect healthy aging do not exist up to now.  
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4 Data and GPS processing in empirical studies 
This chapter gives a brief overview of included data, applied GPS data processing and statistical analyses 

that were performed in the three empirical studies including GPS data. The detailed description of data 

and applied methods are to be found in the individual Publications. 

4.1 Data 
We used data from two different studies: Mobility, Activity, and Social Interaction Study (MOASIS) based 

at the University of Zurich (UZH) (Röcke et al., 2020, 2018) and the Mobility Study Cologne based at the 

German Sport University Cologne (DSHS) (Giannouli et al., 2018, 2016). Publication I is based on MOASIS 

while Publications II and III are based on different subsets of the Mobility Study Cologne. Included 

participants for both studies were community-dwelling older adults without clinically relevant cognitive 

impairments, depressive symptoms or mobility constraints. The goal of each publication as well as 

details regarding included datasets, assessment devices, inclusion criteria and participant characteristics 

are presented in Table 4.1. The retention rates for participants respectively participant-days for the 

different types of analyses ranged between 46.2% and 69.4%. Mean age was between 70.5 and 72.3 

years for the three different study populations. 

Table 4.1: Data basis of the three empirical publications. 

 Publication I Publication II Publication III 

Goal, mobility 
indicators 

Comparing daily REP to 
GPS for LS, pMOT, aMOT 

Comparing daily REP to 
GPS for TOH, #ALs & 
sensitivity analysis for 
threshold selection 

Factor analysis to reveal 
underlying mobility 
dimensions based on a 
broad set of indicators 

 

Main unit of 
analysis 

1 day 1 day Average daily mobility 
over entire study period 

Study MOASIS Pilot Study II  Mobility Study Cologne: 
Wave 3 = Chronosense 

Mobility Study Cologne: 
Waves 1-3  

Data owner URPP Dynamics of 
Healthy Aging (UZH) 

Institute of Movement and Sport Gerontology 
(DSHS) 

Observation 
period 

28 days 7 days 6 to 9 days 

Device uTrail (custom-built 
device) 

Samsung Galaxy SIII™, 
GPS Logger App 

Samsung Galaxy SIII™ 
Custom-developed 
(Wave 1/2) and GPS 
Logger app (Wave 3) 

Number of 
participants/days 

27 participants / 
26*30+1*15=795 days 

35 participants / 
35*7=345 days 

192 participants 

Included data  LS: 402 days (25 
participants) = 50.6%  

 pMOT: 375 days (27 
participants = 47.2% 

 aMOT: 367 days (27 
participants) = 46.2% 

 TOH: 140 days (27 
participants) = 57.1% 

 #ALs: 170 days (33 
participants) = 69.4% 

95 participants (49.5%) 

Age mean, 
[range], % female 

72.3 years, [67-81], 
55.6% 
(n=27 participants) 

70.6 years, [65-83], 
48.5% 
(n=35 participants) 

70.5 years, [61–99] / 
52%  
(n=95 participants) 
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4.2 GPS data processing 
While Table 4.2 gives an overview of the classic GPS data processing steps as introduced in Sections 

3.4.1-3.4.3. Table 4.3 gives an overview of the aggregation to daily mobility indicators as introduced in 

Section 3.4.4 for the individual publications. The mobility indicators for the comparison analyses in 

Publications I and II were aggregated on a daily basis. The mobility indicators for Publication III were 

aggregated over the entire study periods to daily mean/median or standard deviation (SD) values.  
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Table 4.2: GPS data processing in the three empirical publications. 

Processing step Publication I Publication II Publication III 

a) GPS pre-processing 

Exclusion of fixes N/A speed ≥ 330 km/h speed ≥ 330 km/h 

Splitting into 
daily trajectories 

midnight midnight 3 AM 

Inclusion criteria  ≥ 43’200 fixes 
(irrespective of 
satellite signal) 

 Valid home location for 
LS 

 Valid report 

 9 h per day 

 Days on which device 
was worn 

 ≥ 2 days with valid 
report/GPS per 
participant 

 Valid home location 

 3 days, each ≥ 8 h 

 Valid home location 

 1 weekend plus 2 week 
days 

Computation of 
home location 

Mean lat/lon of largest 
cluster identified with 
DBSCAN based on daily 
first fixes (minpts=4, 
eps=150 m) 

Median lat/lon of cluster closest to address, with 
DBSCAN based on daily first morning / last evening 
fixes (minpts= 3, eps = 60 m) 

b) Trajectory segmentation 

Move-stop 
segmentation 

 Stop fix defined if 
≥ 90% of 240 
preceding & ≥ 90% of 
240 successive GPS 
fixes within 170 m 

 Smoothing window (20 
fixes) using majority 
voting 

Algorithm by Montoliu et 
al. (2013), Tmin = 6 min, 
Dmax = 125 m, Tmax = 
5 h 

Algorithm by Montoliu et 
al. (2013), Tmin = 5 min, 
Dmax = 150 m, Tmax = 
1 h 

c) Trajectory annotation 

Passive versus 
active transport 
mode 

Classification of 1-min 
segments based on SD of 
ACC magnitude [milli-g]: 
pMOT if ≤ 50, aMOT if ≥ 
110 and else based on 
median GPS speed [m/s] 
(pMOT if >6.5, else 
aMOT) 

N/A Passive defined if 90th 
percentile speed of fixes 
part of a move segment 
≥ 25 km/h, else active 

Annotation as 
home/out of 
home (OH) 

N/A 125 m around home to 
define GPS fixes/stops as 
home/OH 

150 m around home to 
define GPS fixes/stops as 
home/OH 

Annotation of 
stops as unique 
vs. multiply 
visited 

N/A N/A Stops from same cluster 
of DBSCAN (minpts =2, 
eps = 60 m) 
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Table 4.3: Aggregation to daily mobility indicators 

Included mobility indicators 

Abbrev.               Full name 

Definition of daily mobility indicator Public. 

I II III 

TOH Time out of home Duration between all OH fixes, filling gaps of 
300 or 60 min (Publication II and III, 
respectively). 

   

NumLoc/#ALs Number of 
locations 

Number of OH activity locations visited. 
   

LS Life space extent Maximum LS level visited ≥ 5 min: 1) home, 2) 
neighborhood, 3) municipality, 4) Canton, 5) 
German-speaking Switzerland, 6) further. 

   

DurPTM Duration in PTM Time spent in passive transport modes (PTM).    

DurATM Duration in ATM Time spent in active transport modes (ATM).    

MaxDist Max. distance to 
home 

Length of straight line connecting the home 
with the GPS fix furthest away from home.    

CHull Area of convex 
hull 

Area of convex hull enclosing all GPS fixes. 
   

SDE Area of SD ellipse Ellipse defined at one 1 standard deviation 
(SD).    

LocVar Location variance Combined variance of X and Y coordinates.    

LengthPerTrip Average trip 
length 

Average length of a move.  
   

MaxDurATM Duration of 
longest ATM trip 

Duration of longest continuous trip using 
aMOT.    

NumUniqLoc Number of unique 
locations 

Stops visited multiple times during the included 
study days are only counted once.    

Entropy Entropy in 
locations 

Computed as in Saeb et al. (2016), measures 
how time was distributed over locations.    

GravCompact Gravelius com-
pactness of cHull 

𝐾 = 𝑃/(2√𝜋𝐴) where P = perimeter of convex 
hull and A = area of convex hull. 

   

Maj2MinAxis Major to minor 
axis of SDE 

Ratio of major and minor axis of SD ellipse.  
   

RevisitedLS % revisited area 
of daily LS 

Percentage of daily convex hull that overlaps 
with convex hulls of other days.     

AvgRevisitedLS Avg. % daily 
revisited LS  

Average percentage overlap of daily convex 
hull with convex hulls of other study days.    

SDDirMaxDist SD of direction of 
max. distance fix 

Circular SD of daily direction of most distant 
point from home.    

TimeMaxDist Time of day at 
max. dist. home 

Time of day starting at 3 AM when most distant 
location from home is reached.     

TimeFirstMove Time of day first 
move 

Time of day starting at 3 AM of the first move 
(approximation of first OH activity) of a day.     

TimePeriodActive  Period of day with 
most OH activities 

Assignment of moves and OH stops based on 
start time to the classes morning, afternoon, or 
evening. A day is coded as morning if morning > 
evening activities; as evening if evening > 
morning activities; ‘neutral’ elsewise.  
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4.3 Statistical analyses 

4.3.1 Comparing self-reports and sensor-based indicators 

One approach of assessing whether an indicator adequately represents the construct that is intended 

to be measured, is by examining its convergent validity (Campbell and Fiske, 1959; Cronbach and Meehl, 

1955). Convergent validity for a construct can be assessed by comparing to what degree different 

methods assessing the same construct agree. In Publication I and II, we examined convergent validity of 

several frequently used mobility indicators by comparing how GPS and self-reported indicators aiming 

at representing the same construct compare. To this end, several descriptive statistics to capture 

deviations, respectively agreement between self-reported and sensor-derived indicators were 

computed. These are based on the subtraction of the sensor-derived from the self-reported indicators. 

Based on these differences, we further evaluated how many person-days for each indicator agree and 

on how many days self-reporting leads to over- and under-reports (or conversely GPS under- and over-

reports, respectively). Moreover, the statistics listed in Table 4.4 were computed to assess strength of 

agreement between daily reported and GPS-based mobility indicators.  

Table 4.4: Measures of agreement to compare self-reported to GPS-derived mobility indicators. 

Measures of agreement Description 

Abbrev. Full name  

BA Bland Altman difference Bland–Altman (2007) statistic to compare methods with 
multiple observations per individual. It plots the mean of daily 
self-reported and GPS-based mobility indicator against the 
difference between the two and computes the average 
difference as well as the 95% limits of agreement (LOA). 

ICC Interrater intraclass-
correlation coefficient 

We computed the interrater intraclass-correlation coefficient 
(ICC) that accounts for having multiple observations per 
participant. ICC divides true variance due to participants by 
total variance. We used the convention of Landis and Koch 
(1977) to interpret strength of agreement. 

Corr Spearman correlation Spearman correlation across all study days. The convention of 
Hinkle et al. (2003) was used to interpret the strength of 
association. 

iCorr Spearman individual 
(within-person) 
correlation 

Mean and SD of individual within-person correlations. 

We used the same convention as for Spearman correlation to 
interpret strength of association 

 

4.3.2 Uncovering dimensions of daily mobility 

For Publication III, we used an exploratory factor analysis (Velicer and Jackson, 1990; Williams et al., 

2010) to uncover latent groups in a suggested set of comprehensive mobility indicators (Table 4.3). In 

this manner, we were able to compress the comprehensive set of mobility indicators further into the 

minimal set of indicators required to represent the diverse aspects of daily mobility derivable from GPS 

data of the sample of individuals used in that study. Non-normally distributed mobility indicators were 

log or square-root transformed depending on their effectiveness to achieve a normal distribution or at 

least reduce skewness. 
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4.3.3 Processing platform 

We have carried out all processing and analyses in R (R Core Team, 2019). Specifically, we used the R 

packages plyr, dplyr, reshape, sp, dbscan, data.table, aspace, circular, 

rgdal, geosphere, raster for data manipulation; ggplot2, maptools, knitr for graphs 

and visualizations; and corrplot, PerformanceAnalytics, ICC, rmcorr, psych, lme4, 

Hmisc, nFactors for the statistical analyses. 
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5 Results and discussion 
This chapter summarizes and discusses the main outcomes of this thesis. Section 5.1 presents the main 

findings from Publications I and II that investigated how GPS-based and self-reported mobility indicators 

compare. Section 5.2 provides an overview and discussion of the main findings from Publication III in 

which the goal was to find a set of mobility indicators reflecting the multi-dimensional nature of daily 

mobility. Finally, Section 5.3 summarizes the conceptual model to link mobility, personality and healthy 

aging which was established in Publication IV. 

5.1 RQ 1: Self-reported versus GPS-derived daily mobility indicators 
In Publications I and II, we compared daily self-reports (denoted REP) with GPS assessments (denoted 

GPS) of five mobility indicators that have been commonly applied in health and aging studies. Life-space 

(LS) extent and daily duration spent in passive and active transport modes (pMOT, aMOT) were 

investigated in Publication I, while time out of home (TOH) and number of activity locations (#ALs) were 

investigated in Publication II.  

Comparing key indicators of agreement for all five mobility indicators reveals very diverse results for the 

different indicators (Table 5.1, Table 5.2,). Relatively high agreement is obtained for life-space extent. 

There is agreement within ±1 level on 93% of the days, the ICC values indicate substantial agreement 

and the correlation values are high (Table 5.1). A similar picture was obtained for TOH. While there was 

only agreement within ±20 minutes on 46% of the days, ICC and correlation values are in a similar order 

of magnitude as those of TOH. Average differences for LS were centered on 0, while TOH on average 

seems to yield slightly higher daily self-reports than GPS-based measures (median 11 min; Table 5.2). 

Both LS and TOH indicators are conceptually relatively easy to understand (and report) given the coarse 

level of detail and the ‘binary’ responses they are asking for (6 LS zones either visited or not, and time 

spent at home or out of home). This conceptual simplicity contributes, on the one hand, to the 

expectation that self-reports can be reported more accurately compared to conceptually more complex 

constructs. On the other hand, these simple concepts can also be better modeled from GPS. Both home 

and life-space levels can be relatively unambiguously projected into space using buffers around home 

and administrative boundaries. Having good accuracy in both self-reports and GPS, in turn, positively 

impacts the likelihood that both measures show a high degree of correspondence and thus show 

convergent validity.  

Table 5.1: Agreement between daily REP and GPS mobility indicators ordered according to decreasing level of agreement. 

 
LS [level] TOH [min] #ALs pMOT [min] aMOT [min] 

Ps / Days 25 / 402  27 / 140  33 / 170  27 / 375  27 / 367 

ICC [95% CI] 0.75 [0.69; 0.80] 0.66 [0.54; 0.76] 0.47 [0.34; 0.60] 0.24 [0.13; 0.36] 0.14 [0.06; 0.29] 

Correlation  0.78* 0.81* 0.60* 0.51* 0.38* 

iCorr (Mean(SD)) 0.75 (0.16) 0.69 (0.41) 0.53 (0.50) 0.51 (0.30) 0.36 (0.29) 

↔:↓:↑ (% days)  93:4:3 28:51:21 62:28:11 23:18:59 13:16:72 

Note: Order determined by level of agreement based on iCorr/ICC values. Ps= Participants, ICC = interrater intraclass correlation 

coefficient, CI = confidence interval, iCorr (individual correlation), * = statistically significant (p<.01). ↔ = percentage days 

agreeing for deviations of ±1 level / ±1 AL / ±10 minutes; ↓ = self-reported under-reporting, ↑ = self-reported over-reporting. 

For #ALs, agreement and correlation values are moderate. The tendency for self-reports clearly goes to 

under-reporting respectively for GPS to over-reporting the actual number of locations visited. Daily 

reported #ALs are on average by 0.7 locations (Table 5.2) lower than GPS-based assessments, which is 

considerable against an average GPS/REP #ALs in the order of magnitude of 3 (see Publication II). It 

seems plausible that participants did not report certain activity locations due to forgetfulness or because 
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they deemed them insignificant (e.g., stop at a gas station) (Section 3.3.3). Moreover, it is known from 

other research that segmentation based on distance thresholds tends to over-segment trajectories 

(Ashbrook and Starner, 2003; Thierry et al., 2013). A more detailed look at the correspondence of 

reports and GPS at the event level revealed that indeed a considerable number of reported events had 

multiple matching GPS events (17%; see Publication II). This delivers part of the explanation why GPS 

tends to over-report. The assumption that indoor locations could remain more easily undetected by GPS 

than outdoor locations could, however, not be confirmed. Worse GPS detection due to signal issues 

indoors causing locations to remain undetected might be leveled out by less clearly spatially determined 

and therefore harder to detect outdoor locations. 

Table 5.2: Summary statistics for deviations between self-reported and sensor-derived indicators. 

  Min. 1st Quart. Median Mean 3rd Quart. Max. N (days) 

LS [level] -3.0 -1.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0 5.0 402 

TOH [min] -876.0 -0.3 11.0 7.5 30.8 734.0 140 

#ALs [#] -11.0 -2.0 0.0 -0.7 0.0 5.0 170 

pMOT [min] -104.0 -4.0 25.0 54.7 65.5 603.0 375 

aMOT [min] -99.0 4.5 45.0 72.5 101.0 737.0 367 

Note: Positive values reflect report-based over-estimation respectively GPS-based under-estimation and vice versa for negative 

values. Listed in decreasing order of agreement based on ICC/iCorr values in Table 5.1. 

An extremely contrasting picture was obtained from the comparison of results for daily duration spent 

traveling with pMOT and aMOT, respectively. According to ICCs only slight agreement exists between 

REP and GPS transport mode indicators (Table 5.1), which led us to conclude that overall barely any 

convergent validity exists for these constructs based on the methods we used. Consequently, future 

studies should be careful when interpreting results based on GPS and/or reported indicators for pMOT 

and aMOT assessed in a similar fashion as in our study. However, we could still obtain some interesting 

insights from these comparisons. For pMOT, for example, the moderate Spearman correlation values 

seem to contradict the ICC. A plausible explanation for this result is that the rank order for daily REP and 

GPS indicators is being mostly preserved (thus the high Spearman correlation, as it is based on rank 

order), despite the REP daily traveling durations being considerably higher than GPS (thus the low ICC, 

which is based on absolute agreement). For both indicators, there was a clear bias for GPS-derived 

mobility indicators to under-estimate effective mobility, and for self-reports to over-estimate it (average 

daily differences of 72.5 min and 54.7 min for pMOT and aMOT, respectively; Table 5.2). Particularly 

high deviations were found for days for which on average more mobility was reported or measured, as 

shown by the Bland-Altman plots (Figure 5.2). 

A possible explanation for the large disagreement between REP- and GPS-based transport mode 

indicators is a likely systematic under-representation of effective times spent traveling due to gaps in 

GPS data. Such gaps (e.g., due to potentially interrupted satellite signal in buildings or tunnels) are 

extremely common (Vhaduri et al., 2017) and have not been taken care of (e.g., by interpolation) for 

these two indicators. This is a limitation that applies to many other research papers and might 

contribute to the explanation of why in general research tends to find self-reports to over-report travel 

durations in comparison to GPS-based measures (Kelly et al., 2013). However, there are clear indications 

that some of the discrepancies may be attributed to inaccuracies in self-reports. Especially high over-

estimations of time spent using aMOT might be due to participants not correctly understanding the 

concept of traveling actively and also mistakenly adding physical activity not involving locomotion (e.g., 

working in the garden) to these daily estimates. Finally, self-reports for pMOT/aMOT had to be 

estimated by participants as daily total durations in our study. These are rough estimates that involve 
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mental aggregation over the individual instances of traveling using pMOT/aMOT over time and are thus 

more likely subject to cognitive biases and participants rounding these values up rather than down due 

to social desirability biases (cf. Section 3.3.3).  
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Figure 5.1: Bland-Altman plots for count-based mobility indicators. 
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Figure 5.2: Bland-Altman plots for duration-based mobility indicators. 

Overall, the count-based measures (i.e., LS and #ALs) seem to generally be slightly under-estimated by 

participants or over-estimated by GPS (Figure 5.1). This indicates that participants show no tendency to 

invent activities to more distant zones or to locations that did not take place, but rather forget to report 

some of them. For the duration-based measures (TOH, pMOT, aMOT), the exact opposite relation was 

found: reports, on average, seem to indicate longer times out of home respectively traveling than 

measured by GPS (Figure 5.2). As already discussed, a simple explanation for this finding are GPS gaps 
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during which mobility activities of participants may remain undetected if no attempts for interpolation 

are made (as was the case for pMOT, aMOT in our study). 

Having had temporally more fine-granular information (i.e., on the level of events each with start/end 

time) for self-reported TOH and #ALs in comparison to the remaining mobility indicators (which were 

aggregated to daily totals by participants themselves), we further investigated how varying thresholds 

(Dmax, Tmin, Tmax; see Section 3.4.2) affected agreement between REP and GPS on the event level 

(Figure 5.3). We therefore used two measures of agreement, F1 and Intersection over Union (IoU) (see 

Appendix A and B, Publication II). F1 is a count-based measure that, simply put, sets into relation the 

number of events with a match (‘true positives’) with the number of events with no match (‘false 

negatives’). IoU is a duration-based measure that is high if durations with intersecting REP and GPS 

events are high, while the ones with REP or GPS only are low.  

TOH                                       #ALs 

  
Figure 5.3: Effect of varying Tmax on indicator agreement, holding constant Tmin = 3 min and Dmax = 100 m. Figure adapted 
from Fillekes et al. (2019b)—Publication II. 

We found that temporal interpolation for both TOH and ALs up to Tmax = 5 hours kept improving IoU, 

while F1 remained constant, i.e., unaffected by variation of Tmax (Figure 5.3). The temporal 

interpolation consisted simply of filling up information in temporal gaps given that the remaining 

conditions are met (i.e., essentially distance between previous and subsequent fix below Dmax). Thus, 

especially the accuracy of duration-based mobility indicators can be greatly improved by applying simple 

temporal interpolation. This finding has important implications for practice in which so far temporal 

interpolation has rarely been utilized. The systematic sensitivity analyses for all the thresholds used (cf. 

Figure 8, Publication II), enabled us to furthermore give recommendations for thresholds that best 

approximated self-reported #ALs as well as TOH. For activity locations, a minimum event duration (Tmin) 

between 5 and 6 min and a spatial extent between 125 and 200 m were found to be ‘optimal’. Smaller 

values for Tmin and Dmax would cause an over-segmented trajectory, while larger values would cause 

missing out on certain activity locations. For TOH, it is essential to account for potential signal wandering 

and use a buffer of at least 100 m (but smaller than 200 m) that defines the radius to distinguish between 

home and out-of-home fixes. Future empirical research can benefit from these recommendations as up 

to now health and aging studies use a broad range of different thresholds, most often without reported 

justification.  
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 High convergent validity (i.e., agreement between self-reports and GPS) was found for the 
conceptually simple constructs life space (LS) and time out of home (TOH).  

 Agreement between reported and GPS-based number of activity locations (#ALs) was 
moderate and for passive and active modes of transport (pMOT and aMOT) low.  

 Count-based GPS indicators tend to over-report, while duration-based GPS indicators tend to 
under-report effective mobility.  

 Temporal interpolation of up to 5 hours keeps improving the agreement between reported 
and GPS-based mobility indicators for TOH and #ALs.  

 Future studies should be careful when relating mobility indicators with a low convergent 
validity to other health outcomes and should be aware of potential errors attributable to both 
data sources. 

5.2 RQ 2: Mobility dimensions 
Despite increasing emphasis that mobility is a multi-dimensional construct (Hasanzadeh, 2019; 

Perchoux et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2017; Wettstein et al., 2014a), many health and aging studies keep 

relying on only a few mobility indicators that illustrate partial facets of an individual’s daily mobility 

(Cuignet et al., 2019; Giannouli et al., 2016; Hirsch et al., 2014; Kaspar et al., 2015). The aim of 

Publication III was filling this gap by exploring the potential of daily-life GPS assessments to reflect the 

multi-dimensional nature of daily mobility. To this end, we started by proposing a framework for 

mobility indicators firstly, showing semantics commonly used mobility indicators reflect and secondly, 

showing the full breadth of mobility aspects that can be potentially assessed using GPS data. Based on 

this classification framework, we then proposed a comprehensive set of mobility indicators and 

subsequently used factor analysis to empirically validate whether the proposed indicators indeed load 

on different factors and thus reveal the underlying dimensions in daily mobility as observable from GPS 

measurements.  

The classification framework broadly distinguishes between analytical and characteristic aspects (Figure 

5.4). Analytical aspects describe how an indicator is temporally aggregated (temporal scale) and 

statistically summarized (statistical property). With respect to the temporal scale, up to now, many 

health and aging studies aggregate mobility indicators to so-called global mobility indicators that 

summarize an individual’s mobility over the entire study period (e.g., Giannouli et al., 2016). These 

indicators typically aim at representing an individual’s habitual daily mobility. However, more recently, 

studies have increasingly started to model and analyze within-person processes, for which multiple 

assessments per construct of each person over time are required (Bolger and Laurenceau, 2013; Kaspar 

et al., 2015). We denominated such mobility indicators interval-based mobility indicators. To extract 

such indicators, data of the entire study period (e.g., one week) are dissected into temporal periods, 

i.e., intervals (e.g., days or hours). Finally, so-called episodic mobility indicators aggregate information 

for certain external events (e.g., weekend days). The statistical property of a mobility indicator indicates 

whether an indicator refers to the maximum, the central tendency, or the variability with respect to a 

specific aspect of mobility. Exemplary indicators for each statistical property are weekly maximum 

distance from home, weekly average distance from home, and standard deviation in daily distance from 

home, respectively.  
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Figure 5.4: Proposed conceptual framework to classify mobility indicators. Figure adapted from Publication III (Fillekes et al., 
2019c). 

Characteristic aspects represent the actual semantic properties of the mobility construct. Daily mobility 

can be described with respect to different spatial and temporal properties and movement scope(s), 

which in turn can be further enriched with attributes. Space-related mobility indicator may be count-, 

extent- or more shape/distribution-related. Exemplary indicators for each category are the number of 

locations, size of convex hull, and elongation of SD ellipse, respectively. Time-related mobility indicators 

can be further grouped into duration (e.g., time out of home), timing (e.g., time of maximum distance 

from home) or temporal distribution (e.g., roaming entropy).  

Moreover, the mobility indicators can be described based on the movement scope(s) they are referring 

to. Indicators may refer to stop segments (e.g., number of locations) or move segments (e.g., distance 

travelled) or may be based on the overall trajectory (e.g., convex hull) (Section 3.4). Finally, the trajectory 

segments may be enriched with further attributes. Stops may be distinguished into home or out-of-

home (OH) stops, moves may be enriched with transport modes. Finally, potential additional attributes 

might further enrich movement data including for instance activity types, social aspects such as travel 

company (Kestens et al., 2017), or exposition to different health-relevant environmental properties such 

as availability of green space, water bodies, pollution, food environments, etc. (Cetateanu et al., 2016; 

Chaix et al., 2012). 

Table 5.3 shows how the commonly used mobility indicators that we have used in the comparison 

publications (Publications I and II) are to be classified according to the characteristic aspects of the 

presented framework. Classifying mobility indicators or existing work based on the included mobility 

indicators using the proposed framework (such as done in Publication III) enables researchers to make 

explicit which aspects of daily mobility are being investigated. We have found that existing studies often 

use only use a small number of mobility indicators. Among studies using multiple indicators, we have 

found that these indicators often refer to similar characteristics (see Table 1, Publication III). Most 

commonly indicators related to extent and duration of mobility are being used and around half of the 

studies base their mobility indicators on the entire trajectory, not separately describing stop and move 

segments (see Table 2, Publication III). In response to this limitation, the final aim of Publication II was 

to derive a set of mobility indicators—composed of existing and newly proposed ones—that reflect a 

comprehensive view of an individual’s daily mobility; and subsequently explore whether based on 

empirical GPS data the proposed set of indicators indeed refer to different underlying mobility 

dimensions. 
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Table 5.3: Mobility indicators used in the comparison analyses of Publications I and II (Section 5.1) classified according to the 
characteristic aspects presented in the conceptual framework to classify mobility indicators. 

Note: Mvt. sc. = Movement scope, distr. = distribution. 

Therefore, we used a set of 20 mobility indicators (see Table 4.3) that reflect all characteristic aspects 

of the proposed classification framework as input for a factor analysis (see Table 2, Publication III). In 

the selection of these mobility indicators, we ensured that each characteristic aspect of the classification 

framework is covered at least twice, so they could potentially build a factor group. Figure 5.5 shows the 

obtained six factors (cf. Table 7, Publication III). We labeled them such that they reflect the semantics 

of the mobility indicators that loaded most on them. The mobility indicators that were most strongly 

associated with each factor are underlined in Figure 5.5.  

 

Figure 5.5: The six factors (dimensions) of mobility and the respective mobility indicators loading upon these factors. The 
underlined mobility indicators are the indicators with highest factor loading for the respective factor. Mobility indicators are 
defined in Table 4.3. 

The results of the factor analysis reveal that based on GPS data the daily mobility of individuals can 

indeed be characterized with respect to multiple dimensions. The discovered dimensions reflect 

different combinations of the proposed classes of the classification framework (see Table 8 in 

Publication III). While certain factors clearly relate to a specific class (e.g., extent, timing), other factors 

seem to combine multiple classes (e.g., quantity combining count-related and duration-related mobility 

indicators). Thus some of the proposed categories from the classification framework could be 

confirmed. Besides dimensions of mobility that have also been empirically established in other studies 

(Perchoux et al., 2014; Sanchez et al., 2017; Wettstein et al., 2015), the dimensions stability and timing 
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are, to the best of our knowledge, novel aspects of mobility obtained through GPS-based assessments 

not operationalized elsewhere. Compared to previous similar approaches that are based on GPS data 

only (Sanchez et al., 2017; Wettstein et al., 2015), the dimensions that we could empirically identify in 

our study are clearly more comprehensive.  

However, the indicators we included in the factor analysis mostly reflected the analytical categories 

global (i.e., aggregated over the entire study period) and central tendency (i.e., representing daily 

averages) of the proposed framework. In future research, it would be interesting to extend the proposed 

set of mobility indicators by ones that reflect the remaining proposed analytical aspects by integrating 

more indicators that reflect day-to-day variability and maximum observed performance of certain 

mobility aspects.  

The conceptual classification framework as well as the empirical exploration of the underlying 

dimensions will hopefully help future health and aging studies upon the selection of appropriate 

mobility indicators depending on their research questions. For example, researchers interested in a 

broad view of an individual’s daily mobility could choose to use (at least) one mobility indicator reflecting 

each of the identified dimensions in the factor analysis.  

 We have proposed a conceptual framework that classifies mobility indicators based on the 
analytical and characteristic aspects they represent.  

 The analytical categories of the conceptual framework inform about how a mobility indicator 
is statistically summarized and temporally aggregated.  

 The characteristic categories describe which actual semantic properties of daily mobility an 
indicator is referring to.  

 The empirical validation based on one week of GPS data of 95 participants using factor 
analysis demonstrated that daily mobility can be characterized by the following six 
dimensions: extent, quantity, activeness, stability, elongation, and timing.  

 This work will help future research to back their choice of mobility indicators theoretically 
(based on the classification framework) and empirically (based on the results of the factor 
analysis). 

5.3 RQ 3: Relating mobility, personality and healthy aging 
While RQ 1 and RQ 2 have addressed some of the more practical issues of extracting meaningful 

information about daily mobility from GPS data (Sections 5.1, 5.2), this thesis also went further to 

explore the different potential pathways upon which mobility affects healthy aging alongside with 

personality. Personality is defined as a person’s characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving 

(Baumert et al., 2017) and thus represents an important psychological characteristic on which 

individuals differ. Both mobility and personality are key determinants of healthy aging (Hirsch et al., 

2014; Mroczek and Spiro, 2007; Schwanen and Ziegler, 2011; Strickhouser et al., 2017). However, these 

two constructs have barely been explored in combination, although effects of mobility and personality 

on healthy aging are expected to not be independent from one another. In Publication IV, we have 

therefore established a conceptual framework, in which the various links between mobility, personality 

and healthy aging are outlined and discussed (Figure 5.6). In the following, the conceptual framework 

will be summarized and its implications for future research discussed. 

The conceptual model (Figure 5.6) is based on observed tendencies in both domains that suggest to 

incorporate more comprehensive views of mobility and personality, respectively, into studies concerned 

with their effect on health and aging (Cuignet et al., 2019; Kaufmann, 2002; Roberts, 2018). The 

conceptual model decomposes mobility into motility (i.e., the movement potential) and movement (i.e., 
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the actual, manifested mobility) (cf. Section 3.2). This decomposition allows to draw parallels to 

personality where it is common to differentiate the two personality components traits and states 

(Roberts, 2018). Personality traits describe an individual’s personality disposition and are defined as 

relatively enduring and automatic patterns of behaviors, thoughts, and feelings (Baumert et al., 2017; 

Roberts, 2018). Personality states, on the other hand, reflect the temporary manifestations of 

personality traits (Baumert et al, 2017; Hooker & McAdams, 2003). They reveal how individuals think, 

feel, or behave in a particular situation or context. Similarly as motility and movement are characterized 

by multiple dimensions (cf. Sections 3.1 and 0), personality traits and states are typically organized along 

the Big Five personality dimensions (John et al., 2008; McCrae and Costa, 2008). These include 

neuroticism, extraversion, openness to experience, agreeableness, and conscientiousness.  

 

Figure 5.6: Conceptual model illustrating the links between the components of mobility (motility and movement) and 
personality (traits and states) for healthy aging. The keywords at the top of the figure are contrasting properties that 
characterize the constructs, further illustrated by pictograms. Figure adapted from Fillekes et al. (2020)—Publication IV. 

Motility and personality traits refer to the underlying disposition of an individual with respect to mobility 

and personality, respectively. These components are typically stable or subject to rare changes. In 

studies, these constructs are typically assessed using conventional assessment methods such as 

questionnaires based on which cross-sectional (i.e., one measurement point per person) or long-term 

longitudinal analyses (multiple measurement points in long temporal intervals, e.g., over four years) are 

performed (cf. Section 3.3.1). Conversely, movement and personality states, respectively, are the actual 

daily-life manifestations of both domains. They vary over short-term intervals and are more context 

dependent. Research involving these constructs has benefited tremendously from above-mentioned 

technological advances in self-reported and sensor-based ambulatory assessment (AA) techniques that 

allow for accurate, high-density, ecologically valid assessments of these real-life constructs (e.g., audio, 

app-based self-reports for personality states; GPS for movement) (cf. Section 3.3.2). 

Each of these constructs has important direct effects on healthy aging. Moreover, there are obvious 

indirect effects of the more stable via the more variable constructs on healthy aging, i.e., motility via 

movement, and personality traits via states on healthy aging, respectively (grey links in Figure 5.6, see 

Section 3.2 for mobility and the book of Hill and Allemand (2019) for personality). The proposed model, 

however, focuses on the important cross-domain effects between mobility, personality and healthy 

aging (Figure 5.6). These indirect cross-domain effects mainly lead from the more stable (i.e., motility, 

traits) via the more variable constructs (i.e., movement, states) to healthy aging. Reverse effects, 

however, exist. On the level of the stable and the variable constructs the effects between mobility and 

personality are bi-directional. Publication IV discusses the individual links in detail and underpins them 
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with relevant empirical research and theories and formulates hypotheses regarding potential causal 

pathways that have not been explored in research so far.  

It might, for example, be conceivable that individuals high in openness to experience and extraversion 

(personality traits) are likely to reside in more urban, dense environments (motility). Such environments 

offer more opportunities (e.g., social and cultural institutions) to engage with and thus positively affect 

healthy aging. This describes an indirect link of personality traits via motility on healthy aging (Link 1, 

Figure 5.6). Also, interaction effects between both domains are important to consider. In that sense, the 

degree of fit between personality and an individual’s neighborhood is an important contributor for an 

individual’s wellbeing (Garretsen et al., 2018; Götz et al., 2018; Wahl et al., 2007). Thus, an opportunity-

dense urban neighborhood is not per se beneficial for an individual’s wellbeing but might even 

negatively influence an individual characterized by an introverted personality. As assessments of 

personality states and movement are still relatively new and generally little research has looked at 

combined effects of personality and mobility on health and aging, empirical evidence regarding the 

interplay between those daily-life components is limited. However, it is conceivable that individuals 

characterized by a high motility (i.e., accessible neighborhood, a lot of travel experience, positive 

attitude towards public transport) are more likely to show more extraverted and open personality 

states, which are generally evaluated as health-beneficial (Fleeson et al., 2002) (Link 2, Figure 5.6). 

Individuals high in openness, extraversion and conscientiousness are also likely to foster certain types 

of movement patterns, including use of active transport mode or a high number of locations visited, 

which are likely to be related the two important healthy aging outcomes active lifestyle and social 

participation (Link 3, Figure 5.6). Eventually, the simultaneous study of movement and personality states 

might reveal interesting findings (Link 4, Figure 5.6). Depending on the movement context (e.g., being 

in a public space) and the underlying personality traits, a person might be likely to show either certain 

health-beneficial (e.g., extraverted) or -detrimental (e.g., neurotic) personality states.  

More knowledge about the combined effects of mobility and personality will help to identify populations 

at risk for healthy aging adverse outcomes and to tailor more personal health interventions based on 

individuals’ mobility and personality profiles. For example, the recommendation to vary daily travel 

itineraries might be appropriate for a person who shows a high degree of openness and extraversion 

and inappropriate for a person low in the respective traits. Individuals characterized by introverted 

personality states and living in an unfavorable neighborhood, might benefit more from the creation of 

organized age-specific transport facilities that create a more familiar setting, as opposed to public 

transport.  

The model we propose is meant to provide and foster ideas about the various potential links that could 

be investigated at the interface of mobility, personality and healthy aging. The proposed decomposition 

of mobility and personality, the provided detailed definition with respect to their individual dimensions 

and considerations regarding assessments, and the review of the literature existing at the interface 

between mobility and personality provide a foundation to foster future research jointly exploring the 

role of mobility and personality on healthy aging. However, in order to move closer to an understanding 

of the mechanisms in play, the formulation and empirical testing of hypotheses of the potential 

mediating and moderating effects of the diverse dimensions of both personality and mobility 

components are necessary. New types of study designs are needed that combine comprehensive 

measurements of the stable constructs with intensive bursts of daily-life assessments of the more 

fluctuating constructs. Subsequently, statistical methods such as longitudinal structural equation 

modeling (Little, 2013) and multilevel modeling (Bolger and Laurenceau, 2013) might be helpful to test 

the validity of the conceptual model.  

Obviously, there is still a long way to go, and an even longer one considering the methodological issues 

involved in assessing especially the more variable constructs. However, we believe this framework is a 
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first step in the direction of a theoretical foundation explaining the associations between mobility, 

personality and healthy aging, and thus bridging the interdisciplinary gap between geographical and 

psychological science.  

 A conceptual model to study mobility and personality effects on healthy aging is proposed as 
a foundation for future research.  

 Conceptualizations of mobility and personality are proposed that decompose both mobility 
and personality into distinct, complementary components.  

 Mobility consists of motility (stable, underlying mobility potential) and movement (variable, 
actual daily-life mobility manifestations).  

 Personality consists of personality traits (underlying personality dispositions) and personality 
states (variable, actual daily-life personality manifestations).  

 The conceptual model is based on the alignment of the stable constructs and the more 
variable constructs in both the mobility and personality domain. 

 Publication IV provides detailed definitions of each component with respect to their 
dimensions and practical issues regarding the assessment of the respective individual 
dimensions.  

 Discussing the individual cross-domain links between the mobility and personality 
components, a critical review of the existing literature is provided and hypotheses for 
potential further causal pathways are formulated to inspire future research.  
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6 Conclusion 
Due to rapidly aging societies around the world, promoting healthy aging has become a key research 

endeavor (WHO, 2015). Maintaining a high level of mobility up to an old age enables individuals to lead 

independent, active lives and to participate in social activities. Changes associated with the new healthy 

aging paradigm are asking for novel types of studies that assess individuals’ activities as they unfold in 

their daily environments to complement laboratory-based measurements of maximum capacity. 

Technological developments in sensor-based ambulatory assessment techniques including GPS allow 

for objective observations of individuals’ daily-life activities with minimal participant burden (Trull and 

Ebner-Priemer, 2013). Consequently, an increasing number of studies relies on GPS to assess older 

adults’ mobility. However, there is no consensus regarding which indicators should be extracted, and 

how these compare to conventional self-reports. Moreover, frameworks how to conceptually relate 

mobility and healthy aging along with personality do not exist. 

This thesis sought to contribute to fill these gaps (Section 3.5) to set a foundation for future research, 

by addressing methodological issues regarding the extraction of meaningful and valid information from 

GPS (RQ1, RQ2) and conceptual issues regarding embedding such GPS-based mobility assessments in a 

framework relating mobility, personality and healthy aging (RQ3). The following Section 6.1 provides a 

summary of the key findings of this thesis that contribute to answering the overarching research 

questions stated in the Introduction (Section 1.2). These contributions are then set into a broader 

research context and their implications discussed (Section 6.2). The conclusion ends by addressing 

limitations of this thesis and by giving recommendations and directions for future research (Section 6.3). 

6.1 Contributions 
1) We compared daily self-reported (REP) and GPS-derived (GPS) indicators of five frequently used 

mobility indicators in three different study samples of healthy older adults. The level of 

agreement was assessed with several statistical measures including ICC, Bland-Altman, and 

correlational analysis taking into account the structure of the data consisting of multiple 

observations (days) per participant. We found that the level of agreement between REP and 

GPS indicators (i.e., the convergent validity) is associated with the conceptual complexity of the 

respective mobility indicator. High agreement was obtained for conceptually simple indicators 

including life-space (LS) extent and time out of home (TOH), moderate agreement for the 

number of activity locations (#ALs), and low agreement for traveling using passive and active 

transport modes (pMOT and aMOT), which represent more complex concepts, both regarding 

participant reports and algorithmically.  

2) We performed a systematic sensitivity analysis to investigate how spatial (Dmax) and temporal 

thresholds (Tmin, Tmax) to compute TOH and #ALs affect the agreement between REP and GPS 

indicators. Temporal interpolation of up to Tmax = 5 h keeps improving indicator agreement for 

both indicators. A radius (Dmax) between 100 and 200 m to delineate the perimeter around an 

individual’s home results in best indicator agreement for TOH. Self-reported activity locations 

are best reflected if minimum stay durations (Tmin) between 5 and 6 min, and a spatial extent 

of the locations between 125 and 200 m are used to compute #ALs. This kind of systematic 

approach to threshold optimization is novel in the context of healthy aging studies where the 

effect of the thresholds picked on the obtained results is often ignored. 

3) A conceptual framework was developed classifying mobility indicators based on the analytical 

and characteristic aspects they reflect. Analytical aspects indicate how a mobility indicator is 

statistically summarized and temporally aggregated. Characteristic aspects describe the actual 

content of a mobility indicator. Indicators describe daily mobility from a spatial and/or temporal 

perspective. Moreover, they refer to stops, moves or the entire trajectory. These segments can 

potentially be enriched by further attributes (e.g., transport modes).  
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4) Exploratory factor analysis based on a set of mobility indicators that was comprehensive 

according to the characteristic aspects of the proposed framework revealed that factors could 

be organized according to the following six dimensions: 1) extent, 2) stability and 3) elongation 

of the activity space, 4) quantity of mobility, 5) level of activeness involved in mobility, and 6) 

timing in mobility. Thus, we could empirically validate the multi-dimensional character of daily 

mobility. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a comprehensive set of mobility indicators 

has been developed in a systematic way. Also, this work represents one of very few health-

related studies that has used a larger set of indicators rather than only a single or very few 

selected indicators. 

5) A conceptual framework to jointly explore the effects of mobility and personality on healthy 

aging was developed. The novelty of this framework lies in the conceptual alignment of the 

stable underlying dispositions in mobility and personality (i.e., motility and personality traits, 

respectively) on the one hand, and their variable daily-life manifestations (i.e., movement and 

personality states, respectively) on the other hand. Though a purely conceptual contribution, 

this framework has the potential of helping to facilitate future research by providing an 

overview of relevant research and by formulating hypotheses regarding possible causal 

pathways between the different constructs.  

6.2 Contextualization and implications 
This thesis shows that especially for conceptually more complex indicators the gap between what we 

extract from GPS and self-reports is considerable. The results are in line with existing research, in which 

typically only moderate levels of agreement between self-reported and GPS-derived mobility indicators 

are reported (Boissy et al., 2018; Klous et al., 2017; Wolf et al., 2013). This implies that generally more 

complex mobility-related indicators, such as the number of activity locations, should be used with 

caution when relating them to other health outcomes, independently of the data source (i.e., self-

reports or GPS). Findings such as the ones reported in this thesis help researchers to assess the 

magnitude and direction of potential differences in mobility variables depending on the assessment 

method. Irrespective of technical capacities and limitations, self-reports and GPS-derived indicators also 

provide different perspectives on mobility. It is unclear whether one's self-reported perception of being 

an active, mobile person is differently related to health indicators (e.g., physical fitness, well-being, etc.) 

than sensor-based (thought to be ‘objective’) mobility indicators (that may or may not correspond to 

the self-reported perceptions). It remains to be tested which type of mobility indicators assessed with 

which method are most meaningful in different health contexts. Moreover, compared to previous 

studies, which often set thresholds to compute mobility indicators without justification, we evaluated 

how different spatial and temporal thresholds affect the agreement between reported and GPS-based 

mobility. Based on these insights, we derived appropriate ranges of threshold values for the two 

indicators TOH and #ALs, to guide future research in similar applications upon selection of appropriate 

thresholds. 

The developed classification framework shows the breadth of mobility aspects that are potentially 

derivable from location data. The added value of a systematic classification framework in 'coordinating' 

research and terminology has been observed in other application domains of CMA, for example the 

paper by Dodge et al. (2008). They suggested a taxonomy of movement patterns in the domain of 

movement ecology, which has found great resonance in the literature. Classification of existing work 

according to the proposed framework classes revealed that health- and aging-related studies often look 

only at partial aspects of mobility. Compared to previous attempts to classify different aspects of daily 

mobility (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016; Isaacson and Shoval, 2006; Perchoux et al., 2014; Wettstein et al., 

2014a), the proposed conceptual framework is clearly more comprehensive. A novelty is for example 

the suggestion to distinguish mobility indicators describing stop- and move-episodes or alternatively the 
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entire trajectory. Moreover, we emphasize the different perspectives on mobility that can be taken 

(e.g., performance, capacity, and flexibility/stability) by using different statistical measures (central 

tendency, maximum, and variability, respectively). While the proposed framework allows future 

research to conceptually classify the applied mobility indicators, the results from the factor analysis 

provide empirical evidence for the multi-dimensionality of daily mobility. Knowledge of which mobility 

indicators are effectively showing different aspects of an individual’s mobility will enable future studies 

to take a more multi-faceted view upon an individual’s mobility. This, in turn, makes it possible to obtain 

more detailed insights into the differential relationship of certain mobility dimensions and health 

outcomes, and to describe and explain interindividual differences in health that can possibly be linked 

with a wider set of mobility dimensions. This will have implications for clinical practice, informing the 

development of interventions that address mobility dimensions with more beneficial effects on healthy 

aging.  

Besides the emphasis of this thesis to consider more multi-dimensional operationalization of daily 

mobility, we also tried to make the case for operationalization of daily mobility that reflect the day-to-

day fluctuations in an individual’s mobility. Despite the recently initiated paradigm shift in health and 

aging research asking for more within-person analyses (Hamaker, 2012; Wilhelm et al., 2012), many 

studies in the domain of health and aging still aggregate their GPS-based mobility indicators to global 

indicators (e.g., average per day, weekly totals) that do not allow for the investigation of within-person 

relations (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016; Takemoto et al., 2015). This is surprising because in comparison to 

self-reports that typically reflect a global view of an individual’s mobility, temporally highly resolved GPS 

data would allow for the study of exactly such within-person fluctuations. The conceptual framework 

that we have introduced, first of all distinguishes global from interval-based mobility indicators. Interval-

based mobility indicators dissect the overall registration period (e.g., one week) into regular segments 

(e.g., days) and allow for analysis on the within-person level, such as whether a person has a higher level 

of wellbeing on days with more travel. Moreover, the comparison studies (Publications I, II) evaluated 

the validity of mobility indicators that were aggregated on a temporal granularity of days and showed 

that there is large intra-individual variability in terms of daily amount of mobility as well as in daily 

agreement between reported and GPS-based indicators.  

The framework relating mobility, personality and healthy aging shows how daily mobility, as observed 

from GPS, can be conceptually embedded into a model of healthy aging. Daily mobility reflects only a 

partial facet of an individual’s mobility, namely the variable component introduced as movement in the 

framework. Motility—reflecting an individual’s mobility potential—is an important construct to account 

for when investigating relations between daily mobility and healthy aging. Motility influences how 

autonomous an individual feels, which is an important constituent of a person’s wellbeing. Moreover, it 

is a direct precursor of movement and therefore to a large degree predicts an individual’s daily-life 

movement. A recent study has shown that accounting for motility, movement may even be negatively 

related with individuals’ wellbeing (Cuignet et al., 2019). This stresses the importance of investigating 

complementary roles of both mobility components on wellbeing. Moreover, we have shown the added 

value of disentangling mobility into its two components, motility and movement, to draw parallels to 

conceptualizing personality via traits and states. The detailed definitions of mobility and personality, the 

discussion regarding their assessment and the summary of the state of the art and the formulation of 

open questions regarding the individual links will hopefully trigger more cross-disciplinary research at 

the interface between mobility, personality and healthy aging.  

Overall, this thesis makes a contribution to integrating knowledge across different disciplines. 

Collaborating across fields is beneficial for methodological and applied fields, as has been vividly shown 

in the COST Action MOVE (Knowledge Discovery from Moving Objects), a large-scale European research 

coordination network bringing together researchers from both the methodological and applied ends of 
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science (Demšar et al., 2015). However, methods-oriented researchers have often not bothered too 

much about the applicability of their work in the more applied domains of science (Miller et al., 2019). 

Thus, instead of developing increasingly complex measures, the challenge from the perspective of 

Computational Movement Analysis (CMA)/GIScience is to develop measures that accurately depict 

those aspects that are relevant for the respective application field. This is also supported by the 

comparison studies (Publications I, II) that have shown that conceptually simpler measures have a higher 

convergent validity, and are thus—up to now—more reliably applicable for health and aging studies. 

Relating GPS-based measures to self-reports of mobility or other health-related outcomes represents a 

step in the direction of overcoming the semantic gap that is often faced in CMA and GIScience (Laube, 

2015). That is, identified patterns from GPS data can actually be interpreted in an applied context, such 

as done when GPS-derived measures are compared to self-reported mobility indicators. 

Conversely, the increasing number of studies that involves GPS-based measures into health and aging 

research often makes no reference to methodological fields of research, including CMA and GIScience, 

which have been working intensively on the processing of such data over the past three decades (Laube, 

2015). The applied fields could better exploit methods and concepts developed in the field of CMA and 

GIScience to extract knowledge from such GPS data (Alvares et al., 2007; Siła-Nowicka et al., 2016). The 

classical GPS processing pipeline including pre-processing, segmentation into stops and moves, and 

semantic annotation is almost entirely applicable to the processing of GPS data in the field of health and 

aging sciences. Based on the pre-segmented and annotated trajectories, a more varied set of mobility 

indicators can be derived, reflecting a more multi-dimensional picture of an individual’s mobility. 

Indicators such as the number of visited activity locations or duration of travel using active transport 

modes are complementary to simpler and traditionally used indicators in the health sciences (e.g., TOH, 

extent of life space) and provide additional health-relevant information upon which individuals can be 

differentiated. The number of daily visited activity locations, for example, has been found to be 

associated with an active lifestyle, cognitive functioning and emotional wellbeing in older adults 

(Isaacson et al., 2017; Rapp et al., 2018; Wolf et al., 2013). Traveling using active modes of transport 

informs about the degree of transport-related physical activity, which is highly relevant for an 

individual’s physical health (Costa et al., 2015). Insights such as those presented in this thesis may 

contribute to give health and aging researchers a better understanding regarding which mobility 

indicators to apply to obtain a multi-faceted picture of an individual’s daily mobility based on validated 

mobility indicators.  

6.3 Limitations and outlook 
A general limitation of GPS-based studies are the typically high attrition rates that we have also faced in 

the studies included in this thesis. The proportions of excluded data (between 31 and 54% across the 

different analyses, Section 4.1) were in line with other studies (Boissy et al., 2018; Harada et al., 2017; 

Loebach and Gilliland, 2016; Schmidt et al., 2018). However, this is clearly an issue that future research 

has to get a grip on. More user-friendly and sophisticated sensing devices (e.g., intelligent battery saving 

schemes) might help to solve technical issues leading to data loss due to wrong device handling or 

battery issues (Montoliu and Gatica-Perez, 2010). Future research should also invest in getting a better 

handle on inclusion criteria for GPS data. What are the minimum criteria for GPS data to be considered 

good enough to extract meaningful information of individual’s daily mobility (Zenk et al., 2018)? While 

many studies nowadays apply different thresholds of wear time (typically between 8 and 12 hours, see 

Section 3.4.1), other criteria such as maximum temporal gap in data might be worth considering. Along 

these lines, it would be interesting to see whether different inclusion criteria lead to better 

correspondence between self-reported and GPS-derived mobility indicators. Another avenue of 

research consists of interpolating information that is missing. Publications I and II have shown that 

simple temporal filling of information in data gaps in GPS improves correspondence between self-
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reported and GPS-based mobility indicators. Future research should focus on elaborating more 

sophisticated interpolation techniques that are for example applicable to traveling using passive and 

active transport modes. Fortunately, while GPS data often exhibits data gaps (e.g., due to signal outage), 

the geographical context as well as the particular logic of human transport can also help with 

interpolation and error correction techniques, such as map matching (Bierlaire et al., 2013). 

This thesis purposefully focused on mobility derivable from GPS data. In the future, GPS data, however, 

should be integrated with other sensors as envisaged, for example, in the MOASIS project (Röcke et al., 

2020, 2018). In transportation research it has already been shown that transport mode detection, for 

instance, is more accurate when combining GPS and accelerometer data rather than when using GPS 

data alone (Feng and Timmermans, 2013). Moreover, the inclusion of accelerometer data is promising 

as it allows for the study of physical activities and indoor activities (as it is unaffected by gaps induced 

through missing satellite signal) and therefore complements GPS assessments in detecting overall 

mobility behavior that primarily focus on the spatial, out-of-home mobility of an individual. Also, from 

the perspective of CMA, development of data fusion methods integrating information from multiple 

sensors is a current topic (Long et al., 2018).  

Many of the suggested mobility indicators (Section 4.2) implemented in this thesis are still relatively 

simple (e.g., time out of home, convex hull of life space) and far from exploiting the full potential of 

GIScience. For example, sequence analysis in visited activity locations could reveal additional 

information on individuals’ mobility habits (Do and Gatica-Perez, 2014). Semantic activity analytics is an 

emerging field that is concerned with the improvement of automatic interpretation of real-life data 

streams such as GPS (Martin et al., 2018). However, as discussed above, even the computation of simple 

mobility indicators still has to be improved in order to obtain higher validity in practical applications. 

Moreover, studying mobility indicators in health and aging research is still relatively new and the logical 

sequence would be to first improve our understanding of how simple mobility indicators and health 

outcomes are associated with each other, before moving forward to more complex indicators.  

Another important issue to be resolved in the context of increasingly fine-grained assessments of an 

individual’s activities are privacy issues and data ownership (Trull and Ebner-Priemer, 2013). How is 

personal data stored and aggregated such that individual privacy is protected and the data not misused 

to the disadvantage of a study participant? In light of the newly implemented General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR) that took effect in 2018, these are questions that are increasingly burning and need 

to be solved (Marelli and Testa, 2018). In the domain of CMA different strategies including 

anonymization through data obfuscation (i.e., the deliberate degrading the quality of personal location 

information) have been proposed (Duckham and Kulik, 2005; Gudmundsson et al., 2011; Laube, 2015). 

In the health sciences, models are currently proposed that see study participants as owners of their own 

data who control for which studies they want to contribute their data (Boker et al., 2015). The idea 

behind such models is to maximally protect participants’ privacy by not providing the researchers with 

their raw data, but by providing their data rather in the form of aggregated indicators or as statistical 

values.   

Moreover, combining GPS data to determine an individual’s detailed space use combining, for example, 

utilization distribution maps (Steiniger and Hunter, 2013) with environmental data (e.g., green space, 

traffic pollution) would allow for accurate determination of exposure to environments that are health 

beneficial or detrimental. One reason why researchers, particularly in spatial epidemiology, emphasize 

so much the importance of daily mobility in the context of health, is because it allows to exactly study 

the environments that people are exposed to in their daily lives (Chaix et al., 2012; Perchoux et al., 

2019a 2019b) (Section 3.2). The important effects of the environment on an individual’s health and 

wellbeing have been purposefully excluded in this thesis. However, there is clearly a great potential in 

the combination of GPS and environmental data and more research along these lines should be 
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fostered. Enriching movement with geographical context is also an interesting and current problem to 

solve from the point of view of CMA (Miller et al., 2019).  

Mobility is key to healthy aging. Complementing traditional self-reports with GPS-based assessments is 

promising as they are free from human bias and could easily be extended over long time periods. This 

thesis contributes to a better understanding of the validity of commonly used GPS-based mobility 

indicators and suggests a set of further indicators to take a more comprehensive view upon an 

individual’s mobility. In future research, however, it remains to be tested which combinations of 

indicators and assessment techniques are most associated with individuals' health outcomes. 

Moreover, future work should get closer to monitoring and modelling healthy aging as a complex system 

of interacting components, taking into account multiple factors at the personal and environmental level 

at multiple temporal scales. Better understanding of the various mechanisms at play will enable future 

health interventions that are more effective and tailored to the individual. 
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A B S T R A C T

In light of novel opportunities to use sensor data to observe individuals' day-to-day mobility in the context of

healthy aging research, it is important to understand how meaningful mobility indicators can be extracted from

such data and to which degree these sensor-derived indicators are comparable to corresponding self-reports. We

used sensor (GPS and accelerometer) and self-reported data from 27 healthy older adults (≥67 years) who

participated in the MOASIS project over a 30-day period. Based on sensor data we computed three commonly

used daily mobility indicators: life space (LS), travel duration using passive (i.e., motorized) modes of trans-

portation (pMOT) and travel duration using active (i.e., non-motorized) modes of transportation (aMOT). We

assessed the degree to which these sensor-derived indicators compare to corresponding self-reports at a within-

person level, computing intraindividual correlations (iCorrs), subsequently assessing whether iCorrs can be

associated with participants’ socio-demographic characteristics on a between-person level. Moderate to large

positive mean iCorrs between the respective self-reported and sensor-derived indicators were found (r = 0.75 for

LS, 0.51 for pMOT and 0.36 for aMOT). In comparison to sensor-derived indicators, self-reported LS slightly

underestimates, while self-reported aMOT as well as pMOT considerably overestimate the amount of daily

mobility. Participants with access to a car have higher probabilities of agreement in the pMOT indicator. Sensor-

based assessments are promising as they are “objective”, involve less participant burden and observations can be

extended over long periods. The findings of this paper help researchers on mobility and aging to estimate the

magnitude and direction of potential differences in the assessed variable due to the assessment methods.

1. Introduction

In light of the aging of many societies, it becomes increasingly im-

portant to study factors that contribute to individuals leading an active

and independent life up to old age. An increasing number of studies

show that there are relations between people's spatial mobility patterns

and their level of health, well-being and independence (Giannouli et al.,

2018; Hirsch et al., 2016; Kaspar et al., 2015; Polku et al., 2015; Prins

et al., 2014; Takemoto et al., 2015). The mixture of transport modes

used, distances covered and spatial extent of daily out-of-home activ-

ities can be related to the level of independence as well as mental and

physical health of older adults.

Life space is a concept often used in aging research to capture the

spatial extent of older adults’ daily mobility. It has been shown to be

predictive of different health outcomes in both community-dwelling

healthy as well as cognitively impaired older adults, including cognitive

ability (Tung et al., 2014), physical activity (Rosso et al., 2013), and

functional ability (Uemura et al., 2013). Mobility is typically evaluated

using measures such as life-space questionnaires (LSQ) asking people

whether and how often during a predefined preceding period (e.g., 1

month) they traveled to hierarchically nested, ordinal levels of in-

creasing spatial areas (e.g., home, yard, immediate neighborhood,

town, etc.) (Peel et al., 2005).

While it is easy for participants to report whether these broad se-

mantic categories of spatial area have been visited or not during the

defined period, we would argue that distance covered by or duration

spent on traveling are much more accurate proxies for people's daily

mobility. Especially for (cognitively) healthy older adults who are

barely constrained in their mobility potential, we argue that the ef-

fective duration that a person has traveled and therefore been exposed

to various environments is a more informative indicator, with greater

implications for that person's learning opportunities and in turn health-
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related benefits than the spatially less fine-grained LSQ.

In a health context, it is furthermore interesting to distinguish be-

tween travel using passive (motorized) and active (non-motorized)

modes of transportation (MOT). Usage of active modes of transporta-

tion (aMOT) positively influences the total amount of performed phy-

sical activity (Carlson et al., 2015; Costa et al., 2015; Vanwolleghem

et al., 2016). Moreover, the properties of the environment experienced

by moving from one destination to another differs depending on the

MOT used (Cetateanu et al., 2016; Chaix et al., 2013). Typically, re-

search from the field of transport planning deals with the assessment of

how much individuals travel using different MOT. Therefore, re-

searchers traditionally relied on travel diaries with chronological re-

ports of trips undertaken including origin, destination and MOT over a

defined period (e.g., 1 week) (Panter et al., 2014; Richardson et al.,

1995).

In the health sciences, GPS devices are becoming increasingly

popular to objectively assess continuous, fine-grained and person-spe-

cific descriptors of individuals' mobility, thereby addressing problems

arising with traditional self-reported measures such as generalized re-

sponses, as well as retrospective and social desirability biases

(Birenboim and Shoval, 2016; Blanchard et al., 2010). Moreover, sen-

sors provide information on mobility behaviors of individuals who are

limited in giving valid self-reports (e.g., due to cognitive impairment).

There is a wide range of methods to extract different indicators of

mobility from sensor data (Perchoux et al., 2014). Commonly used

methods to derive life space (in the spatial sciences also referred to as

activity space) from GPS data are the standard deviational ellipse or

minimum convex polygon (Hirsch et al., 2014). Deriving MOT from GPS

and/or accelerometer data commonly employs machine-learning

(Cetateanu et al., 2016; Ellis et al., 2014) or rule-based algorithms

(Schuessler and Axhausen, 2009; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016). How-

ever, sensor-derived indicators also have limitations such as data

outage due to GPS signal loss (e.g., in buildings) or technical issues

originating from the sensing device. Moreover, many classification al-

gorithms depend on the quality of training data or subjective thresh-

olds.

To interpret mobility data in their own right and in relation to

health, as well as to compare studies using self-reported variables to

studies using sensor-derived variables, it is crucial to know to which

degree different indicators agree. There is a wide range of research in

the domain of physical activity investigating associations between

sensor-derived (objective, direct) and self-reported (subjective, in-

direct) measures (Prince et al., 2008). Within the spatial sciences,

however, mainly researchers interested in transportation have in-

vestigated how trips reported in travel diaries correspond to trips ex-

tracted from GPS data (Houston et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2017;

Stopher and Shen, 2011). Otherwise, little work has compared self-re-

ported and sensor-derived indicators of mobility (Klous et al., 2017;

Shareck et al., 2013; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016).

We intend to contribute to closing this gap by showing how com-

monly used self-reported measures of mobility (LS, pMOT, aMOT) can

be extracted from GPS data and addressing the following research

questions: First, to what degree do sensor-derived daily mobility in-

dicators and their corresponding self-reports agree? Second, to what

degree are different types of mobility indicators corresponding to each

other? Third, do certain socio-demographic and mobility-relevant

characteristics of participants have an impact on the degree of agree-

ment between self-reported and sensor-derived mobility indicators?

2. Methods

2.1. Data and preprocessing pipeline

We use data from 27 community-dwelling older adults who parti-

cipated in Phase 1 of the Mobility, Activity and Social Interaction Study

(MOASIS) over a period of 30 days (Röcke et al., n.d.; Bereuter and

Weibel, 2016). In the MOASIS project, data are collected using a

custom-built device called uTrail (featuring, amongst others, a GPS and

accelerometer), as well as different self-reported health-related vari-

ables in a sample of community-dwelling older adults with no clinically

relevant cognitive impairments or depressive symptoms in the German-

speaking part of Switzerland. The overarching goal of MOASIS is to

identify individual profiles of daily-life activities and to investigate the

associations between these and various indicators of health and psy-

chological functioning, both in terms of differences between and within

individuals.

We used 30-day GPS (1 Hz sampling interval, Fastrax GPS antenna

UC530) (U-blox, 2013) and accelerometer (3 Hz sampling interval,

LSM303D module) (ST-Microelectronics, 2013) data assessed with the

uTrail. Participants’ 30-day data were segmented into daily units using

the date (midnight) as separation criterion between person-days. We

further included the daily self-reported indicators of life space, and

duration of traveling using pMOT as well as aMOT from the end-of-day

diary. Finally, we included several socio-demographic variables as-

sessed with a baseline questionnaire that preceded the observation

period. All of the processing and the analyses of the data were done in R

(v. 3.3.1, 2018). Specifically, we used plyr, dplyr, reshape, sp, rgeos, and

raster for data manipulation; ggplot2 for graphs; and psych, MASS, and

corrplot for the statistical models. Maps were created in QGIS (v2.10.1,

2018).

The data cleaning pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 1. It shows numbered

steps at which invalid person-days were excluded from the analysis. The

steps are explained in more detail throughout this section. The dataset

consisted initially of 795 person-days (26 participants with 30 days, 1

participant with 15 days due to early study drop-out). In Step 1, we

excluded the first and last day of each participant because these days

typically featured incomplete self-reports and/or sensor data. This left

us with 741 days.

2.2. Self-reported measures

2.2.1. Daily self-reported life space (LS)

Participants were asked to complete the LSQ using the life-space

(LS) levels proposed in Stalvey et al. (1999) adapted to the Swiss con-

text (see Supplementary Material – Part A for the original questions).

The individual levels (a)-(h) are illustrated in Fig. 2. For every study

day, participants reported whether they had attained each of these le-

vels. As levels (e) and (f) were not defined in a sufficiently discrimin-

able way, they were merged to one joint level. Likewise, levels (a) and

(b) were merged as they are not distinguishable solely based on GPS

data. The resulting six categories were assigned numbers 1 to 6. The

category of the maximum LS level attained per day represents the self-

reported daily life-space of each participant. The number of responses

per participant for this item ranged between 9 and 28 (M= 26.2). This

resulted in 707 days with valid responses for daily self-reported LS

across all participants (−34 days; Step 2, Fig. 1).

2.2.2. Daily self-reported pMOT and aMOT

Participants’ daily estimates of duration of traveling using pMOT

and aMOT, respectively (reported in [h and min] and converted to

[min] for analysis) are used as daily self-reported indicators of pMOT

and aMOT, respectively (see Supplementary Material – Part A). Passive

MOT include spatial displacements undertaken using motorized means

of transport such as a private car or a public means of transport. Active

MOT include non-motorized ways of outdoor spatial displacements

such as walking or cycling. The number of responses per participant for

both items ranged between 12 and 28, with means of 25.6 and 25.4 for

pMOT and aMOT, respectively. This resulted in a total of 691 (pMOT)

and 686 (aMOT) valid days (−50 and −55 days, respectively; Step 2,

Fig. 1).
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2.2.3. Socio-demographic variables

From the MOASIS baseline questionnaire, we included the following

variables:

• gender (0 = male, 1 = female);

• chronological age;
• highest level of education (1–8: increasingly higher education level),
reclassified into low-education (1–3: "no school", "obligatory school"

and "professional training") and high-education (4–8: "university-

entrance diploma", "university" and other categories representing

education beyond professional training);

• monthly income (1–6: increasingly higher income level), reclassified
into low-income (1,2: ≤4000 CHF), middle-income (3,4:> 4000

CHF and ≤8000 CHF) and high-income (5,6:> 8000 CHF);

• availability of a car in the household (0 = no, 1 = yes).

Income classes were formed such that the median gross monthly

salary of a Swiss jobholder of 6427 CHF lies approximately in the

middle of the middle-income class (Swiss Federal Statistical Office

(FSO), 2014).

2.3. Sensor-derived measures

2.3.1. Preprocessing sensor data

Mainly due to memory capacity problems of the uTrail devices, 99

days out of the original 741 did not feature any recordings and were

therefore missing (Step 3, Fig. 1). In order to only include days with as

complete information of individuals’ daily mobility as possible, we

additionally excluded days with less than 12 h of recording (irrespec-

tive of satellite signal). Comparable studies typically chose comparable

albeit slightly less conservative thresholds for a day to count as valid

(e.g., 10 h in Tsai et al., 2016 or Vanwolleghem et al., 2016). Based on

this additional incomplete data criterion an additional 175 person-days

were removed, leaving us with 467 valid person-days for sensor-derived

indicators (Step 4, Fig. 1).

As a prerequisite for the LS computation, the home location of each

participant was derived from the GPS data (Supplementary Material –

Part B). The home computation of two participants could not be reliably

detected due to a combination of technical issues (data outage, poor

GPS reception at home) and several nights not spent at home. They

were consequently excluded from further analyses involving the sensor-

derived life-space indicator (−14 person-days; Step 5, Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Schematic representation showing the data cleaning for each of the self-reported and sensor-derived mobility indicators (LS, pMOT, aMOT). Grey filled boxes

with rounded corners show the number of remaining person-days after each filtering step, given in the red boxes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Conceptual model of the life-space questionnaire adapted to the Swiss-

German context. Level (b) includes the participant's close surrounding area

(e.g., garden, balcony). Close neighborhood (level (c)) was defined as within

1 km from home. For analysis, levels a) and b) as well as levels e) and f) have

been merged to one level.
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Moreover, due to accelerometer data outage during the first half of the

study of another participant, 12 person-days were excluded from fur-

ther analyses involving sensor-derived MOT indicators, as these depend

on both the GPS and accelerometer data (Step 6, Fig. 1).

2.3.2. Daily sensor-derived life space

To extract an indicator approximating the daily LS from the GPS

data, we identified the most distant LS category that was attained each

day. For this purpose, as shown in Table 1, we assigned the LS cate-

gories to increasingly distant spatial areas around a participant's home

location similarly to Wan and Lin (2013). Levels 1 and 2 were computed

using circular distance buffers and Levels 3–6 made use of the admin-

istrative unit boundaries provided by the Swiss Federal Office of

Topography (2015) in conjunction with data on the dominant language

of each municipality provided by the Swiss Federal Statistical Office

(2016). Fig. 3 shows the spatially defined LS levels of two exemplary

days for one participant.

Each GPS fix was assigned the most distant LS level that it was

contained in. Eventually, the daily sensor-derived LS level was re-

presented by the maximum LS level that contained at least 300 GPS

fixes (which corresponds to a stay of at least 5 min in this level). A

threshold of 5 min ensured that participants spent a sufficiently long

time at a particular location to remember it and avoided an over-

estimation of the LS indicator due to individual inaccurate GPS posi-

tions. A 5-min threshold is also commonly used for algorithms aiming at

detecting meaningful activity locations in GPS data (Thierry et al.,

2013; Wan and Lin, 2013). 30 person-days did not fulfill this criterion

for any of the six levels and were therefore excluded from analysis in-

volving the sensor-derived LS (n= 423 remaining person-days; Step 7,

Fig. 1).

2.3.3. Daily sensor-derived pMOT and aMOT

To compute daily durations of travel using passive and active MOT

based on the GPS and accelerometer data, we followed the 4 steps vi-

sualized in Fig. 4 and described in detail in the Supplementary Material

– Part C. Applying these processing steps, 44 person-days were excluded

from further analysis as the respective days did not feature enough GPS

data with satellite coverage to compute the MOT indicators (n = 401

remaining person-days; Step 8, Fig. 1).

2.4. Selectivity analysis

The statistical analyses (described in the next section) are based on

person-days for which both a valid self-reported and a sensor-derived

indicator are available (n = 402 (LS), n = 375 (pMOT), n = 367

(aMOT); Step 9, Fig. 1). Around half of the initial 795 person-days were

excluded by the preprocessing pipeline. This proportion lies within a

range comparable to other studies involving real-life sensor-based as-

sessments (e.g., Demant Klinker et al., 2015; Isaacson et al., 2016;

Panter et al., 2014). To gain more insight into excluded days, we carried

out a selectivity analysis (see Supplementary File – Part D), comparing

days with missing sensor data (excluded days) to days with available

sensor data (included days) in terms of the distribution of the three self-

reported mobility indicators of interest (LS, pMOT, aMOT). The analysis

shows that the distribution of the self-reported mobility indicators looks

almost identical for included and excluded study days. Therefore, days

with missing data seem not to be systematically linked to days with a

specific mobility behavior and the results of the comparisons are gen-

eralizable to days that have been excluded.

2.5. Statistical analyses

We computed several descriptive statistics to capture deviations,

respectively agreement between self-reported and sensor-derived in-

dicators. These are based on the subtraction of the sensor-derived from

the self-reported indicators. Based on these differences, we further

evaluated how many person-days of each indicator fall into one of the

following three categories defined by the thresholds presented in

Table 2: days with agreement in reporting, self-reported under-re-

porting (resp. sensor-based over-reporting), and self-reported over-

Table 1

Spatial definition of the life-space levels.

No. Life-space (LS) level Spatially defined category

1 a) Home/b) Garden Circular buffer of 150 m

2 c) Close neighborhood Circular buffer of 1000 m

3 d) Residential municipality Municipality containing home

4 e) Neighboring municipalities/f)

Residential Canton

Canton that contains home

5 f) German-speaking Switzerland German-speaking municipalities of

Switzerland

6 g) Further away Area beyond Level 5

Fig. 3. Spatially defined life-space levels of one of the participants with the GPS fixes of two exemplary days. Based on the intersection of the respective GPS fixes

with the life-space levels, Day X and Day Y would be assigned the daily sensor-derived LS Levels 5 and 3, respectively.
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reporting (resp. sensor-based under-reporting). As in Houston et al.

(2014), we chose 10 min as an acceptable difference to classify self-

reported and sensor-derived pMOT/aMOT indicators as being in

agreement. For ease of reading, we use the terms self-reported under-

and over-reporting in the remainder of the paper, being aware that the

reasons for the deviations could equally well be caused by the sensors’

under- and over-reporting, respectively. To obtain detailed information

regarding the degree of agreement for individual LS levels, we fur-

thermore calculated a confusion matrix.

Moreover, we computed intraindividual correlations (iCorr) for all

pairwise combinations of the six mobility indicators as a measure of

within-person associations between all pairs of mobility indicators over

the day-to-day reporting period. The resulting person-specific correla-

tion coefficients indicate for each person the direction and strength of

how information from two different mobility indicators relates to one

another (e.g., are days with higher self-reported LS also days with

higher sensor-derived LS for a given person?). The person-level iCorrs

were then averaged across persons to obtain mean within-person as-

sociation (mean iCorr) for different comparisons of mobility indicators.

We only included pairwise complete cases for the respective indicator

comparisons to compute the correlation values.

We used Cohen's (1988) convention to interpret the strength of the

associations. Hence, correlation coefficients between 0.10 and 0.29

were considered small, between 0.30 and 0.49 moderate, and ≥0.50

large correlations. We used Spearman's correlations because LS in-

dicators are categorical and MOT indicators (according to the Shapiro-

Wilk normality test) were found to be non-normally distributed. Finally,

we investigated whether any of the socio-demographic factors (gender,

age, education, income, or availability of a car) were correlated with

participants' estimation accuracies approximated by the above-men-

tioned iCorr values. That is, we investigated whether the person-based

iCorrs (reflecting the degree of correspondence between sensor-derived

and self-reported data) for the three indicators LS, pMOT, and aMOT

were related to individuals' socio-demographic characteristics.

3. Results

Following a short presentation of the characteristics of the study

participants, Sections 3.2 to 3.4 are devoted to reporting the results

with respect to the three research questions posed in the Introduction.

3.1. Characteristics of study participants

Of the 27 participants, 55.6% were female. Average age was 72.3,

with a range from 67 to 81 years. Five participants had an income of

less than 4000 CHF (low-income), 18 participants between 4001 and

8000 CHF (medium-income) and 3 more than 8000 CHF (high-income)

per month (1 missing value). The ratio between study participants

having access to a car to the ones who did not was 19 to 8. The high-

education group consisted of 21 out of 27 participants.

Table 3 shows the descriptive statistics for the 6 different mobility

indicators. Self-reported and sensor-derived measures indicate an

average LS Level of 4 (i.e., within the Cantonal borders). For pMOT and

aMOT, the sensors indicated average daily travel durations of 38

(pMOT) and 37 (aMOT) minutes whereas the self-reports indicated

considerably higher average daily travel durations of 60 (pMOT) and 90

(aMOT) minutes. Overall statistical distributions of sensor-derived and

self-reported LS indicators are almost identical, whereas self-reported

MOT indicators yield approximately 2–3 times higher values than their

corresponding sensor-derived measures.

3.2. Agreement between corresponding self-reported and sensor-derived

indicators

3.2.1. Life space

Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for the 402 person-days for

which both a valid GPS-derived and self-reported indicator were

available (Fig. 1). The rate of exact agreement between GPS-derived

and the self-reported LS indicators is high (58%, colored diagonal va-

lues). This is also reflected in the median difference of 0.0 between self-

reports and sensor-derived measures (Table 5).

Fig. 4. Pipeline of MOT detection. (1) Detection of continuous events with temporal gaps of maximum 120 s, (2) elimination of stop fixes based on a threshold for

spatio-temporal density, (3) computation of statistical features for 1-min move segments, (4) classification of 1-min segments based on thresholds.

Table 2

Classification of the person-days to days of agreement in reporting, self-re-

ported under-reporting and self-reported over-reporting.

Δ LS indicators Δ pMOT/aMOT indicators

Agreement in reporting ±1 level ± 10min

Self-reported under-reporting <1 level < 10min

Self-reported over-reporting >1 level > 10min

Note. Classification is based on the difference between the corresponding self-

reported and the sensor-derived indicators (Δ indicators).

Table 3

Descriptive statistics of the different mobility indicators.

Min Median Mean Max N

(1) LS (sensor) [level] 1 4 4 6 423

(2) LS (report) [level] 1 4 4 6 707

(3) pMOT (sensor) [min] 0 38 50 314 401

(4) pMOT (report) [min] 0 60 94 1260 691

(5) aMOT (sensor) [min] 0 37 46 301 401

(6) aMOT (report) [min] 0 90 119 750 686
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According to Table 4, lower recall values are obtained for Levels 1–3

(i.e., the levels closer to one's home) than for the higher Levels 4–6 (i.e.,

the levels more distant to one's home). This means that the lower self-

reported LS levels are less likely to be correctly reproduced by the

sensor-derived measures. The precision values (representing the prob-

ability that a given sensor-derived level will correspond to the corre-

sponding self-reported value) are more evenly distributed, with lowest

values for Levels 1 and 2. These two levels therefore have a lower

likelihood to be correctly inferred from a sensor-derived indicator. The

sensor-derived Level 2 was often reported as one of the adjacent Levels

1 or 3.

For cases in which the two indicators disagreed, however, there was

a tendency for participants to underestimate rather than overestimate

the size of their LS based on the self-reported LSQ (31% lower-left vs.

11% upper-right off-diagonal values). However, most deviations be-

tween self-reported and GPS-derived indicators are within±1 level. In

fact, 93% of instances have deviations of maximally 1 level (Table 6).

3.2.2. pMOT and aMOT

We included 375 and 367 valid person-days for the comparison of

self-reported and sensor-derived pMOT and aMOT, respectively (Fig. 1).

Table 5 shows that the mean (M) and median (Mdn) difference between

self-reported and sensor-derived indicators are higher for active

(M = 72.5 min, Mdn = 45.0 min) than for passive (M = 54.7 min,

Mdn = 25.0 min) MOT. Both, however, clearly show that self-reports

estimate higher durations on average. From the distribution statistics of

deviation values, it is discernible that they are both skewed to the right

(Mdn < M), with most of the values around 0. However, clearly more

deviations are positive, implying more person-days with self-reported

overestimated durations. In Table 6, we counted instances of person-

days with agreement in reporting (i.e., difference of maximum±10

min), self-reported under- and over-reporting. We found that self-re-

ports overestimate the duration in 59% and 72% of the instances for

pMOT and aMOT, respectively. Self-reported and sensor-derived in-

dicators agreed in 23% (pMOT) and 13% (aMOT) of the person-days.

3.3. Comparisons across all mobility indicators

Table 7 shows descriptive statistics of iCorr values for comparisons

between all the combinations of the six mobility indicators. The number

of person-days included in each comparison varies between 367 and

685. For most comparisons, it was possible to include days from all the

27 participants (each contributing between 5 and 28 comparison days).

Two participants were excluded from all comparisons involving the

sensor-based LS indicator due to the invalid home computation men-

tioned in Section 2.3.1. One additional participant was excluded from

the comparison of the sensor-based LS indicator to the two indicators

sensor-based pMOT and sensor-based aMOT due to lacking variance in

one of the indicators of the respective comparison cases.

Correlations comparing self-reported and sensor-derived indicators

representing the same construct are framed in black in Table 7. A high

average iCorr of 0.51 (SD= 0.30) and a moderate average iCorr of 0.36

(SD = 0.29) were found for pMOT and aMOT, respectively (Table 7).

The mean within-person correlation (iCorr) between self-reported and

sensor-derived LS indicators was 0.75 (SD= 0.16). TheM and the SD of

the iCorr values in Table 7 reveal that, except for the correlation be-

tween self-reported pMOT and aMOT, all mobility indicators have po-

sitive average within-person correlations. The iCorr values shown in

green are positive for the majority or all of the participants since sub-

tracting the SD from the M iCorr would still result in a positive value.

The GPS-derived as well as the self-reported LS indicators are moder-

ately to largely correlated to sensor-derived and self-reported pMOT (M

iCorrs between 0.49 and 0.67). A moderate average intraindividual

correlation of 0.41 is also found when comparing sensor-derived LS to

sensor-derived aMOT (M iCorr of 0.41).

3.4. Socio-demographic characteristics associated with estimation

accuracies

Table 8 shows to which extent different socio-demographic factors

are associated with the intraindividual estimation accuracies (ap-

proximated by the iCorrs). The only significant between-person

Table 4

Confusion Matrix of self-reported versus sensor-derived life-space indicators (n = 402).

Note. The diagonal values are the number of person-days that agree for the respective LS levels. The numbers in

small fonts represent recall and precision values for the different LS levels. We use the terms ‘recall’ and ‘pre-

cision’ that are normally used when comparing predicted values to an available ground truth. Here, we use these

terms to be able to refer to them distinctively and without the intention of implying that either self-reported or

sensor-derived indicators should be seen as ground truth. The overall accuracy is given in bold font.

Table 5

Summary statistics for deviations between self-reported and sensor-derived

indicators.

Min Median Mean Max N

LS [level] −3.0 0.0 −0.2 5.0 402

pMOT [min] −104.0 25.0 54.7 603.0 375

aMOT [min] −99.0 45.0 72.5 737.0 367

Table 6

Person-days [number (percent)] with agreement between self-reported and

sensor-derived indicators, self-reported under-reporting, and self-reported over-

reporting (see Table 2 for definition of agreement).

Agreement Under-rep. Over-rep. N

LS 372 (93%) 17 (4%) 13 (3%) 402 (100%)

pMOT 86 (23%) 66 (18%) 223 (59%) 375 (100%)

aMOT 46 (13%) 57 (16%) 264 (72%) 367 (100%)
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association was found regarding availability of a car and higher esti-

mation accuracy for pMOT (r = 0.37). Significance levels, however, are

dependent on the sample size which was small for the analyses on the

between-person level as performed in this section (n = 27) in contrast

to the above performed analyses based on person-days (Cohen, 1988).

The following moderate non-significant correlations were found: Being

female was associated with higher iCorrs (i.e., estimation accuracies) in

pMOT and lower iCorrs in aMOT. Participants of the high-education

class had higher iCorrs for LS and aMOT. Also, being part of a higher

income group was positively correlated with participants' estimation

accuracies for LS and aMOT. For age, little to no correlation to the

participants’ estimation accuracy was found.

4. Discussion

In light of an increasing number of researchers advocating the use of

sensor-based measurements to assess older individuals’ mobility and

possible implications for their health (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016; Franke

et al., 2017; Meijering and Weitkamp, 2016), we addressed the question

to which degree these sensor-based measurements are reflecting the

same content as the traditionally used self-reported counterparts. Si-

milar to the above presentation of results, the structure of the following

Sections 4.1 to 4.3 reflects the three research questions underlying this

paper, and is completed by a general discussion of the strengths and

weaknesses of the two assessment methods in Section 4.4.

4.1. Agreement between corresponding self-reported and sensor-derived

indicators

4.1.1. Life space

In order to derive the life space of an individual we used a

combination of circular buffers around the home location as well as

administrative boundaries to obtain zones that are reflecting the cate-

gories of the LSQ as closely as possible. The use of circular and ad-

ministrative boundaries might lead to situations in which the area of a

lower LS level exceeds the area of a higher LS level. For example, for

people living in a small municipality or close to the border of the mu-

nicipality, Level 2 (circular neighborhood buffer of 1 km) might exceed

Level 3 (the municipality boundary). However, this is an inconsistency

inherent to the concept of the life space featuring circular buffer-like

levels and levels that are best reflected by administrative boundaries

(Peel et al., 2005; Stalvey et al., 1999). This inconsistency is equally

reflected in both the self-reported and the sensor-derived LS indicator

and should therefore not affect the results of our comparisons. How-

ever, when it comes to comparing LS indicators across participants, one

has to bear in mind that equal values in LS can refer to very different

absolute distances from home (e.g., someone living close to a national

border could reach Level 6 traveling covering much less distance than

someone living far from the border) and thus possibly imply very dif-

ferent learning opportunities and mobility contexts.

Despite justifiable criticism regarding the life-space concept (see

Siordia (2016) for a more thorough discussion), life-space assessments

are widely applied and prove to be meaningful in studies of aging,

mobility, and health (Rosso et al., 2013; Tung et al., 2014; Uemura

et al., 2013). Related research (e.g., Hirsch et al., 2014; Tung et al.,

2014; Wan and Lin, 2013) exists on how to derive a life-space indicator

from GPS data. To our knowledge, however, we are first to compare the

self-reported LSQ to a corresponding sensor-derived measure, despite

the fact that the need for such comparisons has been explicitly stated

(Liddle et al., 2014; Siordia, 2016). We found a high degree of agree-

ment comparing the daily self-reported to the sensor-derived life-space

indicators across participants (M iCorr = 0.75, SD iCorr = 0.16). 58%

of the participants had completely agreeing self-reported and sensor-

derived indicators and higher rates of agreement were found for the

three highest LS levels (Canton, German-speaking Switzerland, further

away). In our study, participants completed the LSQ daily, which

contrasts with most studies assessing an individual's habitual life-space

retrospectively only once a month presumably leading to more memory

bias due to the longer reporting for a period.

4.1.2. pMOT and aMOT

We used a rule-based method comparable to other approaches in the

literature (e.g., Vanwolleghem et al., 2016) that classifies 1-min move

segments as pMOT or aMOT based on statistical features extracted from

GPS and accelerometer data. A major limitation of the sensor-based

indicators are periods with missing GPS data due to signal outage, other

technical issues (empty battery, memory capacity) or participants

leaving the devices at home that are therefore not identifiable as

Table 7

Mean and standard deviation of the intraindividual correlation (M (SD) iCorr) for the different daily mobility

indicator comparisons. Framed in black are iCorrs comparing self-reported and sensor-derived indicators re-

presenting the same construct. Colored in green indicates that subtracting the SD from the M iCorr results in a

positive value.

Table 8

Interindividual correlations between the participants’ estimation accuracies

reflected by the iCorrs and different socio-demographic characteristics of the

participants.

Gender Age Education Income Car

iCorr LS −0.08 −0.15 0.31 0.27 −0.05

iCorr pMOT 0.31 −0.05 −0.01 −0.05 0.37*

iCorr aMOT −0.31 −0.10 0.31 0.24 0.05

Note. Spearman's correlations were computed. Variable coding: gender (m = 0,

f = 1), education (low= 0, high= 1), income (low= 0, medium= 1, high= 2),

car (no= 0, yes = 1). The iCorrs are used as proxies of the participants' estimation

accuracies for the different mobility indicators. The iCorrs represent the in-

traindividual correlations between the respective self-reported and sensor-derived

corresponding mobility indicators. Level of significance: *p < .05.
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traveling (Nguyen et al., 2017). This might be one of the possible rea-

sons for the considerable self-reported over-estimations (respectively

the sensor-derived under-estimations) for pMOT and aMOT. We used

end-of-day estimates of durations spent on pMOT and aMOT for the

self-reported indicators. In the field of transportation, researchers ty-

pically ask for start and end times of the trips covered during a day and

thereof derive total time spent in different MOTs (Panter et al., 2014;

Vanwolleghem et al., 2016). This might be more accurate than our

approach, however, also more time-consuming and more difficult to

implement in studies involving a frequent assessment schedule over

long time periods and a wide range of variables, as was the case in

MOASIS. In the end-of-day questionnaire regarding pMOT and aMOT,

we tried to instruct participants as clearly as possible that traveling

activities with spatial displacements are of key interest. However, a

potential source for self-reported over-estimations of aMOT might still

be caused by participants accidentally adding moderate to vigorous

physical activities (such as working in the garden, cycling in a gym) to

the daily time spent on aMOT. Such activities, however, represent

stationary activities and were therefore intentionally excluded by our

pMOT/aMOT detection method.

Despite limitations regarding the accuracy from both types of as-

sessment, we found moderate to large mean iCorrs of 0.51 and 0.36 for

pMOT and aMOT, respectively. These results are in line with the ones of

Vanwolleghem et al. (2016) who found correlations in the same order

of magnitude that are lower for number of walking/cycling trips

(r = 0.25 to 0.30) than for number of pMOT trips (r = 0.57 to 0.59).

Research published so far did not show a clear pattern of systematic

under- or over-reporting using self-reported or sensor-based techniques

to assess mobility (Houston et al., 2014; Vanwolleghem et al., 2016).

However, more evidence (e.g., Kelly et al., 2013; Klous et al., 2017;

Panter et al., 2014) was found that self-reported indicators generally

tend to overestimate traveling durations which is in line with our re-

sults. We found a clear trend towards self-reported overestimations for

both pMOT (Mdn = 25.0 min) and aMOT (Mdn = 45.0 min) (cf.

Table 5). Houston et al. (2014), who published the only paper we are

aware of comparing daily reported to sensor-derived times of traveling,

found similarly clear tendencies for over-reporting of walking (49%). In

our study we found this trend even more markedly, with a percentage

of 72% of self-reported over-reporting regarding aMOT (see Table 6).

Also, for pMOT our results show that in more than half of the cases

(59%), self-reported indicators overestimate traveled distances by at

least 10 min. Based on the agreement threshold of± 10 min, we found

more days in agreement for pMOT (23%) than aMOT (13%).

4.2. Comparisons across all mobility parameters

It is interesting that, independent of the assessment method, LS is

moderately to largely correlated with pMOT, which is a more fine-

grained measure of mobility (M iCorrs between 0.49 and 0.67). This

finding suggests that a comparison between studies using more life-

space-oriented assessments and studies assessing travel durations in

order to describe the degree of mobility is at least partially feasible. It

makes sense that a higher amount of pMOT is more determining for a

higher LS indicator than aMOT. In order to reach a higher LS level,

increasingly larger distances need to be covered that are of an order of

magnitude typically only feasible with pMOT. At the same time, we can

expect to find a large variation of durations of aMOT within one life-

space level (e.g., municipality).

4.3. Socio-demographic characteristics associated with estimation

accuracies

Discrepancies between self-reported and sensor-derived mobility

indicators can be explained by inaccurate reflection of a person's mo-

bility by either the sensor-derived and/or the self-reported indicators.

We investigated whether certain socio-demographic and mobility-

relevant characteristics have an influence on indicator correspondence

(reflected by the iCorrs) and discuss whether the accuracy of the sensor-

derived and/or the self-reported indicator might have been affected by

the respective characteristics.

Despite the small sample size for the analyses on the between-

person level (n = 27), we found that people with the availability of a

car have significantly higher probabilities for days with agreement in

the pMOT indicators. This finding is in line with that of Houston et al.

(2014). One possible explanation for this result is that people who do

not use a car might cover more distances using trains, which often do

not add up to the sensor-derived pMOT indicator (as the GPS signal is

often lost in trains). Therefore, person-days that include a large portion

of train rides in their self-reported pMOT estimates might easily be

overestimated by the self-reported, or rather underestimated by the

sensor-derived indicators. Another possible explanation might be that

people traveling by car instead of public transport are more aware of

how much distance they cover. When traveling by public means of

transportation, individuals are often performing other activities (e.g.,

reading, sleeping) and might therefore be less aware of the actual dis-

tance traveled. Furthermore, we found a (non-significant) tendency for

higher income and education groups to have higher indicator agree-

ments regarding the LS and aMOT indicators. Comparable results were

found by Houston et al. (2014) and Neven et al. (2018). A hypothesis

that would need to be further investigated is that people with higher

education levels have a greater capacity to engage in the cognitive task

of estimating their daily mobility.

In future research, it would be interesting to investigate whether

trip-based characteristics derivable from GPS data (transportation

mode, trip length, daily number of trips etc.) have an impact on in-

dicator agreement. Nguyen et al. (2017) and Neven et al. (2018) found,

for example, that individuals who tend to do more trips overall have a

higher probability of omitting trips in their diaries.

4.4. Complementarity of self-reported and sensor-derived mobility

indicators

Both assessment methods have advantages and drawbacks. Self-re-

ported assessment usually involves more participant burden in terms of

active involvement. Moreover, responses are subjective and are prone

to memory biases as well as estimation errors (Birenboim and Shoval,

2016; Blanchard et al., 2010). Most of the drawbacks, however, can also

be seen as advantages. Subjective self-reports give insights into how

particular behaviors/quantities etc. are perceived by individuals. It is

possible to capture more information about the context or meaning of a

particular activity. Information for long time periods can be assessed in

a single point in time, retrospectively. Moreover, the assessment is less

technology-dependent. In our sample, we had considerably more

complete self-reported (n = 707, 691, 686) than sensor-derived

(n = 423, 401, 401 for LS, pMOT, aMOT, respectively) information.

This is in line with Neven et al. (2018), who found that more trips were

not registered by GPS rather than by self-reported trip diaries.

In sensor-based assessment, weaknesses include technical issues and

limitations when collecting sensor data; lack of compliance of partici-

pants leading to missing data; and lack of consensus regarding the

mobility indicators to be derived from sensor data as well as the

methods used for this purpose. On the other hand, sensor data can be

cheaply collected, and the quality of the mobility indicators can be

expected to continuously improve. Sensor data will improve (e.g., less

missing data) as a result of technological advancements (more memory

capacity, longer battery life, or more user-friendly device handling).

Furthermore, methods to extract more accurate and diverse indicators

representing mobility information are constantly improving (e.g.,

Cetateanu et al., 2016; Hirsch et al., 2014).

Irrespective of technical capacities and limitations, self-reports and

sensor-derived indicators also provide different perspectives on mobi-

lity. It is unclear whether one's self-reported perception of being an
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active, mobile person is differently related to health indicators (e.g.,

physical fitness, well-being, etc.) than sensor-based (thought to be

“objective”) mobility indicators (that may or may not correspond to the

self-reported perceptions). It remains to be tested which type of mobi-

lity indicators assessed with which method are most meaningful in

different health contexts. If resources are available, we suggest using

both data sources, complementing each other to obtain a dataset that is

as complete and as multi-faceted as possible. As this is not always

possible, however, studies such as this one can help guiding decisions

about which assessment method to prioritize.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a methodology to compute three mobility indicators

often used in aging and health research — LS, pMOT, and aMOT —

based on sensor data (GPS, accelerometer) collected over 30 days in

healthy older adults. We then did comparisons between sensor-derived

measures and their corresponding self-reported counterparts as well as

across all mobility indicators. Further, we investigated whether we find

associations between estimation accuracies (reflected by the partici-

pants’ iCorrs) and their socio-demographic characteristics.

We found moderate to large positive mean iCorrs between the re-

spective self-reported and sensor-derived indicators (r = 0.75 for LS,

0.51 for pMOT and 0.36 for aMOT). For life-space, the overall accuracy

is rather high, with 58% of the person-days having completely over-

lapping self-reported and sensor-based indicators. This suggests that the

life-space questionnaire may to a large degree be substituted by GPS

assessments, if reliable GPS data are available. For the indicators re-

flecting travel durations using pMOT and aMOT, in most of the study

days (i.e., 59% and 72%, respectively) self-reports over-reported,

whereas sensor-derived measures under-reported the amount of mobi-

lity. According to our results, a higher degree of agreement between

self-reported and sensor-derived indicators of pMOT is to be expected

for individuals having access to a car. The slight tendency for positive

correlations between education and indicator correspondence for LS

and aMOT should be followed up in a study including more participants

to achieve greater statistical power on the between-person level.

Mobility is key to healthy aging. Having the opportunity to use

sensor-based assessments complementarily to the traditional self-re-

ports is promising as they are ‘objective’ (i.e., not prone to memory or

reporting biases), require no active participant involvement and ob-

servations could thus be easily extended over long time periods. Against

this background, when making use of such indicators in a health or

aging context, findings such as the ones reported in this paper help

researchers to assess the magnitude and direction of potential differ-

ences in mobility variables depending on the assessment method as well

as on personal and socio-demographic characteristics of the individuals.

In future research, it remains to be tested which combinations of in-

dicators and assessment techniques are most associated with in-

dividuals' health outcomes.
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Part A - Mobility questionnaires from the end-of-day diary
In the following, we provide the English translations for the two study relevant self-reported mo-
bility questionnaires from the end-of-day diary. All the questionnaires in the XXX study were
completed in German. Both questionnaires have been presented to the participants below the
sub-heading "your spatial activity / mobility today".

1. Life-space questionnaire
"Please respond to the following questions: (Participants could check a pre-defined ’yes’ or ’no’
box for each question)

(a) Have you been inside your home today?

(b) Have you been within the immediate surroundings of your home (e.g., garage, garden, balcony)
today?

(c) Have you been to places within the immediate neighborhood (<1 km), but outside the imme-
diate surroundings of your home today?

(d) Have you been to places outside the immediate surroundings of your neighborhood, but inside
your municipality / urban district (for larger cities) today?

(e) Have you been outside your municipality / urban district (for larger cities) today (<10km)?

(f) Have you been within your Canton, but outside your municipality / urban district (for larger
cities) today (>10km)?

(g) Have you been to places within German-speaking Switzerland, but outside your Canton?

(h) Have you been to places outside of German-speaking Switzerland?"

2. Traveling using passive and active modes of transportation (pMOT
and aMOT, respectively)
"Please estimate:

(a) How much time did you spend traveling out-of-home actively through space (walking, bike,
in-line skates)? h min

(b) How much time did you spend traveling out-of-home passively through space (individual mo-
torized modes of transportation, public transportation)? h min”
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Part B - Computation of home location based on GPS data
The home location of each participant was derived from the GPS data in two steps. First, we
extracted the so-called morning fixes of each participant. These consist of the respective third
GPS fix (with ≥5 satellites) of each valid person-day. Participants were instructed to plug in the
devices during the night in order to charge the battery and prevent the device from recording. The
assumption is that the morning fixes are consequently obtained when participants unplug their
devices in the morning and presumably were at home. We skipped the two first fixes in order to
avoid inaccurate coordinates that might occur when reactivating the device.

Second, we used a density-based spatial clustering algorithm (DBSCAN) over the morning fixes
using an epsilon distance of 150 m (representing the approx. maximum locational error of the GPS
sensor) and a minimum number of 4 fixes per cluster. The mean latitude and longitude of the
largest resulting cluster were subsequently used as approximation of a participant’s home location.
However, if the largest cluster did not show a difference of at least 2 fixes to the second largest
cluster, the home computation was evaluated as ambiguous and therefore invalid.

Part C - Detection of passive and active mode of transporta-
tion segments based on GPS and accelerometer data
In order to compute the respective durations of traveling using passive and active mode of trans-
portation (pMOT and aMOT, respectively) based on GPS and accelerometer data, we followed the
4 steps visualized in Figure 1: (1) detection of continuous events, (2) elimination of stop events,
(3) extraction of features for 1-min segments, (4) classification of segments as pMOT and aMOT
segments based on features from step 3.

Figure 1: Pipeline of MOT detection. (1) Detection of continuous events with temporal gaps of
maximum 120 s, (2) Elimination of stop fixes based on a threshold for spatio-temporal density, (3)
Computation of statistical features for 1-min move segments, (4) Classification of 1-min segments
based on thresholds.

1. Detection of continuous events
In Step 1 of the processing pipeline (cf. Fig. 1), we identified events of continuous GPS signal. GPS
events that were interrupted by non-GPS events of less than 120 s were merged. The continuous
GPS events were subsequently processed individually. We therefore only consider events in which
GPS reception and therefore coordinates were available. We assume that the majority of the
move periods would be contained within these GPS events because people are typically outside of
buildings when traveling where chances for having GPS signal are generally good (except for e.g.,
train rides or driving in tunnels).

2. Elimination of stop events
In Step 2 of the MOT detection pipeline (cf. Fig. 1), we discriminated stop and move segments
based on the raw GPS trajectory. The aim was to identify and exclude all kinds of stationary
activities (i.e., stop segments) as we were interested in identifying purely activities involving spatial
displacements. For this purpose, we implemented a threshold-based, sequence-oriented algorithm
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which aims to detect "stop" GPS fixes based on their characteristic high spatio-temporal density
if GPS data is sampled continuously. This approach is comparable to the one suggested by Xiang
et al. [1].

The algorithm works as follows: For each GPS fix, we considered a temporal window including
the 240 preceding and successive GPS fixes. The condition for a point to be classified as a stop
was that at least 90% of the previous as well as 90% of the subsequent fixes need to lie within an
epsilon distance of 170 m. The most challenging part therefore was to choose the thresholds such
that "slow walking" is not confused with "stationary". This was done by varying the parameter
combination and analyzing which one was the most effective in detecting stops in a labeled ground
truth dataset assessed by ourselves as well as the theoretical reasoning expressed in the following
example:

Let us assume a person walking at a very slow speed of 1 m/s. The person would cover a
distance of 240 m in 240 s in the case that the movement is unidirectional, which is roughly the
case when a person moves with the intention to spatially displace him-/herself. Looking from one
specific GPS point backward, let us say to the 240 (=window size) preceding recorded GPS fixes,
a maximum of 170 fixes would lie in the above-defined kernel of 170 m. This corresponds to 71%
(170/240×100) and is clearly below the threshold of minimum 90%, which would be required for a
GPS fix to be classified as a stop. The thresholds for the epsilon distance and the time window were
purposefully set significantly higher than 100 m because we observed that there was unidirectional
signal wandering of up to approximately 100 m with a speed comparable to slow walking (ca. 1
m/s) when being stationary. This resulted in patterns that could have been mistaken for periods of
walking with temporal windows set ≤100 points. The thresholds chosen ensure that such patterns
would still be classified as "stationary" because after at most 100 m (respectively 100 s) the GPS
fixes would typically change direction and start to wander back again, which leads to the required
higher spatio-temporal densities of "stop" fixes.

In order to smooth out unrealistic fast transitions between stop and move fixes, we first applied
a moving window considering the 10 preceding and consecutive fixes of a specific fix and assigned
it the majority of the labels that occurred within this window. Second, we reclassified stationary
segments that were shorter than 60 consecutive fixes to moves. Third, we reclassified move segments
shorter than 60 seconds to stationary segments.

3. Extraction of features for 1-min move segments
Step 3 of the MOT detection pipeline (cf. Fig. 1) comprises the computation of features derived
from the accelerometer and GPS data, based on which we distinguished between movements that
were undertaken using either passive or active MOT. We therefore primarily made use of the typical
high standard deviation in the accelerometer signal as soon as a movement involves physical activity
such as is the case with aMOT. In a preprocessing step, we computed the vector magnitude of
the 3-axis acceleration at =

√
(a2t,x + a2t,y + a2t,z) which is commonly used for classification tasks

of travel behavior [2]. Amongst different statistical features derived from at for 1-min movement
segments, we identified the standard deviation (SD) as the most discriminative feature between
pMOT and aMOT for a set of labeled data assessed by ourselves. SD ≥120 milli-g were consistently
found when looking at 1-min segments of traveling purely using aMOT (considering cycling and
walking with varying speeds). For 1-min segments of purely passive MOT such as cars, trams or
trains the SD was always smaller than 40 milli-g. We included median speed between consecutive
GPS fixes of the 1-min segments as secondary criterion, for segments in our study that were not
clearly assignable to one of the two classes based on the accelerometer-derived criteria. The two
criteria were computed for 1-min segments amongst periods classified as move. The segments
started each at the full minute (00:00:00-00:00:59, 00:01:00-00:01:59, etc.) and were considered as
classifiable if at least 4 fixes with GPS reception were available.

4. Classification of segments as pMOT or aMOT
Based on the thresholds illustrated in Step 4 of the MOT pipeline (see Fig. 1), we eventually
assigned the 1-min segments to segments of either passive or active MOT. The sensor-derived in-
dicators of duration of daily passive and active out-of-home movement were consequently obtained
by summing up the minutes that had been classified as passive and active MOT, respectively.
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Part D - Selectivity analysis: comparing included to excluded
person-days
To gain insight into whether sample selectivity was an issue in our study, we carried out a selectivity
analysis comparing days with missing sensor data to days with available sensor data in terms of
the distribution of the three self-reported mobility indicators of interest (LS, pMOT, aMOT).
Such selectivity analysis is often done in longitudinal psychological studies to compare participants
remaining in a study throughout all assessment points with those who initially participated but
later dropped out of the study in order to assess to which degree the results are generalizable (e.g.,
Lindenberger et al., 2002 [3]).

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the distributions of the three self-reported mobility indicators of days
with missing sensor data (i.e., excluded days) to the distributions of the respective indicators of
days with corresponding sensor-derived and self-reported mobility indicators (i.e., included days).
The distributions of each of the three self-reported mobility indicators (LS, pMOT, and aMOT)
for person-days that have been included in the respective comparisons look almost identical to the
ones that were excluded. Missing sensor data for particular days are not systematically linked to
certain types of daily mobility patterns (which is the variable of interest in this study), but seem
to be due to other factors. Results thus appear to be generalizable to days with missing sensor
data. We suppose that technical issues were the main issue for the large number of missing days.

Figure 2: Normalized frequency distribution of person-days for self-reported life space (LS) com-
paring days with corresponding sensor-derived and self-reported mobility indicators (red, labeled
"both") to days with only self-reported mobility indicators (green, labeled "rep"). Nboth = 402
person-days and Nrep = 305 person-days. The frequency distributions are normalized to 1 using
Nboth or Nrep, respectively.
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Figure 3: Density distribution of person-days for self-reported durations of traveling using passive
modes of transportation (pMOT) comparing days with corresponding sensor-derived and
self-reported mobility indicators (red, labeled "both") to days with only self-reported mobility
indicators (green, labeled "rep"). Nboth = 375 person-days and Nrep = 316 person-days.

Figure 4: Density distribution of person-days for self-reported durations of traveling using ac-
tive modes of transportation (aMOT) comparing days with corresponding sensor-derived
and self-reported mobility indicators (red, labeled "both") to days with only self-reported mobility
indicators (green, labeled "rep"). Nboth = 367 person-days and Nrep = 319 person-days.
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Abstract: Interest in GPS-based mobility assessment for health and aging research is growing, and 

with it the demand for validated GPS-based mobility indicators. Time out of home (TOH) and 

number of activity locations (#ALs) are two indicators often derived from GPS data, despite lacking 

consensus regarding thresholds to be used to extract those as well as limited knowledge about their 

validity. Using 7 days of GPS and diary data of 35 older adults, we make the following three main 

contributions. First, we perform a sensitivity analysis to investigate how spatial and temporal 

thresholds to compute TOH and #ALs affect agreement between self-reported and GPS-based 

indicators. Second, we show how daily self-reported and GPS-derived mobility indicators compare. 

Third, we explore whether the type and duration of self-reported activity events are related to the 

degree of correspondence between reported and GPS events. Highest indicator agreement was 

found for temporal interpolation (Tmax) of up to 5 hours for both indicators, a radius (Dmax) to 

delineate home between 100 and 200 m for TOH, and for #ALs a spatial extent (Dmax) between 125 

and 200 m and temporal extent (Tmin) between 5 and 6 min to define an activity location. High 

agreement between self-reported and GPS-based indicators is obtained for TOH and moderate 

agreement for #ALs. While reported event type and duration impact on whether a reported event 

has a matching GPS event, indoor and outdoor events are detected at equal proportions. This work 

helps future studies to choose optimal threshold settings and to provide knowledge about the 

validity of mobility indicators.  

Keywords: Healthy aging; mobility; mobility indicators; real-life; convergent validity; global 

positioning system; self-reports; sensor-based; time out of home; activity location 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Due to the rapidly aging societies around the world, promoting healthy aging has become an 

ever important research endeavor (1). Being able to participate in social interactions, as well as 

maintaining an active and independent lifestyle are central components of healthy aging (2–5). These 

components essentially rely on the individuals’ capacity of remaining mobile out of home (6). Thus, 

assessing older adults’ daily mobility, defined for this paper as the everyday spatiotemporal patterns 
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of an individual’s movement in their environment, enables insight into an individual’s level of 

participation in natural, built, cultural, and social environments (3,7,8). One common way to assess 

daily mobility, is by using mobility indicators that quantify different aspects of an individual’s 

mobility (9,10). Time out of home (TOH) and number of activity locations (#ALs) are two such 

indicators which have been widely applied in the field of health- and aging-related sciences as they 

have been found to be associated with older adults’ cognitive, physical and emotional functioning 

(11–16). TOH is an indicator assessing how much time an individual spends outside their residence, 

whereas activity locations (ALs) refer to the places that an individual has visited to perform an 

activity (e.g., waiting for a train, visiting a friend, shopping) (17). 

TOH and #ALs can be measured and assessed by various instruments. Commonly used tools 

are self-reports, e.g., questionnaires and diary-based surveys, and location sensors, e.g., the Global 

Positioning System (GPS). Each of those instruments has different strengths and weaknesses. While 

self-reports can capture semantic attributes of activities beyond physical properties (i.e., location and 

time) but entail cognitive biases (e.g., recall bias), GPS collects precise location and time and is free 

from such human biases. However, GPS is subject to potential device failure (e.g., signal loss) or 

human mistakes (e.g., missing device), and requires data processing algorithms for extracting 

semantically plausible activity information. For instance, depending on the thresholds of an 

automatic activity detection algorithm—e.g., minimum time duration (Tmin), maximum distance 

(Dmax), and maximum gap duration (Tmax) of GPS fixes—the spatio-temporal extent of detected 

activities may vary. Consequently, different assessment instruments often yield different data and, 

further, inconsistent results of mobility indicators including TOH and #ALs.  

This raises the important question which indicators (e.g., TOH, #ALs) using which assessment 

tools (e.g., self-reports, GPS) do represent more valid representations of older adults’ mobility? To 

evaluate whether indicators portray the construct that one intends to quantify, measures of indicator 

agreement (e.g., Bland Altman statistics, correlation) inform about whether indicators assessed with 

different tools, but designed for the same construct, yield similar results. Comparison studies on self-

reported and GPS-derived #ALs are still limited (i.e., focused on spatial correspondence (18,19), or 

aggregate measures (16)), and no study was identified comparing self-reported and GPS-based TOH. 

Therefore, it is imperative to compare TOH and #ALs derived from self-reports and GPS. In doing 

so, impacts of algorithm threshold settings should be considered (20,21). While thresholds can 

drastically change the results of GPS-based TOH and #ALs, many studies have ignored the effect of 

the thresholds (12,22,23).  

This study’s main aim is to evaluate how self-reported and GPS-based daily mobility indicators 

compare in a sample of older adults, without making any a priori assumptions about the accuracy of 

either of the data sources. To this end, we extract the two daily mobility indicators TOH and #ALs 

from one-week of diary and GPS data of 35 older adults. More specifically, our work aims to make 

the following contributions: 

1. We investigate in a sensitivity analysis how the choice of thresholds (Tmin, Dmax, Tmax) affects 

indicator agreement between self-reported and GPS-based indicators. 

2. We explore the convergent validity for both mobility indicators by comparing the self-reported 

and GPS-derived daily mobility indicators. 

3. We explore whether self-reported activity characteristics (i.e., the duration or type of an activity) 

affect whether a self-reported event finds a corresponding, temporally overlapping (i.e., 

matching) GPS event. 

2. Self-Reports and GPS Sensors for Assessing Daily Mobility 

2.1. Self-Reports 

Various instruments exist to assess individuals’ daily mobility and depending on the study goal 

one or the other might be more suitable. Most of these methods today rely on self-reports, including 

questionnaires and diary-based surveys. Questionnaires typically assess habitual mobility in a single 

occasion and in a retrospective manner via mobility questionnaires (e.g., life-space assessment (LSA) 
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(24)) or interactive map-based questionnaires (e.g., VERITAS (25)). These retrospective 

questionnaires are prone to recall bias and unable of capturing the day-to-day variation and complex 

nature of mobility behavior (21,26,27). Daily travel diaries are designed for a participant to fill out 

continuously throughout the day or at the end of each study day to report information on location, 

time, and attributes of each of an individual’s daily activities (Table 1). Such frequently reported 

information allows examining shorter-term fluctuations in an individual’s mobility patterns (28). 

Semantic information reported on each activity and trip (e.g., activity type, present persons, transport 

mode) enables semantically enriched analysis. However, diary-based surveys expose a range of 

disadvantages: participant burden due to the time-consuming reporting process (29), failing to report 

activities correctly due to subjective bias, lack of care, recall bias, or social desirability bias (30–32), 

and missing exact locational data (i.e., geographic coordinates) (18,25,29). Self-reported assessments 

over long periods are theoretically possible, however, in practical terms they are feasible only to a 

limited degree, as self-reports require continuous high participant involvement. 

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of self-reported diaries vs. location sensors to infer 

individual's daily mobility. 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

 
Self-report 

(space-time 

diary) 

 Semantic information (activity 

type, present persons) 

 Subjective perspective 

 Errors/Bias: 

retrospective/generalized/subjective responses, 

lack of care, recall bias, social desirability bias 

 Active participant involvement (burden)  

 Low spatio-temporal resolution 

 

 
Location 

sensor (GPS) 

 Assessments over long periods  

 High spatio-temporal resolution 

 Low participant burden  

 Objective  

 Missing data due to technical issues (battery, 

satellite signal) 

 Compliance issues (charging, wearing device)  

 Lack of consensus on GPS data processing 

procedures 

2.2. GPS as a Location Sensor 

Wearable Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is increasingly used to objectively assess 

individuals’ visited locations and travels undertaken (11,15,33,34). GPS sensors continuously collect 

location fixes—each represented by a position coordinate together with a timestamp (date and time). 

GPS tracking enables the observation of daily mobility over potentially long time periods, with high 

spatio-temporal resolution and minimal participant involvement. Despite its benefits, GPS tracking 

faces several challenges. Low participant compliance, battery life issues, and interrupted satellite 

signals may lead to data gaps and, consequently, to high attrition rates (9,35). As no semantic 

information is collected by GPS, extracting meaningful information is necessary through multi-step 

data processing including aggregations of GPS data points regarding space, time, and behaviors, 

which is time-consuming and requires technical skills (20). Unfortunately, there are no standardized 

GPS data processing procedures including threshold setting for automatic detection of activity 

locations and trips (9,36). 

2.3. GPS Data Processing and Threshold Setting 

GPS data processing is the key to accurate assessment of GPS-derived daily mobility. TOH and 

#ALs, the two mobility indicators in the focus of this study, are computed based on spatio-temporal 

extent of home and activity locations. These features are usually automatically detected from GPS 

fixes. For TOH, GPS fixes outside a circular buffer around home should be identified in consideration 

of GPS error and then the time between out-of-home GPS fixes is summed up. For #ALs, activity 

locations should be inferred and more complex algorithms are required (17,37–40). Figure 1 

schematically shows how a typical algorithm to detect activity locations works. For both indicators, 
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the following spatial and temporal thresholds used as input parameters of a processing algorithm 

play a significant role in such automatic detection (17,38,41,42): 

 Minimum time duration (Tmin): Tmin defines the minimum time spent out of home or in an 

activity location in order to count as valid TOH or AL event, respectively.  

 Maximum distance (Dmax): For TOH, Dmax is a radius defining a buffer around home. All fixes 

within the buffer count as home, all fixes outside of the buffer count as out of home (OH). For 

#ALs, Dmax defines the maximum spatial region within which the individual can move 

(respectively the GPS signal is allowed to wander) in order to be defined as an AL.  

 Maximum gap duration (Tmax): For both indicators, Tmax defines the maximum duration of a 

gap in GPS data over which interpolation is invoked if the remaining conditions are met (i.e., 

Tmin, Dmax).  

Although this does not need to be the case, we expect that thresholds to accurately detect TOH 

and AL events are both falling in a similar range, as from a purely spatio-temporal perspective they 

are both defined as a stay with a minimum duration within a spatial region defined by a maximum 

radius. In the literature, thresholds applied vary substantially between studies and are often 

presented without justification. For Tmin values typically range between 3 and 30 minutes and for 

Dmax between 25 and 500 meters (17,43–48). Tmax is often not dealt with or explicitly mentioned, 

although temporal gaps in GPS data are very frequent as individuals typically spend a lot of time in 

GPS-denied areas (e.g., indoors) (45). Interpolation in GPS data is often feasible with little risk of 

introducing errors (43). Whenever interpolation is introduced, 1 hour seems to be the maximum 

temporal gap for which interpolation is done (2,19,45). While in the referenced literature interpolation 

was done by filling in gaps with synthetic data points on the level of the raw GPS trajectory, this 

paper takes an approach of filling in data gaps on the level of detected mobility events. That is, 

interpolation (or gap filling) takes place in a temporal fashion, merging two subsequent events 

separated by a temporal gap, if the gap is smaller than Tmax and if Tmin and Dmax are met at the 

same time. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of automatic activity location detection based on spatial (Dmax) 

and temporal parameters (Tmin, Tmax), depicted in a space–time cube. The example thresholds used 

in this illustration (Tmin = 6 min, Dmax = 125 m, Tmax = 5 h) are the ones that were derived from the 

sensitivity analysis (see Section 4.2).  
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2.4. Self-Reported versus GPS-Derived Mobility Indicators 

While it is commonly accepted knowledge that GPS outperforms self-reports, e.g. ,in terms of 

assessing the exact geometry of mobility whereas self-reports outperform GPS, e.g., in assessing 

additional mobility-related semantics (e.g., type of activity), there is no agreement in the literature 

regarding which method performs better in assessing aggregate mobility indicators such as TOH or 

#ALs. To compare indicators, construct validity is often evaluated regarding whether an indicator 

represents the construct that one intends to measure. One way of assessing the construct validity is 

to examine so-called convergent validity. It examines whether indicators aiming at assessing the same 

construct, but using different instruments (e.g., self-reports versus GPS) yield similar results 

(18,49,50). Research comparing self-reports to GPS is especially to be found in the field of 

transportation research where travel durations using different transport modes are compared. A 

systematic review found that these tend to be larger when self-reported rather than derived from 

GPS data (51).  

In the context of health- and aging-related research, Fillekes et al. (52) also found self-reported 

tools to exceed GPS-based travel duration, while daily self-reported life space (assessing maximum 

distance traveled from home) fell slightly below its GPS-derived counterpart. Boissy (20) found weak 

to moderate correlations (r = 0.3-0.4) between LSA scores and various GPS-derived life-space 

indicators (including standard deviational ellipse area, distance covered in vehicle). Wolf et al. (16) 

found moderate correlations (0.4) when comparing #ALs derived from GPS and diaries aggregated 

over the entire study period of 4 days. Shareck et al. (18) found high levels of agreement in terms of 

spatial correspondence of ALs reported in a questionnaire on regularly visited locations and one 

week of GPS data. Similarly, Kestens et al. (19) found good spatial correspondence between self-

reported regularly visited ALs with a map-based tool and one week of GPS data. A recent study 

comparing self-reported to GPS-derived time spent outdoors (i.e., outside of any building), found 

self-reports to massively exceed GPS-derived measures based on indicators aggregated over the 

entire study period per participant (53). 

In summary, only few comparison studies have been carried out in the health and aging domain, 

and most of these have focused on ‘global’ mobility indicators that characterize aggregate mobility 

behaviors over the entire study period (9). These days, however, research interest turns increasingly 

to mobility indicators measured over shorter intervals (e.g., day to day) in order to observe within-

person fluctuations of mobility (22). Such indicators are potentially derivable from data with high 

spatio-temporal granularity as obtained via positioning sensors or real-life assessments. Hence, there 

is a need for comparison studies for mobility indicators using shorter intervals. Knowledge regarding 

the degree of agreement between self-reported and GPS-derived mobility indicators will help to 

improve the understanding of the reliability of such indicators. This, in return, allows to determine 

with which level of confidence such mobility indicators can be interpreted in their own right and how 

reliably they can be related to other healthy-aging-relevant outcomes. Moreover, such knowledge 

contributes to determining to which degree these two methods should be used in complementary 

fashion, respectively, to which degree they could potentially substitute each other. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Study Design and Participant Recruitment 

Data collection was part of the ‘ChronoSense Study’, a cross-sectional study, aiming to 

investigate circadian rhythms of mobility patterns in community-dwelling older adults using 

wearable sensors. The study was designed in compliance with the principles expressed in the 

Declaration of Helsinki and has been approved by the Ethics Committee of the German Sport 

University Cologne (registration number 156/2017). To recruit study participants, information on the 

project was emailed to local senior citizens’ networks and presented in senior’s sport groups. 

Furthermore, persons who expressed interest in participating in studies of the Institute of Movement 

and Sport Gerontology in the past were invited by email or telephone call. To be eligible for the study, 

subjects had to be community-dwelling, aged 65 years or older, and subjectively healthy. Persons 
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with any acute or severe mobility impairment, cardiovascular disorder, cognitive disorder or 

neurological disease (based on self-report) which could interfere with functional mobility were 

excluded from participation. Furthermore, persons with a score of 24 or fewer points in the Mini-

Mental State Examination (MMSE) (54) were excluded from the study (55). In total, 38 eligible persons 

participated but only 35 persons were included in the study after exclusion of 3 early dropout 

participants. All participants provided written informed consent. 

Of the 35 participants 17 were women and 18 were men. Participants’ mean age was 70.6, 

ranging from 65 to 83 years. Participants indicated as their highest level of education: primary school 

(7; 20%), secondary school (6; 14%), university of applied sciences (6; 14%), and university (16; 46%). 

Body mass index (BMI) was 26.92 +/- 4.9, and the majority of the participants (29 out of 35) suffered 

from at least one chronic disease. 

3.2. Data Collection 

Data collection had three stages of pre-registration, one-week registration, and post-registration. 

In the pre-registration, each participant visited the laboratory to take a baseline questionnaire on 

her/his socio-demographics and home address and receive mobility diaries for self-reports and 

smartphone (SP) for GPS data collection. Then, actual self-reporting and GPS-tracking were 

conducted for a week. Afterwards, participants revisited the laboratory to return the diaries and 

smartphone for data download. 

Different instructions were given for self-reporting and GPS-tracking. The detailed execution for 

each approach is as follows. For self-reports, each participant was given two separate paper diaries 

for TOH and ALs and asked to fill them out multiple times or at the end of each study day. In the 

TOH diary, each participant was asked to report the times when they left home for an activity and 

came back (i.e., the start and end times of each TOH event) as well as whether they carried the SP 

during each of the reported TOH events. In the AL diary, each participant was requested to report 

start and end times and a place name of all visited places where they stayed beyond 3 minutes, but 

in an explicitly stationary state, including long transient stops at a train/tram station, sitting on a park 

bench, and shopping in a supermarket. A minimum of 3 minutes for an activity location was chosen 

in order to exclude extremely short stops, such as waiting at a traffic light. All types of traveling (e.g., 

walking in a park) were to be excluded in the reports.  

GPS data were recorded with a sampling frequency of 1 second using the application (app) 

GPSLogger, version 89 (56) on a Samsung Galaxy SIII GT-9301. The app was set to start automatically 

whenever the SP was switched on. Each participant was asked to turn on the SP in the morning after 

waking up and to turn it off in the evening before going to bed. They were instructed to carry the SP 

with them, whenever they were out of their homes. In order to achieve the longest possible battery 

life, the participants were instructed to charge the SP when they were at home. All participants 

performed a 15-minute familiarization session which covered how to switch the SP on and off, charge 

it, use the touch screen, and to make sure the app was running. Additionally, each participant 

received a project-specific user manual and was offered the opportunity to contact the instructors in 

case they had questions or faced complications regarding smartphone use.  

3.3. Self-Reported Mobility Indicators 

Self-reports were processed through the following procedures to measure mobility indicators. 

In a first step, TOH events out of the study period and of duration ≤ 3 min were deleted. AL events 

were excluded if at least one of the following conditions was met: out of study period, missing 

start/end time, duration ≤ 3 min, non-stationary activities/movements, activities that took place at 

home, and false reports (i.e., entries not related to mobility). Moreover, an activity category was 

assigned to each AL based on participants’ annotations, using an adapted activity location 

classification from Kaspar et al. (22). This classification was specifically developed for a study sample 

of older adults and consists of the following categories: work, commercial, social, personal care, 

culture/religion/education, recreation, transportation, unassignable. The duration of the valid TOH 

events were summed to an indicator reflecting total reported daily duration spent out of home (‘REP 
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TOH’). The valid activity locations per day were counted per day to represent the self-reported 

indicator daily number of activity locations (‘REP #ALs’). Study days were segmented at midnight. 

3.4. GPS-Based Mobility Indicators 

GPS data processing consisted of the following seven steps: removal of outliers, splitting into 

daily trajectories, exclusion of invalid days, validation of geocoded home location, extraction of TOH 

events, extraction of ALs, and aggregation to the daily indicators ‘GPS TOH’ and ‘GPS #ALs’. 

Outlier removal: We removed outliers from the individual GPS fixes featuring speeds above 330 

km/h. This corresponds to the speed limit of high-speed trains in Germany.  

Day segmentation: The weekly GPS trajectories were split into daily segments at midnight to 

correspond to self-reported indicators.  

Exclusion of invalid days: Same as in existing GPS-based studies (57–59), study days were 

excluded if the daily registration period, that is, the time between first and last GPS fixes of a day was 

less than 9 hours. Moreover, further computation was only done for participants with at least 2 days 

of valid GPS data. 

Home validation: The geocoded self-reported address was validated by comparing it to the 

GPS-derived home location. To extract the GPS-based home location, similar as in a previous 

publication (9), we used DBSCAN (60,61) with minimum number of points = 3 and epsilon distance 

= 60 m to extract clusters based on all first morning and last evening fixes of every valid day. If 

multiple clusters were identified, the cluster closest to the self-reported home location was chosen as 

GPS-based home location. Finally, homes (and consequently participants) were only counted as 

valid, if the distance between the address-based and GPS-based home was smaller than 150 m. For 

further computation, we replaced the address-based home with the GPS-based home, in case the 

latter reflected more precisely the GPS fixes (more GPS fixes falling into a 60-m-buffer of the GPS-

based than the address-based home). 

Extraction of TOH events: As introduced above, we have identified TOH events using the 

following three parameters: Dmax defining the radius for the home buffer to distinguish between 

home and out-of-home (OH) fixes, Tmin defining the minimum TOH event duration to be considered 

valid, and Tmax defining the temporal gap for which we temporally interpolated. Temporal 

interpolation simply consisted in filling in the binary state (i.e., either ‘home’ or ‘OH’) into data gaps 

of up to Tmax, in case the previous and subsequent fix had both been identified with the same state. 

Figure 2 shows the identified TOH events along the temporal axis across the seven study days of one 

participant based on the spatial and temporal thresholds obtained in the sensitivity analysis (see 

Sections 3.5, 4.2). 

 

Figure 2:  Temporal view of GPS detected TOH and home events for 7 days of one participant (Dmax 

= 125 m, Tmin = 6 min, Tmax = 300 min).  
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Extraction of ALs: To detect activity locations (Figure 3), we used the stop detection algorithm 

proposed by Montoliu et al. (38). The algorithm’s adjustable parameters are intuitive and reflect those 

most often used in health and aging research (41,62–64). Moreover, in contrast to many other 

algorithms, it is capable of dealing with temporal gaps in GPS data (65). Montoliu’s algorithm is a 

time-based clustering algorithm using the three above-introduced input parameters: Dmax represents 

the maximum allowed distance of a GPS fix from the first GPS fix of a stop cluster; Tmin represents 

the minimum duration of a group of identified GPS fixes in order to count as a stop; and finally, Tmax 

represents the maximum allowed time gap between consecutive location points to be considered to 

be part of the same stop cluster (see Figure 1). A detected stop episode is represented by the position 

of the median latitude and median longitude of the included GPS fixes, and by the timestamps 

defining the start and end of the stop. In a subsequent step, episodes not fulfilling the stop criteria 

and < 3 min were interpreted as ‘noise’ (e.g., indoor signal wandering (66)). Three minutes is a 

commonly applied threshold for minimum move duration (58,67)). Consecutive stops previously 

interrupted by such short ‘noise’ episodes, were merged if spatial distance and temporal difference 

between those two stops were smaller than Dmax and Tmax, respectively. Finally, we used Dmax as 

a radius around an individual’s home location to exclude stops referring to home, as we were only 

interested in detecting out-of-home activity locations.  

 

 

Figure 3: Some detected activity locations (green dots) for one study day of one user (Dmax = 125 m, 

Tmin = 6 min, Tmax = 300 min). This illustration also shows the typical positional data quality of the 

raw, unprocessed GPS data. 

Aggregation to daily indicators: The duration of the TOH events was summed for each day to 

the GPS-derived indicator ‘GPS TOH’ representing total daily duration spent out of home. The 

identified ALs were counted for each day to represent the GPS-derived indicator ‘daily number of 

activity locations’ (‘GPS #ALs’).  

3.5. Sensitivity Analysis for Dmax, Tmin, Tmax 

Since there is no commonly accepted standard for the thresholds used to extract TOH events 

and ALs from GPS, we performed a sensitivity analysis with the aim of evaluating how this impacts 

agreement between self-reported and GPS-derived TOH and AL events. To assess indicator 

agreement, we have used the measures F1 and IoU (Intersection over Union), also referred to as 

Jaccard coefficient. Both measures are computed at the event level and evaluate events as agreeing if 

they temporally overlap (i.e., match). F1 is a harmonic measure of precision and recall also used in 

Hwang et al. (66) (Figure A1 and Table A1 in Appendix A). Recall was determined as the number of 

correctly reported (i.e., with GPS match) events out of the total number of reported events (41). 

Precision was calculated as the number of correctly detected events (i.e., with reported match) out of 
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the total number of events detected by GPS. Optimizing F1 means maximization of the number of 

events with a match (‘true positives’), while minimizing the number of events that were only reported 

(‘true negative’) or GPS-derived (‘false positives’), respectively. While this is very sensible for the 

#ALs which is concerned with counts, for TOH—oriented towards duration—optimization of IoU is 

more relevant (Figure A2 in Appendix B). IoU maximizes intersection periods (overlapping GPS and 

reported events) while minimizing periods that were either only reported or only derived from GPS 

(17). Both indicators range between 0.0 and 1.0, with 1.0 being the maximum, implying exact overlap 

between reported and GPS events in terms of counts or duration, respectively. Based on visual 

inspection of the two curves describing indicator agreement (F1 and IoU) as a function of the 

respective thresholds chosen, we selected the thresholds that optimized simultaneously both 

agreement measures for both mobility indicators. Because a stay at home or in an activity location 

look very similar in terms of spatio-temporal characteristics (i.e., not moving out of a restricted zone 

for at least a minimum amount of time), we expect that similar parameter settings will typically 

optimize agreement between self-reports and GPS for both mobility indicators.  

We started with an initial parameter setting and iteratively optimized the following parameters 

while holding the remaining two parameters constant (1) Tmax; (2) Tmin; (3) Dmax; (4) re-

confirmation of Tmin; (5); re-confirmation of Tmax. The constant parameters were replaced after every 

step with the threshold that had been identified to optimize indicator agreement in the previous step. 

We chose the following initial threshold setting for the stepwise optimization (Section 4.2) and re-

confirmation (see Appendix D) process:  

 Tmin = 3 min: corresponds to the minimum duration of an activity location instructed to 

participants and has often been used elsewhere (17,66,68–70) 

 Tmax = 1 h: typical maximum gap length found in the literature upon which GPS data is 

interpolated (9,19,66) 

 Dmax = 100 m: Good indicator agreement was obtained for 100 m in Cich et al. (17) and Hwang 

et al. (66) testing multiple thresholds in their stop detection algorithms. Also 100 m was used in 

Harada et al. (11,71) to identify TOH.  

3.6. Inclusion Criteria 

Out of the initial 245 study days (35 participants*7 days), we excluded days and participants 

based on the following criteria (Figure 6):  

Exclusion of GPS days: GPS days were invalidated, if as aforementioned the registration period 

was < 9 hours or if participants indicated to not have worn the SP for at least one reported TOH event 

of the respective day.  

Exclusion of reported (REP) days: Study days of participants who did report events for less than 

two days overall, were deemed invalid for the respective indicator. Moreover, days with reports of 

TOH and AL that were contradictive were invalidated. That is, REP TOH days were considered 

invalid, if no TOH was reported while at least one AL was reported for the same day. Similarly, REP 

AL days were invalidated, if no AL was indicated while > 30 min of TOH was reported.  

Included days/participants: Eventually, we only ran comparison analyses for days of 

participants who had at least 2 days with matching valid REP and GPS indicators.  

3.7. Statistical Analyses 

Exemplary resulting TOH events and ALs are shown for one participant in Figure 4 and Figure 

5, respectively, once as detailed view (left in the respective Figure) and once aggregated to daily 

indicators (right in the respective Figure). In order to evaluate the convergent validity of daily self-

reports versus GPS, besides the descriptive statistics of the differences between daily reported and 

GPS-based measures, the following measures of agreement were computed: Bland Altman statistics 

for multiple observations per individual (72); Spearman correlations across all study days, and 

aggregated over individuals (iCorr) (52); and interrater intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC). These 

measures are described in detail including conventions for interpretation of association strength in 
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Appendix C. We do not make any assumption about any data source being the reference/ground 

truth. 

While all of the above-mentioned statistics are based on the aggregate daily mobility indicators, 

we computed further measures on the event level, in order to gain further insight regarding 

explanations for potential differences between REP and GPS indicators. Besides the aforementioned 

Precision, Recall, F1 and IoU measures, we investigated the proportion of duration as well as the 

counts of matching REP and GPS events. Eventually, we investigated whether certain characteristics 

of the reported events (duration, activity type, indoor versus outdoor) have an impact on whether a 

reported event is GPS detected or not. 

All processing and analyses were carried out in R (v. 3.4.4) (73). Specifically, we used the R 

packages plyr, dplyr, reshape, sp, dbscan, data.table, aspace, geosphere, and raster for data 

manipulation; ggplot2, maptools, knitr for graphs and visualizations; and corrplot, 

PerformanceAnalytics, ICC, rmcorr, psych, lme4 for the statistical analyses. 

 

Figure 4: Daily temporal view of REP versus GPS TOH events (left) and daily aggregate indicators 

REP TOH versus GPS TOH (right) for one participant (one week). 

 

Figure 5: Daily temporal view of REP versus GPS activity locations (left) and daily aggregate indicator 

REP #ALs and GPS #ALs (right) for one participant (one week). 
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4. Results 

4.1. Included Data  

Reported TOH and AL events went through different validation processes as detailed in Section 

3.3. Out of the initial 324 reported TOH events, 305 TOH events remain after exclusion of 18 events 

due to short duration and/or happening outside the study period (Table 2). 543 ALs were retained 

as valid reported ALs out of a total of 817. A total of 274 AL events were excluded because they met 

at least one of the criteria detailed in Table 2. After exclusion of the invalid study days and 

participants (as described in the next step, see Figure 8), the valid reported number of events 

eventually retained for further analysis was 223 (minus 82) for TOH, and 437 (minus 106) for #ALs. 

Table 2: Exclusion of self-reported TOH and AL events. 

 TOH events AL events 

Initial number of events 324 817 

Outside study period  18 50 

Duration ≤ 3 min 1 16 

Missing start/end time – 14 

Non-stationary/movement – 189 

At home – 36 

False reports – 4 

Number of valid reported events 305 543 

Invalid study day 82 106 

Number of valid events of valid days 223 437 

 

Based on the pre-filtered events, study days and participants were checked for validity based on 

the inclusion criteria detailed in Section 3.6 (Figure 6). Out of the original 35 participants (245 days), 

27 participants (140 days) for TOH and 33 participants (170 days) for #ALs were included. 

 

Figure 6: Exclusion of initial number of study days and participants (Ps) (top box) based on inclusion 

criteria for reported data (REP, left red box) and GPS data (right red box); and number of resulting 

days with no valid data at all, only valid reported data, only valid GPS data, and matching valid REP 

and GPS data (bottom boxes).  

Participants had between 2 and 7 valid study days, with an average of valid days of 5.1 (standard 

deviation (SD) = 1.7) and 4.9 (SD = 1.6) for TOH and AL, respectively. Summary statistics for the daily 
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GPS-based and reported mobility indicators shown in Table 3 as well as further analyses, are based 

on the participants / study days that fulfilled the inclusion criteria.  

Table 3: Summary statistics for daily mobility indicators over all valid participant days. 

Variable  Method Days Mean Median SD Min. Max. 

Time out of home (TOH) [min]  REP 140 277.6 245 207.1 0 1020 

 GPS 140 270.1 216 224.6 0 1371 

Number of activity locations (#ALs)  REP 170 2.6 2 1.8 0 10 

 GPS 170 3.3 3 2.8 0 15 

 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of event duration for both TOH and AL events based on both 

assessment methods. As was to be expected, the median event duration is considerably longer for 

TOH (REP: 120.0 min vs. GPS: 100.9 min) than for AL (REP: 45.0 min vs. GPS: 21.1 min). The number 

of GPS events (especially for AL) tend to be higher than their reported counterparts. Median 

durations are considerably lower for GPS than for REP events.  

 

Figure 7: Number of events (n) over all valid study days and boxplots showing the distribution of 

event duration by mobility indicator and assessment methods. 
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4.2. Sensitivity Analysis 

TOH #ALs 

  
(a) 

 

  
(b) 

 

  
(c) 

Figure 8: Results of stepwise sensitivity analysis of Tmax, Tmin, and Dmax. (a) Optimization of Tmax 

for initial settings (Tmin = 3 min, Dmax = 100 m). (b) Optimization of Tmin for initial Dmax = 100 m 

and optimized Tmax = 300 min. (c) Optimization of Dmax for optimized Tmin = 6 min and Tmax = 300 

min. 
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The results of the stepwise sensitivity analysis of 1) Tmax, 2) Tmin, and 3) Dmax are 

displayed in Figure 8. 

1. While the count-oriented agreement measure F1 barely reacts to varying Tmax, the duration-

oriented IoU steadily increases, with an optimum at 300 min (i.e., 5 hours) for both TOH and 

#ALs. For Tmax between 180 and 360 min (i.e., 3 and 6 hours) indicator agreement appears to be 

stable.   

2. While Tmin has no major impact on agreement between REP and GPS indicators, it does affect 

indicator agreement for #ALs. F1 (the count-based measure more relevant for #ALs) seems to 

peak between 5 and 8 min (maximum at 6 min) while IoU starts dropping at 8 min.  

3. For TOH, indicator agreement is increasing until Dmax = 100 m and then remains stable, only 

starting to slowly drop at 300 m. For #AL, the best indicator agreement is obtained for Dmax = 

125 m. After 200 m, both measures of agreement start dropping. 

As expected, both indicators, TOH and #ALs show similar fluctuations in indicator agreement 

to the variations of all three thresholds. Despite subtle differences in the reaction to threshold 

variation, we used the following same thresholds for both indicators in further analyses at which 

both indicators jointly reached a maximum: Tmax = 300 min, Tmin = 6 min, Dmax = 125 m. Moreover, 

these optimized thresholds have been confirmed by reversely varying Tmin and Tmax (see Figure A3 

in Appendix D). 

4.3. Agreement between Daily REP and GPS-Based Mobility Indicators 

There is an average difference between daily REP TOH and GPS TOH of 7.5 min, with a large 

SD of 178.3 min (Table 4). Despite a lot of uncertainty given the large SD, the general trend goes 

towards REP durations to be longer than GPS durations. A relatively higher proportion of red shades 

to blue ones in Figure 9 also confirms the tendency for REP TOH to be higher than GPS TOH. Also, 

the comparison of the proportion of days on which REP was higher than GPS to the days on which 

the opposite was true, confirms this general trend toward REP TOH to be higher than GPS TOH 

(Figure 11). Accepting a time difference of 10 min between daily REP and GPS indicators as 

agreement, 51% of the study days are characterized by REP TOH being longer than GPS TOH, while 

only 21% are characterized by REP TOH being shorter than GPS TOH. For a 20-min-threshold, these 

percentages shrink to 36% and 18%, respectively. A day-by-participant analysis (Figure 9) and the 

between- and within-participant SD (Table 4) reveal that there is considerable between-participant 

and even higher within-participant variation in daily agreement. The average between-participant 

SD of 85.5 min is smaller than the average within-individual SD of 118.4 min for daily deviation 

between REP and GPS (Table 4). Based on Figure 9, approximately one third of participants tend 

towards high indicator agreement while about another third of the participants tend to have low 

daily indicator agreement. Bland-Altman (BA) statistics averaging across participant-days reveal that 

REP TOH is on average 7.5 min longer than GPS TOH, however, with a wide range of agreement of 

[-342.6 min; 357.6 min] (Table 5 and Figure 12). ICC for TOH is substantial with 0.66 [95%-CI: 0.54; 

0.76], and mean iCorr with 0.66 and correlation across all days with 0.81 are moderate and highly 

positive (Table 5).  

On average the daily REP #ALs is 0.7 below daily GPS #ALs (Table 4). This tendency of lower 

REP #ALs compared to GPS is also reflected in the participant-day plot (Figure 10); the plot shows a 

higher proportion of days colored in blue shades illustrating days with REP #ALs being smaller than 

their GPS-based counterparts. 41% or 28% of the days are characterized by REP #ALs being smaller 

than GPS, while only 22% or 11% of the days have REP exceeding GPS, depending on the deviation 

tolerance of disagreeing #ALs for a day at 0 or 1 location, respectively. In contrast to TOH, the #ALs 

plot represents less days with extreme disagreement by fewer days with extreme color. However, 

given daily averages of 2.6 REP and 3.3 GPS #ALs (Table 3), a mismatch of a single AL is already 

critical. Clear differences in overall daily indicator agreement for #ALs between participants exist: 

approximately one third of the participants with consistent agreement across days (i.e., about ±1 

location), against another good third with high variation in daily indicator agreement against yet 
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another small part of participants with reports falling below GPS on the majority of days. However, 

also here we find a significant portion of participants whose daily REP indicators at times agree, or 

at times are higher or lower than GPS, thus leading to high within-person variability in daily indicator 

agreement. Average SD for deviations between individuals with 1.5 is again slightly lower than the 

average within-participant SD of 1.8 (Table 4). Compared to TOH, there is a higher proportion of 

days with agreement between indicators of 36% or even of 62% for an accepted deviation of one 

location as agreement (Figure 11). Bland-Altman statistics suggest a mean difference of -0.7, with a 

wide LOA of [-5.4; 3.9] (Table 5). The BA plot also suggests a tendency towards clearly higher 

discrepancies between REP and GPS for days for which the average of GPS and REP indicators were 

high (Figure 12). ICC for #ALs was just below 0.50 and therefore moderate. Correlation (0.6) and 

average iCorr (0.53) were also moderate. However, the iCorrs are also characterized by a high SD of 

0.5, pointing to large inter-individual differences in average daily indicator agreement.  

Table 4: Summary statistics for daily difference between self-reported and sensor-derived mobility 

indicators 

  Days Mean SD Median Min. Max. SD btw* Mean SD within** 

TOH [min] 140 7.5 178.3 11 -876 734 85.5 118.4 

#ALs [#] 170 -0.7 2.4 0 -11 5 1.5 1.8 

Note: GPS measures are subtracted from REP measures. Positive values therefore indicate REP > GPS while 

negative values indicate REP < GPS. *SD btw denotes the standard deviation between individuals’ average daily 

difference of the REP and GPS mobility indicators (nTOH=27 participants, nAL = 33 participants). **Mean SD within 

is the average of the within-individual standard deviation in their daily differences of the REP and GPS mobility 

indicators (nTOH=27 participants, nAL = 33 participants).  

 

Figure 9: Daily difference between REP and GPS TOH by participant and study day: Yellow = 

agreement, blue shades = REP < GPS, red shades = REP > GPS, grey = invalid days, all grey = invalid 

participants (#103, 106, 108, 109, 111, 119, 126, 131). Participants are ordered according to increasing 

average absolute deviation per participant (ignoring NAs). Participants are represented by their 

unique user IDs.  
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Figure 10: Daily difference between REP and GPS #ALs by participant and study day: Yellow = 

agreement, blue shades = REP < GPS, red shades = REP > GPS, grey = invalid days, all grey = invalid 

participants (#126, 131). Participants are ordered according to increasing average absolute deviation 

per participant (ignoring NAs). Participants are represented by their unique user IDs. 

 

 

Figure 11: First and second bar from the left: Percentage number of TOH days with agreement 

between indicators, REP > GPS (red) and REP < GPS (blue) for deviation tolerance thresholds of 10 

min and 20 min (n = 140 days). Third and fourth bar: Same for #ALs, with deviation tolerance 

thresholds of 0 and 1 activity location (n = 170 days). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 12: Bland Altman for multiple observations per participant (72) for TOH (n = 140 days) (a) and 

#ALs (n = 170 days) (b). 

Table 5: Measures of agreement for daily TOH and #ALs. 

Measures of agreement TOH #ALs 

Bland-Altman mean differences [95% LOA]  7.50  [-342.6; 357.6] (min) -0.70  [-5.4; 3.9] (#) 

ICC [95% CI] 0.66  [0.54; 0.76] 0.47  [0.34; 0.60] 

Correlation Spearman  0.81 * 0.60 * 

Mean (SD) iCorr Spearman 0.69  (0.41) 0.53  (0.50) 

Note: Spearman correlation diagrams in Appendix E. *p < .01. LOA = limits of agreement; ICC = interrater 

correlation coefficient; SD = standard deviation. For TOH, n = 140 days respectively 27 participants, and for #ALs, 

n = 170 days respectively n= 33 participants, as outlined in Figure 6. 

4.4. Event-Centered Agreement between REP and GPS Mobility 

For TOH, a count- (Table 6) and duration-based (Figure 13) matching comparison, respectively, 

of the indicators reveal high proportions of agreement. The majority (around 87%) of reported and 

GPS events have one temporally matching event detected from the corresponding opposite data 

source. Only a small number of events have multiple matching events or no matching event for both 

REP and GPS TOH. Also, the aggregate accuracy measures F1 (0.92) and IoU (0.72) reflect that 

indicators agree in clearly more cases, respectively for more duration, than they disagree (Table 7).  

In comparison to TOH for AL, considerably lower percentages of events have a matching event 

(59% for REP, and 68% for GPS). Equally high proportions of REP events remain undetected by GPS 

(24%) as GPS events remain without any matching REP events (25%). Moreover, especially for 

reported events, it seems to be a common issue that they temporally overlap with more than one GPS 

event (17%). F1 (0.76) and IoU (0.50) are considerably lower for AL than for TOH. 
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Table 6: Number of valid events with one match (1:1), multiple matches (1:n), no match (1:0).  

Relation REP TOH GPS TOH REP AL GPS AL 

1:1 193 87% 196 87% 260 59% 383 68% 

1:n 12 a 11 5% 74 17% 42 7% 

1:0 18 8% 18 8% 103 24% 139 25% 

Total no. of events 223 100% 225 100% 437 100% 564 100% 

 

 

Figure 13: Percentage duration of matched, respectively, intersected (i.e., REP ⋂ GPS), REP only, and 

GPS only TOH/AL events (see Figure A2 Appendix B for illustration of computation). Percentages 

were computed for each participant based on all valid events of all valid days and then averaged over 

all participants.  

Table 7: Measures of agreement on the level of events. 

Event-centered measures of agreement TOH #ALs 

Count-based   

Precision 0.92 0.76 

Recall 0.92 0.75 

F1 0.92 0.76 

Duration-based   

IoU 0.72 0.50 

Note: The count-based measures were computed for the number of REP-/GPS-based events (n = 223/225 events 

for TOH and n = 437/564 for AL). IoU was first computed per individual over all events over all study days and 

then averaged over all participants (n = 27 participants for TOH and n = 33 participants for AL).  

4.5. Association between Reported Event Characteristics and Event Detection 

Finally, in order to investigate whether certain reported activity locations have better chances of 

being detected, we have investigated whether the event type or duration is associated with whether 

a reported event has at least one temporally matching GPS event (Table 8). Work-related and 

recreational activities seem to have high chances of being detected. However, only 5 work locations 

were reported, and the median event duration of work location is exceptionally long, which might 

increase chances of being detected. Only transportation-related ALs have clearly lower detection 

rates. While most of the activity types have average overlap durations between 63% and 73%, lower 

average temporal coverage was found for transportation (40%), work (52%), and commercial 

activities (54%). Chances for an event to be detected seem not to be related to whether it was classified 

by participants as an indoor or outdoor location (Table 9). However, durations with matching 

overlapping GPS events tend to be higher for indoor (61%) events than for outdoor (49%) events. A 

separate correlation analysis showed little, however, significant correlation between reported event 

duration and whether an event was detected (Spearman’s rho of 0.29). A similar result was obtained 

for correlation between reported event duration and mean temporal overlap (Spearman’s rho of 0.27).  
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Table 8: Proportion of reported events that had a matching GPS event by reported event type (n = 437 

events). 

Activity Type No. events No. events with 

match 

Median event 

duration [min] 

Mean duration 

overlap 

Work 5 100% 360.0 52% 

Recreation 55 93% 80.0 73% 

Personal care 28 82% 45.0 64% 

Social 32 81% 150.5 68% 

Cultural/Religious/Education 41 78% 124.0 63% 

Commercial 211 74% 30.0 54% 

Transportation 41 56% 10.0 40% 

Unassignable 24 – – – 

 

Table 9: Proportion of reported events that had a matching GPS event distinguishing between indoor 

and outdoor ALs. 

Type No. events No. events with 

match 

Median event 

duration [min] 

Mean duration 

overlap 

Outdoor 108 77% 32.5 49% 

Indoor 320 76% 45.0 61% 

Unassignable 9 – – – 

 

5. Discussion 

As interest in the use of GPS-derived mobility indicators for applications in health and aging 

research is growing, more knowledge is needed about how to extract those features from GPS data. 

Likewise, GPS-based indicators need to be validated in comparison to self-reported data sources. In 

order to obtain more information on the validity of the two indicators TOH and #ALs, first, we 

demonstrated how the threshold choice for the TOH/AL event detection algorithm affects indicator 

agreement and, second, examined in depth to which degree the daily REP and GPS-derived 

indicators compare.  

5.1. Sensitivity Analysis: Which Thresholds Maximize Indicator Agreement? 

Considering missing consensus in health and aging research regarding the temporal (Tmax, 

Tmin) and spatial (Dmax) thresholds used to compute mobility indicators, we evaluated how varying 

the individual thresholds affects agreement between self-reported and GPS-derived mobility using a 

count- and a duration-oriented measure of agreement (i.e., F1 and IoU, respectively) (Figure 8). For 

Tmax, we found that temporal interpolation up to 5 hours keeps improving indicator agreement, 

especially in terms of correspondence in temporal overlap reflected in IoU. The long interpolation 

intervals potentially address time spent indoors where GPS signals are frequently lost, and this 

would help identify longer periods of correspondence between REP and GPS. This is critical for 

duration-oriented mobility indicators such as TOH, but many applied studies currently use no or 

only short temporal interpolation of at most 1 hour (2,9,19,45). Thus, the result with Tmax  1 hour 

may underestimate GPS-based mobility indicators. Further, complex indicators such as time spent 

traveling using different transport modes may require more sophisticated interpolation methods that 

allow filling in missing GPS fixes.  

For Tmin, highest indicator agreement between REP and GPS was found between 5 and 6 min. 

One explanation for the lower agreement for shorter time thresholds is that participants perceived 

events of shorter than 5-6 min as not sufficiently significant and therefore did not report them 

(respectively forgotten to be reported), despite the instruction of reporting events that last for 3 min 
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or longer. We also found that lower thresholds tend to over-segment the GPS trajectory, resulting in 

many false positive stops. Such stops could be short insignificant stops (e.g., traffic light, change of 

transport mode) or slow walking that might have been mistakenly detected as stops (17). This result 

slightly deviates from the findings of Cich et al. (17) and Hwang et al. (66) who found best indicator 

agreement between 3 and 4 minutes using stop detection algorithms comparable to the one by 

Montoliu et al. (38) used in this study.  

Finally, sensitivity analysis for Dmax showed that highest indicator agreement is obtained 

somewhere between 100 and 200 m for both TOH and AL indicators. This is in line with other studies 

that tested the sensitivity in varying the spatial extent defining an activity location, finding best 

indicator agreement for 100 m (66), 100-125 m (17) and around 200 m (37). The choice of optimal 

thresholds is generally a function of the positional accuracy of the GPS data (lower accuracies 

requiring higher Dmax), the GPS sampling frequency (lower frequency requiring higher Dmax and 

Tmin), the applied algorithm (sequential ones typically using lower Dmax than global density-based 

clustering (37,46)), participants’ behaviors (e.g., slower walking speeds requiring higher Dmax), and 

the application domain that conceptually defines the spatial and temporal extent of a stop. Moreover, 

Dmax and Tmin interact with each other: higher Dmax is likely to induce higher Tmin, and vice versa. 

This implies that if the interest is in finding more coarse-grained activity regions, higher values of 

Tmin and Dmax would have to be chosen (38). In general, lower Tmax and Dmax values lead to a 

higher number of correctly identified events, but conversely also to a higher number of over-

segmented stops and falsely identified or meaningless stops, respectively. 

5.2. Agreement between Self-Reported and GPS-Derived Time Out Of Home  

Based on optimal threshold constellation for our application, we found, on average, participant-

reported TOH to exceed GPS-based TOH by 7.5 min (Table 4). Accepting a 20-min difference between 

the daily REP and GPS TOH, given an average REP and GPS TOH of 277.6 and 270.1 min 

(approximately 4.5 hours; Table 3), respectively, 46% of the valid days have corresponding indicators 

(Figure 11). The average daily REP and GPS TOH are in the order of magnitude of other studies on 

older adults, with REP and GPS TOH between 3.5 and 4 hours (11,14,74).  

The average variability in daily indicator agreement was higher within participants (118.4 min) 

than between participants (85.5 min). This suggests that reporting accuracy is not necessarily 

conditioned by participants’ general reporting accuracy (Table 4). It seems more likely that daily 

indicator agreement is influenced by daily factors, including daily varying mobility patterns or more 

random reasons, including device functioning. Nonetheless, measures of agreement of REP and GPS 

on daily TOH show substantial ICCs and high positive correlation across valid study days (Table 5). 

Compared to daily #ALs, REP and GPS agree more for daily TOH. It means that TOH has higher 

convergent validity and is more stable over different assessment methods than #ALs.  

The event-centered analysis generally confirms this result. A count-based perspective reveals 

that most of the REP and GPS events (87% for each) have a matching event in the respective opposite 

data source (Table 6). From a duration-based perspective a still high percentage of 72% of durations 

of REP and GPS indicators do agree (Figure 13). This means that while there seems to be high 

agreement between REP and GPS that there was an event at all, REP and GPS indicators agree to a 

slightly lower degree upon exact durational overlap of the respective events. Reasons for deviations 

in duration can be attributed to both sides, i.e., participants not correctly recalling start/end times of 

events or incorrect GPS-based TOH event detection due to positional inaccuracies, combined with 

gaps in the GPS data. Especially, if there is missing GPS data at the beginning or end of an event, no 

interpolation can be carried out. For daily TOH assessments, slightly shifted REP and GPS events 

would be of minor importance, as long as they are of equal duration.  

Our results appear to be in line with previous research (51) that generally finds reports to exceed 

GPS-based out-of-home activities, especially known for the case of travelling. Klous et al. (53) 

compared self-reported to GPS-derived time outdoors (i.e., outside of any building, in contrast to 

TOH in our study, which focuses on the time spent outside the home, irrespective of whether this 

takes place indoors or outdoors). They found the reported to considerably exceed the GPS-derived 
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time (median self-report 4 times higher than median GPS duration), while the average deviations we 

found are of an acceptable extent.  

5.3. Underestimation of Daily Number of Activity Locations in Self-Reports 

In contrast to TOH, daily self-reported #ALs on average fall below their GPS-based counterparts 

by 0.7 locations (Table 4). In general, there is a clear trend for higher deviations between REP and 

GPS #ALs on days with higher averages of REP and GPS #ALs. The deviations between REP and GPS 

are substantial, considering the average number of daily locations visited (2.6 and 3.3 according to 

REP and GPS, respectively) (Table 3). Also, the wide LOA from the Bland Altman analyses and the 

moderate ICC (0.47) and correlation values (correlation over all participant days of 0.6 and average 

iCorr of 0.53) indicate lower agreement for #ALs than for TOH (Table 5, Figure 12). Nevertheless, the 

degree of agreement is comparable, yet still slightly higher than the one found by Wolf et al. (16), 

who found 0.4 correlation between the GPS- and diary-based number of visited locations aggregated 

over the entire study period of each participant.  

At the event level, the number of REP and GPS events with a temporally matching event reveals 

that a considerable percentage of GPS-based events do not have a temporal match (25%) (Table 6). 

To some degree we expected that the average shorter event duration of AL in comparison to TOH 

might lead to lower chances of temporal overlap due to temporal offsets between events of both 

sources. However, the rather high degree of mismatch suggests other reasons, such as individuals 

not reporting some of the events because they perceived them insignificant, or forgetfulness in 

reporting, or errors in GPS-based detection (e.g., confusing slow walk segments as stops). On the 

other hand, there is also a considerable number of REP events with no matching GPS event (24%). 

Again, to some degree the combination of inaccuracies of reporting the temporal extent of events and 

the generally short event duration might have resulted in having less temporal overlap between REP 

and GPS events. However, to some degree also the thresholds chosen (minimum event duration of 

6 min), noise in the GPS signal or gaps in the GPS signal and therefore undetected events, may 

contribute to the explanation. Finally, also the number of REP events with multiple matching GPS 

events is considerable (17%). This may be due to a combination of GPS gaps and positional 

inaccuracies resulting from indoor environments (e.g., jitter ≥ 150 m is possible in high-rise buildings 

(66)) that can lead to over-segmentation of the GPS trajectory. The general trend for GPS to measure 

a higher number of activity locations compared to self-reports seems to be in line with other research 

stating that distance-based algorithms have a tendency to over-segment GPS trajectories (37,39). The 

number of REP locations with a matching GPS event is with 59% comparable to the finding of 

Schmidt et al. (23) who found 60% of REP events having a match. Similarly, the precision (0.76) and 

recall (0.75) are in a range comparable to those identified elsewhere (41) (Table 7). 

Finally, an important point concerns the high number of REP ALs that had to be excluded due 

to invalid self-reports. Out of the original 817 ALs, we excluded 189 (23%) ALs that we had identified 

as clearly non-stationary activities (Table 2). This shows that the conceptual definition of AL must 

have not been clear to all participants and that therefore participants might have also missed out on 

reporting ALs that were detected by GPS. Another reason could be that participants tried to diligently 

report all executed activities including erroneously non-stationary ones, inclined to report too many 

rather than too few. Overall, for AL we can conclude that convergent validity could only be found to 

a limited degree. This result, however, seems to be in line with what was reported in comparable 

research (16,23,32,41). 

5.4. Similar Detection Rates for Indoor and Outdoor Activity Locations 

An exploratory analysis of the different activity types performed in a location exhibits that work 

and recreational ALs (including sports-related activities or going out for drinks or food) have 

particularly high probabilities of having matching GPS events (Table 8). Above-average event 

durations, especially for work-related activities, arguably increase chances of having a temporally 

matching GPS event. In contrast, a clearly lower proportion of the transportation-related ALs have a 

temporally matching GPS event. The typically short nature of transportation-related activities against 
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the minimum stop duration defined in our event detection algorithm (Tmin = 6 min) are part of the 

explanation why they tend to remain undetected or at least temporally offset. Interestingly, we did 

not find any significant difference in the detection rate of ALs that individuals had reported as indoor 

versus outdoor (Table 9). The idea that outdoor ALs might be better detected due to lower chance of 

inaccurate and interrupted GPS signal might be outweighed by the fact that outdoor ALs (e.g., 

visiting a market, outdoor sports facility, forest) are less clearly defined in space and therefore harder 

to be detected by our algorithm. Finally, small but significant associations were shown between event 

duration and whether it was detected or not, a pattern that was also found by Neven et al. (32), 

comparing GPS to diary-based trip duration.  

5.5. Incomplete Self-Reported and GPS Data 

One of the limitations of GPS-based studies is their high attrition rate due to technical issues 

(data outage due to signal interruptions or limited battery) or participant compliance (not wearing 

devices) (75). Such issues could partly be solved by less battery draining sampling regimes (e.g., 

generally lower sampling frequency or reduced sampling frequency in stationary mode) or by 

providing better instructions to participants. In the present study, 66 days (27%) had to be excluded 

due to the device reported as unworn for at least one TOH event on the respective day (n = 51 days) 

or due to not long enough registration periods (n = 58 days) (Figure 6). For self-reports, 45 (18%) and 

13 (5%) of the self-reported days were excluded for TOH and #ALs, respectively. We excluded self-

reported days of participants who did not report any event at all (this was especially the case for 

TOH) and for days which showed inconsistent reporting (e.g., no REP TOH on days with REP ALs). 

Moreover, as stated in Section 2, daily self-reporting is demanding for participants and many reasons 

might lead to incorrect reporting. A higher number of AL events (as discussed in Section 5.3) were 

excluded compared to TOH events; this suggests that conceptually more complex aspects of mobility 

(in our case, AL events) also lead to less reliable reporting. This may have contributed to the results 

obtained in our sample, and it might be especially problematic for self-reports from older adults with 

cognitive impairments. However, data loss and incorrect reporting up to now seem to be a problem 

inherent to daily-life assessments that so far must be accepted in exchange for a higher ecological 

validity and the possibility of repeated observation, allowing for the study of within-person 

relationships (26).   

5.6. Limitations and Future Directions 

Several issues can be improved in future research. First, in this study, we used only GPS data to 

extract sensor-based mobility information. Combining various data sources might improve the 

accuracy in detected mobility features. For instance, integration of GPS with indoor sensors such as 

in Jansen et al. (76) would complement GPS-based outdoor mobility assessments with indoor 

mobility assessments. Indoor assessments are highly worth including for mobility-constrained 

populations who restrict most of their movement to indoor or close-to-residence environments (e.g. 

nursing home). Beyond location sensors, wearable video equipment could help assess micro-scale 

mobility and environments (77); the real-time video analysis linked to GPS can enable a momentary 

survey via a mobile phone to confirm participants’ on-going activity and location and lead to 

improvement in sensing fine-scale mobility in space and time with semantic information (77). 

Moreover, follow-up face-to-face interviews with the participants—despite being costly—could be 

used to verify and complete GPS-based assessments or to obtain more detailed semantic information 

regarding an individual’s mobility patterns. Do and Gatica-Perez (44), for example, invited 

participants to annotate activity locations that were previously identified based on their GPS data. 

Second, our study has shown considerable variability both between participants and within a 

participant regarding daily indicator agreement. Future research with more participants could 

investigate whether individuals’ average indicator agreement is related to participants characteristics 

including sociodemographic characteristics (78), cognitive functioning (32), mobility-relevant 

characteristics (e.g., having access to a car), or characteristics with a potential impact on GPS data 

quality (e.g., living in a dense urban neighborhood with high buildings versus a rural area). For the 
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daily within-person fluctuations in reporting agreement, one might investigate whether particular 

travel patterns (movement speed, duration, transport modes) or daily GPS data quality (number of 

records) have an effect on daily indicator agreement.  

Third, this study has focused on convergent validity, which is only one way of assessing a 

construct’s validity. Further aspects need to be explored regarding whether methods reliably assess 

the intended construct, including studies looking at content and nomological validity (50). Moreover, 

although we have looked at indicator agreement from different perspectives, we did not consider 

spatial overlap between self-reported and GPS-based methods, as was done in other studies (18,19). 

Besides temporal accuracy, spatial accuracy of mobility indicators is crucial when the goal is to 

eventually combine GPS-based information with environmental data in order to assess individuals’ 

health relevant environmental exposures.  

Last but not least, this study has focused on the population segment of older adults for whom 

such mobility indicators are often, and increasingly, applied. However, we suggest that similar 

analyses should be repeated in younger adults, to evaluate whether higher indicator agreement may 

be found in this population segment. This would thus speak for younger adults to report more 

reliable mobility information. 

6. Conclusion 

We have assessed the convergent validity for two daily mobility indicators commonly used in 

health and aging research: time out of home (TOH) and number of activity locations (#ALs). To this 

end, we compared two methods to assess these mobility indicators, diary-based self-reports (REP) 

and GPS tracking. Sensitivity analysis was conducted to establish how thresholds affect agreement 

between self-reported and GPS-based mobility. Our results discovered that the agreement is 

maximally improved with temporal interpolations of GPS gaps of up to 5 hours, a minimum stop 

duration of 5-6 min, and a maximum extent of an activity location between 125 and 200 m. For TOH, 

a radius (Dmax) to delineate home between 100 and 200 m resulted in highest indicator agreement. 

We found high agreement between daily self-reported and GPS-derived TOH, with self-reports in 

tendency slightly exceeding GPS-based daily TOH on average. For #ALs, only moderate agreement 

between daily reported and GPS-based indicators was found compared to TOH. This difference is 

partly attributed to the more complex nature of #ALs that requires accurate detection of multiple 

ALs. Further, on average we found higher daily GPS-based #ALs than self-reported #ALs. 

Considerable within- and between-individual variability in daily indicator agreement call for further 

studies identifying potential causes for disagreement. While both self-reported and GPS-based 

measures of TOH seem to agree and therefore deliver relatively reliable assessments, more complex 

mobility-related indicators such as #ALs should be used with caution, independently of the data 

source, or assessment methods used. It is essential that for each mobility indicator used, its validity 

in assessing the construct of interest is fully understood, in order to subsequently find valid 

associations with other health and aging relevant outcomes. 
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Appendix A F1 adapted to data with no ground truth [0-1] 

This indicator evaluates how many events have a match at an event level. The number of events 

with a matching event are identified as TP1 or TP2 (blue in Table A1, Figure A1). The number of 

events without matching event are identified as FN or FP (red in Table A1, Figure A1). Based on 

these counts Precision, Recall and F1 are computed in the following way: 

 Precision= (TP1) / (FP+TP1)  percentage of GPS events with matching REP event out of all GPS 

events, i.e., the higher the number of TP1 and the lower the number of FP, the higher the 

precision 

 Recall = (TP2) / (TP2 + FN)  percentage of REP events with matching GPS event out of all REP 

events, i.e., the higher the number of TP2 and the lower the number of FN, the higher the recall 

 F1 = 2*(Recall * Precision) / (Recall + Precision) 

Table A1: Confusion matrix for data with no ground truth 

 

Note: REP = self-reported, GPS = GPS-based, TP = true positive, FN = false negative, FP = false positive, # = 

number. 

 

Figure A1: Identification of matched events exemplified by one week of self-reported (REP) and GPS-

based AL events (same participant as in Figure 5 of main paper).  
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Appendix B Intersection over union (IoU) [0-1] 

IoU evaluates the duration of temporal overlap (intersection; green in Figure A2) between self-

reported (REP) and GPS-derived (GPS) (REP ⋂ GPS) events in relation to the duration with only REP 

(yellow in Figure A2) or GPS (blue in Figure A2) events.  

 Intersection = duration of periods with temporal overlap between REP and GPS events (green 

periods in Figure A2) 

 Union = duration of periods in which we have REP and/or GPS events (green, yellow, blue 

periods in Figure A2) 

 IoU = Intersection/Union 

 

Figure A2: Identification of IoU based on one week of TOH data of one participant (same participant 

as in Figure 4 of main paper) 
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Appendix C Measures of agreement between self-reported and GPS-based mobility indicators 

Table A2: Description of measures of agreement between self-reported and GPS-derived mobility 

indicators. 

Measures of agreement Description 

Acronym Full name  

BA Bland Altman difference Bland–Altman statistic to compare methods with multiple 

observations per individual (72). It plots the mean of daily self-

reported (REP) and GPS-based mobility indicator against the 

difference between the two and computes the average difference 

as well as the 95% limits of agreement (LOA). 

ICC Interrater intraclass-

correlation coefficient 

We used the R package lme4 (79) to compute ICC in order to 

account for having multiple observations per participant. ICC 

divides true variance due to participants by total variance. 

Bootstrapping based on 1’000 iterations was used to compute the 

95% confidence intervals (CI) of the ICC. 

We used the following categories to interpret ICC values (80):  

 0.00-0.20: slight 

 0.21-0.40: fair 

 0.41-0.60: moderate 

 0.61-0.80: substantial 

 0.80-1.00: almost perfect  

Corr Spearman correlation Spearman correlation across all study days. We used the 

following convention to interpret the strength of association (81):  

 |0.00|-|0.30|: little if any  

 |0.31|-|0.50|: low  

 |0.51|-|0.70|: moderate  

 |0.71|-|0.90|: high  

 |0.91|-|1.00|: very high  

iCorr Spearman individual 

correlation 

Mean / SD of individual correlations (52). We used the same 

convention as for Spearman correlation to interpret association 

strength.  
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Appendix D Confirmation of optimized thresholds of GPS-based event detection algorithm 

TOH #ALs 

4. Confirmation of Tmin based on optimized Tmax = 300 min and Dmax = 125 m 

  
 

5. Confirmation of Tmax based on optimized Dmax = 125 m and Tmin = 6 min 

  

Figure A3: Confirmation of optimized thresholds by reverse stepwise iteration of Tmin and Tmax.  

Appendix E Spearman correlation plots  

 

Figure A4: Correlations across all study days for TOH (left) and #ALs (right). 
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Towards a comprehensive set of GPS-based 
indicators reflecting the multidimensional 
nature of daily mobility for applications 
in health and aging research
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and Robert Weibel1 

Abstract 

Background: GPS tracking is increasingly used in health and aging research to objectively and unobtrusively assess 

individuals’ daily-life mobility. However, mobility is a complex concept and its thorough description based on GPS-

derived mobility indicators remains challenging.

Methods: With the aim of reflecting the breadth of aspects incorporated in daily mobility, we propose a conceptual 

framework to classify GPS-derived mobility indicators based on their characteristic and analytical properties for appli-

cation in health and aging research. In order to demonstrate how the classification framework can be applied, existing 

mobility indicators as used in existing studies are classified according to the proposed framework. Then, we propose 

and compute a set of selected mobility indicators based on real-life GPS data of 95 older adults that reflects diverse 

aspects of individuals’ daily mobility. To explore latent dimensions that underlie the mobility indicators, we conduct a 

factor analysis.

Results: The proposed framework enables a conceptual classification of mobility indicators based on the character-
istic and analytical aspects they reflect. Characteristic aspects inform about the content of the mobility indicator and 

comprise categories related to space, time, movement scope, and attribute. Analytical aspects inform how a mobility 

indicator is aggregated with respect to temporal scale and statistical property. The proposed categories complement 

existing studies that often underrepresent mobility indicators involving timing, temporal distributions, and stop-move 

segmentations of movements. The factor analysis uncovers the following six dimensions required to obtain a com-

prehensive view of an older adult’s daily mobility: extent of life space, quantity of out-of-home activities, time spent in 

active transport modes, stability of life space, elongation of life space, and timing of mobility.

Conclusion: This research advocates incorporating GPS-based mobility indicators that reflect the multi-dimensional 

nature of individuals’ daily mobility in future health- and aging-related research. This will foster a better understanding 

of what aspects of mobility are key to healthy aging.

Keywords: Healthy aging, Conceptual framework, Spatial activity, Mobility indicator, Real-life assessment, Dimensions 

of mobility, Ambulatory assessment, Classification, Multi-dimensional
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Introduction

Promoting healthy aging has become a key research 

endeavor by reason of increasingly aging societies around 

the world [1]. Mobility has been found to be an important 

predictor for individuals’ health and well-being, espe-

cially for older adults [2–6]. Key components of healthy 

aging such as well-being, social participation and active 

living are associated with different aspects of an indi-

vidual’s daily mobility [7, 8]. Mobile individuals are able 

to access resources, which contributes to subjective well-

being by making them feel independent [4, 9, 10]. Trave-

ling using active modes of transport (such as walking or 

cycling) represents active lifestyles and is correlated with 

physical health and well-being [11, 12]. Moreover, the 

number of visited locations has been shown to be associ-

ated with social network size [13].

For the purpose of this work, daily mobility is a con-

cept that describes the everyday spatiotemporal patterns 

of an individual’s movement in their environment [14]. 

Intertwined components of mobility are the spatial struc-

ture, the temporal structure, and the nature of activities 

[15]. Daily mobility is a key determinant for environmen-

tal exposure and access to resources as it defines when, 

where and how people are exposed to different environ-

ments (e.g., physical and social environment) [14, 16–18].

An individual’s daily mobility can be measured in dif-

ferent ways. Traditionally, mobility has been assessed 

subjectively and retrospectively via self-reports asking 

participants about their daily mobility behaviors (e.g., the 

life-space assessment [19] or travel diaries [20]). More 

recently, mobility has also been assessed using interac-

tive map-based questionnaires (e.g., VERITAS tool [7]) 

and an increasing number of studies rely on passive loca-

tion sensing methods—most prominently the Global 

Positioning System (GPS) [21]. Participants are equipped 

with such sensors embedded in either custom-built 

devices or smartphones that track a person’s locations 

in their natural environment in an objective, continuous, 

and unobtrusive manner [22]. GPS data can be used as 

input data to calculate mobility indicators that describe 

an individual’s daily mobility patterns. An indicator is 

defined as a measurable variable thought to be associated 

with a latent dimension (the true thing of interest, but not 

measured or unmeasurable) [23]. In this work, a mobil-

ity indicator is a variable that quantitatively describes 

an aspect of an individual’s daily mobility. For instance, 

commonly used mobility indicators include time out of 

home (TOH), number of trips, or size of life space [2, 24, 

25].

While many health and aging studies rely on only a few 

mobility indicators that illustrate partial facets of an indi-

vidual’s daily mobility [2, 3, 26, 27], it has been increas-

ingly emphasized that mobility is a multi-dimensional 

construct [22, 28–32]. There have been a few attempts to 

categorize mobility indicators [22, 25, 28, 33]. However, 

there is still little work on establishing a classification 

framework that groups and characterizes a wide range 

of GPS-derived mobility indicators according to spatial, 

temporal, and semantic aspects. Even with such a classi-

fication framework, it is still not obvious how differently 

similarly classified mobility indicators behave, and which 

groups of similarly behaving indicators exist. To respond 

to such limitations of existing studies, this paper takes a 

more comprehensive perspective on GPS-derived mobil-

ity and its multiple dimensions and therefore performs 

the following four steps, which also constitute our main 

contributions (Fig. 1):

• First, we establish a comprehensive conceptual 

framework, whose categories reflect different aspects 

of mobility and therefore enable categorizing and 

classifying GPS-based mobility indicators commonly 

used in health and aging research (“Classification 

framework for mobility indicators” section).

• Second, we employ the proposed framework to clas-

sify GPS-derived mobility indicators used in an 

exemplary set of health/aging studies, hence gaining 

insights into the aspects of mobility that are poten-

tially underrepresented in the literature (“Classifica-

tion of exemplary health and aging studies” section).

• Third, we demonstrate how the conceptual frame-

work can be used to generate a comprehensive set of 

mobility indicators (“A comprehensive set of mobility 

indicators” section).

Fig. 1 Workflow of this paper, leading towards a comprehensive set of GPS-based indicators. Squares represent the four sequential steps of the 

workflow
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• Fourth, we conduct an exploratory factor analysis 

(EFA) to explore the latent dimensions of the pro-

posed comprehensive set of mobility indicators. To 

do so, we compute the proposed mobility indicators 

based on 1 week of GPS data of a sample of 95 com-

munity-dwelling older adults (“Empirical validation 

of latent mobility dimensions: methods” and “Empiri-

cal validation of latent mobility dimensions: results” 

sections).

This research contributes to healthy aging research 

that involves real-life (spatial) mobility assessment, as it 

reflects the breadth of mobility aspects that are deriv-

able from tracking data. Moreover, enhanced knowledge 

of the latent dimensions of mobility will help research-

ers to gain a more comprehensive view of an individual’s 

mobility and how its different facets differentially relate 

to health outcomes.

Classification framework for mobility indicators

Based on its properties, each mobility indicator can be 

assigned to multiple thematically grouped categories that 

represent characteristic or analytical aspects. Character-

istic aspects represent the actual semantic properties of 

the mobility construct; daily mobility can be described 

in terms of its spatial and/or temporal perspectives and 

can potentially be enriched with further attributes. Ana-

lytical aspects are not essential for the description of the 

content of the mobility construct per se, but rather refer 

to the processing of an indicator in terms of aggregation 

and statistical summary. The exact aggregation and/or 

summary methods used are dependent on the available 

data and the purpose of the study they are used for.

The framework presented in Fig. 2 has been extended 

from the first attempt towards a classification framework 

described in Fillekes et al. [30]. In the following sub-sec-

tions, all categories are explained in detail.

Characteristic aspects

Characteristic aspects provide information on the actual 

content of a mobility indicator. Mobility indicators are 

classified by one or multiple space and time categories. 

Moreover, they are grouped by one or multiple move-
ment scope categories, each of which potentially can be 

enriched by further attributes.

Space
The group of space categories summarizes indicators 

referring to different characteristics primarily infer-

able from the spatial distribution of the GPS data. The 

category count refers to the number of mobility-related 

events (e.g., the number of visited locations), whereas the 

category extent refers to the spatial size of the mobility-

related activities. Extent can be measured using many dif-

ferent indicators including distance travelled or various 

types of ‘life-space’ indicators (in the spatial sciences also 

referred to as ‘activity-space’ indicators) [2]. Life space 

refers to the area within which a person moved over a 

specific period of time and is approximated using, for 

example, the convex hull or standard deviational ellipse 

based on the entire GPS trajectory [2, 34]. To answer 

health-related questions, it is meaningful to distinguish 

between counts and extent, as they do not necessar-

ily correlate; an urban dweller, for instance, might cover 

a large life space in their day-to-day activities, but still 

might visit only a few locations due to the opportunity-

sparse nature of their residential city. To assess to what 

degree an individual pursues an active lifestyle, which 

is an important healthy aging outcome [32], the latter 

might be more determining. The third category com-

prises mobility indicators referring to the shape/distri-
bution of the location data (e.g., circularity of life space, 

or mono- vs. polycentric life spaces [31]). A polycentric 

life space could be interpreted as a more complex mobil-

ity pattern, which in turn could be related to higher levels 

of cognitive functioning [24].

Time
The categories related to time refer to different aspects 

regarding the temporal dimension of mobility patterns. 

The duration is the temporal aspect most commonly 

described by mobility indicators (e.g., time out of home, 

time spent in different transport modes). Spending time 

out of home or in different types of transport modes 

involves certain levels of physical, cognitive, and/or social 

activities and could therefore be related with an indi-

vidual’s health status [35]. The category timing reflects 

the time of mobility-related events, which possibly 

Fig. 2 Proposed conceptual framework used to classify mobility 

indicators based on their analytical and characteristic aspects, which 

are then grouped into further thematically organized categories
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indicates circadian or weekly patterns (e.g., peak of spa-

tial activities in the morning vs. evening, or during week 

vs. weekend days, respectively). As an example, Shoval 

et al. [36] found that older adults with cognitive impair-

ments would concentrate their out-of-home activities 

more in the morning and would also spread them less 

over the day. Eventually, the category temporal distribu-
tion comprises mobility indicators describing how time 

is distributed over different mobility-related activities. 

An exemplary indicator would be the entropy in visited 

locations. Having a low entropy (i.e., spending most of 

the time in few locations) has been found to be negatively 

correlated with depressive symptom severity [37].

Movement scope
The movement scope informs whether an indicator is based 

on the stops, moves or the mobility patterns engrained in an 

individual’s overall trajectory. Trajectory segmentation into 

stops (i.e., visited locations) and moves (i.e., trips between 

the locations) is an essential step when analyzing GPS data 

[38–40]. This process normally precedes enriching each 

segment with further attributional aspects (e.g., transport 

mode) that are presented in the subsequent attribute cat-

egories (next section). Indicators can then be used to sepa-

rately describe stop or move segments. Stops are typically 

defined by a minimum time duration that an individual 

spent within a maximum radius (typically 30–150 m) [41–

43]. In order to separate short—in a health context insignif-

icant—stops (e.g., traffic light stops that can be seen as part 

of a move) from long significant stops (e.g., shopping, visit-

ing friends, etc.), minimum stop durations between 5 and 

15 min are commonly applied [44]. Stops are an approxima-

tion for the number of activities an individual performs and 

have been found to be positively associated with cognitive 

abilities [22]. Moves can be analyzed with respect to travel 

distances and transport modes used. Mobility indicators 

based on an individual’s exhaustive spatiotemporal foot-

print (i.e., all GPS points independently of the stop-move 

segmentation) are grouped in the category trajectory. In 

movement analysis, a trajectory is defined as a sequence 

of successive positions of a moving object (in our case a 

human being) over a specific period (e.g., a day or a week) 

[45]. Mobility indicators assigned to this group comprise all 

GPS data including locations visited and routes travelled in 

between. Size of life space or time out of home are com-

monly used mobility indicators that would be assigned 

to this last category, as they are indifferent of a preceding 

move-stop differentiation of the trajectory.

Attribute
Some mobility indicators represent more semantic, quali-

tative, or nominal attributes of an individual’s mobil-

ity patterns as a whole or as a particular component (cf. 

movement scope) than the more basic spatiotemporal 

physical characteristics. In health studies, it is very com-

mon to quantify the number and duration of out-of-home 

activities [22]. Also, transport mode, for instance, the 

distinction between active (non-motorized) and passive 

(motorized) modes, has relevance in health research. For 

example the duration of traveling using active transport 

modes is a proxy for transport-related physical activity 

[46, 47]. Depending on the research questions and data 

availability (e.g., additional self-reported information, GIS 

layers etc.) further attributes of an individual’s mobil-

ity may be quantified. Stops may be further semantically 

annotated based on performed activity types (shopping, 

health care, etc.). Trips may be annotated with their pur-

pose or information about social interactions along the 

way [48]. Furthermore, exposure to environments (e.g., 

natural or physical environment) might be derived by 

combining individuals’ location data with different con-

text information. In this paper, however, we focus on 

mobility aspects that are derivable from GPS data only.

Analytical aspects

Each mobility indicator can be classified according to its 

temporal scale and statistical property. Both groups 

of categories relate to properties regarding the level of 

processing. In principle, all mobility indicators could be 

computed to represent all of the temporal scales and sta-

tistical properties presented in the framework. Relevant 

temporal scales and statistical properties used to aggre-

gate the mobility indicators are defined below. The deci-

sion which temporal scales and statistical properties are 

actually used depends on the available data and purpose 

of the particular study that is carried out.

Temporal scale
The following temporal scales can be used to aggregate 

and summarize mobility indicators depending on availa-

ble data and purpose of analysis: global, interval, and epi-

sodic [49]. At the global scale, mobility indicators of each 

individual are aggregated over the entire study period 

(e.g., 1 week, 1 month). Studies based on the global scale 

typically investigate how individuals’ daily mobility pat-

terns relate to their overall health outcomes using cross-

sectional study designs [34]. In health research, a study 

period to assess an individual’s daily mobility behaviors is 

often 1 week [7, 26, 50, 51]; in this case, the global mobil-

ity indicator aggregates 1 week of GPS tracking into a sin-

gle value. As an example, Takemoto et al. [52] computed 

mean daily number of vehicle trips as a global mobility 

indicator (aggregated from 6  days of GPS tracking) and 

found negative association with fear of falling.

At the interval scale, mobility is assessed over multiple 

time periods (i.e., intervals; e.g., daily, hourly) dissected 
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from the entire study period; mobility indicators are then 

aggregated over each interval. Interval-based assessments 

focus on within-person fluctuations in both mobility and 

health outcomes. Specifically, an interval-scale mobility 

indicator (e.g., daily travel distance for every study day) 

enables a longitudinal study design that examines ques-

tions such as associations between health outcomes and 

certain mobility indicators at the within-person level 

[53]. For instance, Kaspar et al. [27] investigated whether 

daily time out of home can predict a person’s daily mood.

At the episodic scale, mobility indicators are aggregated 

by episodes that are defined by an external criterion (e.g., 

weekend day, walking segments, or periods with high 

levels of subjective well-being) [54]. Saeb et  al. [55], for 

example, computed mobility indicators for week- and 

weekend-days separately and found that the latter have 

stronger associations with depressive symptom severity. 

Moreover, indicators such as walking speed [24] reflect 

mobility characteristics of a particular episode—in this 

case a walking segment.

Statistical property
Mobility indicators can be classified according to several 

types of descriptive statistics. In a health context, mobility 

indicators reflecting central tendency (e.g., mean, median), 

maximum (e.g., maximum or 90th percentile), or variabil-

ity (e.g., standard deviation, coefficient of variation) illumi-

nate different perspectives of mobility and have different 

relationships with an individual’s health outcomes [26, 56]. 

While maximum indicators relate to the highest perfor-

mance of the respective construct—which is also referred 

to as capacity—central tendency indicators reveal the 

average behavior or, in other words, give insight into the 

extent to which capacity (in each construct) is exploited 

[57]. Maximum distance from home (as an example for 

a maximum indicator) was related to cognitive function-

ing—more specifically planning and attention [34] and 

memory [58]. Daily average GPS-derived out-of-home 

time (as an exemplary central tendency indicator) was 

found to correlate with physical functioning [59]. Vari-
ability indicators give insight into the regularity/diversity 

of an individual’s mobility-related behaviors [60]. While 

GPS-derived variability indicators have not been used 

often so far, several studies have calculated variability in 

physical activity using inertial sensor data and showed that 

variability indicators are very relevant for health and func-

tioning, but not always as a positive association [56, 61].

Classification of exemplary health and aging 

studies

In order to employ the classification framework intro-

duced above and show what mobility aspects are typi-

cally represented by mobility indicators in health- and 

aging-related studies, we have chosen an exemplary set 

of papers and classified them based on the mobility indi-

cators used according to our classification framework 

(Fig.  2). After a broad but non-systematic, non-exhaus-

tive literature search focusing on health and aging stud-

ies involving GPS-based mobility indicators, we retained 

articles that utilized mobility indicators based exclusively 

on GPS data and where the indicators were related to 

health- and aging-relevant outcomes. Papers comprising 

self-reported questionnaire- or map-based indicators as 

well as exposure-related indicators and studies assess-

ing the feasibility and validity of GPS indicators were 

excluded. Some of the included papers were also found in 

recent systematic reviews on sensor-based assessments 

in health [62–64]. Moreover, the GPS-based mobility 

indicators utilized in the studies analyzed in these review 

papers are very similar to the ones covered by the exem-

plary papers used in this article (cf. Table 2 and in Addi-

tional file 1: Table S1).

The selected studies were classified according to the 

mobility aspects that are covered by at least one of the 

included mobility indicators (Table 1). The detailed clas-

sification, assigning each indicator used per study sepa-

rately to the categories of the proposed framework is 

shown in Additional file 1: Table S1. In Table 1, charac-

teristic aspects represented by each study are shown by 

check marks. Analytical aspects are not included because 

little between-study variability was found with respect 

to the temporal scale and statistical property categories. 

Most of the studies use indicators aggregated to daily 

mean/median or weekly total values which reflect the 

global temporal scale and the statistical property central 

tendency.

Most of the studies are based on a relatively small num-

ber of indicators (often less than 6 indicators). Even the 

studies involving many indicators do not cover all the 

categories we suggest in our framework. For example, 

in the paper by Sanchez et  al. [29] indicators reflecting 

timing or temporal distribution of activities as well as 

indicators characterizing the move scope are not consid-

ered. The most comprehensive set of mobility indicators 

according to our scheme is provided by Saeb et al. [55]. 

The only aspect they do not take into consideration is the 

transport mode.

The most frequently used space-related categories are 

extent (12  studies) and count (9 studies), while duration 

(13 out of 14 studies) is the most frequent time-related 

category. Categories referring to more qualitative aspects 

of space and time, such as shape/distribution, timing and 

temporal distribution are only covered by a minority of 

the investigated studies. With respect to the movement 

scope, most studies include indicators referring to the 

entire trajectory (13 out of 14). Around half of the studies 
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involve indicators that are based on the pre-segmented 

trajectory into stop and move episodes. With respect to 

the attribute-related categories many indicators quan-

tify the amount of out-of-home activities or distinguish 

between active and passive transport mode.

These observations are also confirmed on the level of 

the most frequently used mobility indicators (Table  2). 

Mobility indicators used in ≥ 2 studies are most often 

representing the categories extent, count, duration and 

most cover the movement scope of the entire trajec-

tory. Only a few indicators have been dominantly used, 

many of them reflecting similar combinations of mobil-

ity aspects (e.g., TOH, maximum distance from home, 

standard-deviational ellipse, area of convex hull, or time 

in vehicle).

A comprehensive set of mobility indicators

We propose a set of mobility indicators (see Table  3) 

that—in contrast to the studies presented above—is com-

prehensive in the sense that all characteristic aspects of 

the  above introduced classification framework are cov-

ered. Regarding the analytical aspects, in line with many 

other studies [34, 51, 59], we focus on a global temporal 

scale, i.e., all mobility indicators were summarized to 

one value reflecting the entire study period. Moreover, 

most of the mobility indicators were aggregated to daily 

average values for each participant, which reflects the 

statistical property central tendency. In the selection of 

mobility indicators, we assured that each characteristic 

category was represented by at least two indicators, so 

they could potentially load on a factor in the subsequent 

factor analysis (cf. “Empirical validation of latent mobil-

ity dimensions: methods” section) if they are capturing a 

sufficiently distinct underlying dimension of an individu-

al’s daily mobility.

We included the majority of the most frequently used 

mobility indicators from the literature (see the mobility 

indicators underlined in Table 2 and Table 3) and com-

plemented them with less common indicators or sug-

gested by ourselves in order to ensure covering all the 

characteristic aspects of the classification framework. 

Complementary indicators identified from the literature 

include average trip length [33], entropy [55], location 

variance [55], maximum duration using active transport 

Table 1 Allocation of  exemplary health-/aging-related studies based on  the  GPS-derived mobility indicators used, 

according to the characteristic aspects of the classification framework of Fig. 2
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Harada et al. [35] 1
Kaspar et al. [27] 2
Wahl et al. [65] 2
Blamou�er et al. [66] 3
Cuignet et al. [3] 3
Giannouli et al. [34] 4
Tung et al. [67] 4
Cornwell and Cagney [51] 5
Takemoto et al. [52] 6
We�stein et al. [58] 8
Boissy et al. [68] 10
Saeb et al. [55] 11
Isaacson et al. [33] 11
Sanchez et al. [29] 25
Total # of studies per category 9 12 2 13 1 1 6 9 13 10 6 5

‘Mvt. sc.’ is the abbreviation of ‘Movement scope’. For the detailed classification of the individual indicators Additional file 1: Table S1. Number (#) of indicators refers to 
the total number of GPS-derived mobility indicators that were included in the respective studies
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modes [69], number of unique locations [25], Gravelius 

compactness of convex hull, and major to minor axis of 

standard deviational ellipse [28]. The timing-related as 

well as the indicators representing the category tempo-

ral distribution are proposed by ourselves and—to the 

best of our knowledge—have not been used in any other 

mobility-related health and aging study. The precise defi-

nition of all included mobility is described further below 

(Table 5).

Empirical validation of latent mobility dimensions: 

methods

In order to explore the latent dimensions of the set of 

chosen mobility indicators, we computed these indicators 

using GPS data from the ‘Mobility study’ of the German 

Sport University Cologne and subsequently conducted an 

exploratory factor analysis (EFA).

Participant recruitment

The recruitment strategy and the study admission criteria 

are described in detail elsewhere [26]. In summary, com-

munity-dwelling older adults were recruited primarily by 

handing out information brochures and holding presen-

tations about the study in local senior citizen gatherings. 

In total, 192 persons meeting the criteria for participa-

tion in the study were recruited. Study admission crite-

ria were age older than 60 years, no serious diseases that 

could interfere with functional mobility, and the ability 

to stand up from a chair independently. All participants 

signed an informed consent form agreeing to participate 

in the study.

Ambulatory assessment

Mobility performance in real life was assessed over 

approximately 1  week by means of smartphone 

Table 2 Mobility indicators used in  at  least 2 studies of  the  14 studies listed in Table  1 according to  the  classification 

framework

Mobility indicator Characteristic aspects
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Number of loca�ons [29, 33, 55, 58, 65, 68] 6
Time out of home (TOH) [27, 33, 35, 58, 67] 5
Mean/median distance from home [29, 34, 51, 58, 67] 5
Time on foot [33, 52, 58, 66, 68] 5
Maximum distance from home [29, 34, 58, 68] 4
Distance on foot [27, 52, 58, 68] 4
Area of standard devia�onal ellipse [3, 29, 51] 3
Area of convex hull [29, 34, 67] 3
Number of trips on foot [33, 52, 58] 3
Time in vehicle [52, 66, 68] 3
Number of trips in vehicle [33, 52] 2
Distance in vehicle [52, 68] 2
Time in trips [3, 68] 2
Number of trips [3, 55] 2
Total distance [34, 55] 2
Walking speed [33, 58] 2
Perimeter of convex hull [29, 67] 2
Minimum span ellipse area [66, 68] 2
Time at home [55, 68] 2
Total # of indicators per category 4 9 0 5 0 0 1 9 9 3 7 1

Indicators underlined above were included in the suggested set of mobility indicators presented in the subsequent Table 3. This table was derived from the detailed 
classification of the individual indicators per study in Additional file 1: Table S1
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technology. Each participant was given a smartphone 

(Samsung Galaxy SIII™), which they were asked to carry 

with them all day. Collection of GPS data was run in the 

background so that the only required interaction of the 

participants with the smartphone was to charge it at night. 

Data recording took place between the first appoint-

ment, in which participants received the smartphone 

and the second appointment, in which they returned it. 

The aim was to record the participants’ real-life mobility 

for 7 days. However, it was not always possible to organ-

ize the appointments exactly 7 days apart. As a result, the 

total registration time ranged from 6 to 9 days.

GPS data processing and computation of mobility 

indicators

All processing and analyses of the GPS data were car-

ried out in R (v. 3.4.4/3.5.2 [70]). Specifically, we used the 

R packages plyr, dplyr, reshape, sp, dbscan, data.table, 

aspace, geosphere, circular rgdal, and raster for data 

manipulation; ggplot2, maptools, knitr for graphs and 

visualizations; and Hmisc, PerformanceAnalytics, nFac-

tors and corrplot for the statistical analyses.

GPS data processing
GPS data processing consisted of the following four 

steps: exclusion of outliers; splitting into daily trajecto-

ries; segmentation into stops and moves; annotation of 

moves based on transport mode; and annotation of stops 

as home/out of home and unique/multiply visited.

First, outliers were excluded by removing GPS fixes (an 

individual location point defined by its coordinates and 

an associated timestamp) with speed above 330  km/h, 

which corresponds to the maximum speed of high-speed 

trains in Germany. The weekly GPS trajectories were split 

into daily segments at 3 AM, similar as in Schneider et al. 

Table 3 Proposed set of mobility indicators according to the classification framework of Fig. 2

Mobility indicator Characteristic aspects
Space Time Mvt. sc. Attribute
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MaxDist Maximum distance to home
CHull Area of convex hull
SDE Area of standard devia�onal ellipse
LocVar Loca�on variance
LengthPerTrip Average trip length
DurPTM Dura�on in PTM
DurATM Dura�on in ATM
MaxDurATM Dura�on of longest ATM trip
NumLoc Number of loca�ons
NumUniqLoc Number of unique loca�ons
TOH Time out of home
Entropy Entropy in loca�ons
GravCompact Gravelius compactness of cHull
Maj2MinAxis Major to minor axis of SDE
RevisitedLS % revisited area of daily life space
AvgRevisitedLS Avg. % overlapping daily life space 
SDDirMaxDist Direc�on of max. distance fix
TimeMaxDist Time of day at max. distance to home
TimeFirstMove Time of day first move
TimePeriodAc�ve Period of day with most OH ac�vi�es
Total # of indicators per category 2 5 4 4 3 5 4 6 II 4 3 0

Underlined indicators are amongst the frequently used ones according to Table 2. Abbreviations: passive transport mode (PTM); active transport mode (ATM), 
standard deviational ellipse (SDE), convex hull (cHull), out of home (OH). The computation of the indicators is described in Table 5
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[71], assuming that participants would go to bed latest at 

3 AM and therefore no uniform activities would acciden-

tally be split in two.

Second, GPS points were segmented into move and stop 

segments using the algorithm suggested in Montoliu et al. 

[72]. A stop was defined as a geographic region (< 150 m) 

in which a participant stayed for at least 5 min and was 

represented by the position of the median latitude and 

median longitude of the included GPS fixes, and by the 

timestamps when the participant arrived and left the stop, 

respectively. If two consecutive location fixes within the 

same stop had more than one hour time difference due to 

a potential data gap, they were designated as two separate 

stops. If they did not lie within the same stop, the latter fix 

was labeled as jump. GPS fixes in between the identified 

stops that are longer than 3 min were designated as move 

segments, similar as in Vanwolleghem et al. [73]. Consec-

utive stops interrupted by short segments (i.e., ≤ 3  min) 

not identified as stops were merged in a second step, if the 

distance between stops was smaller than 150  m and the 

time interval shorter than one hour.

Third, segmented moves were classified into segments 

traveled with active (non-motorized) and passive (motor-

ized) transport modes (ATM and PTM, respectively). Like 

in Carlson et al. [42] and Vanwolleghem et al. [73], move 

segments with 90th percentile speed ≥ 25 km/h were clas-

sified as passive, segments below this threshold as active.

Fourth, segmented stops were classified into home and 

out-of-home (OH) locations. Similar to Loebach and Gilli-

land [75], we used a buffer of 150 m around home to define 

GPS fixes or identified stop points as OH fixes or stops, 

respectively. Finally, we identified and marked stops visited 

multiple times (referring to the same location cluster). We 

used density-based clustering for this purpose, with an epsi-

lon radius of 60 m and minimum number of stops of two.

Inclusion criteria
Study days were considered as valid using the following 

criteria:

• Regarding the daily minimum temporal GPS wear 

time to count as valid day, we tested three commonly 

used thresholds: 8 h [50, 66], 9 h [73, 74], and 10 h 

[35, 75].

• A day was excluded if no stop was identified [25].

• Finally, days including visits to the lab where the 

appointments for receiving/returning the smart-

phone took place, were excluded (i.e., no GPS fixes 

tolerated within 200  m of the lab on the first/last 

study day).

Following criteria were applied for participants to be 

included in the final analyses:

• Only those participants who had corresponding 

address-based and GPS-based home addresses (i.e., 

distance of less than 170  m between them) were 

included. GPS-based home location was computed 

by using density-based clustering based on the first 

morning and last evening fix of every valid day, iden-

tifying clusters with a minimum number of three 

fixes within an epsilon distance of 60 m, which cor-

responds to the average positional error in bad GPS 

reception condition [76]. The cluster closest to the 

address-based home was chosen as GPS-based home 

location. For further computation, we replaced the 

address-based home with the GPS-based home, in 

case the latter reflected more precisely the GPS fixes, 

i.e., more than 1% more fixes within a 60-m-buffer of 

the GPS-based than the address-based home.

• To represent typical daily mobility, we tested a mini-

mum number of required study days of 3 [75], 4 [74], 

and 5 [66].

• One of the included days had to be a weekend day 

and the remainder of days had to be weekdays in 

order to achieve a representative view of an individu-

al’s mobility over the course of an entire week, as the 

level of mobility has been found to be unequally dis-

tributed between week- and weekend-days [27, 77].

• At least 3 days (one weekend day, two weekdays) out 

of the valid days had to be days on which at least one 

move segment was registered.

• Three participants who reported non-habitual move-

ment during the registration period in the post-study 

questionnaire were excluded.

Table  4 shows the resulting number of included par-

ticipants fulfilling all the inclusion criteria and the fol-

lowing five input data conditions: 3 days/8 h, 4 days/8 h, 

4 days/9 h, 4 days/10 h, and 5 days/10 h. Minimum dura-

tion of daily registration period was based on duration 

between first and last fixes of a study day independent of 

potential gaps in GPS data throughout the day (e.g., due 

to missing satellite signal). Such gaps are not necessar-

ily problematic in measuring daily mobility because GPS 

Table 4 Number of participants meeting the aforementioned 

input data requirements, for  different combinations 

of  minimum number of  valid days and  minimum daily 

duration of registration period

‘N/A’ means that this condition was not tested

n = days/x = hours 8 h 9 h 10 h

3 d 95 N/A N/A

4 d 85 80 74

5 d N/A N/A 51
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signal loss mostly occurs in buildings and often such data 

loss is independent from the spatial extent of daily activi-

ties (e.g., the maximum distance from home). Moreover, 

for some indicators (e.g. time out of home) missing data 

can be interpolated with little risk for errors as detailed in 

the subsequent section.

Computation of mobility indicators
We computed the proposed set of daily indicators 

(Table  3) describing diverse aspects of an individual’s 

daily mobility. The definitions of the daily indicators 

and the aggregation to weekly indicators for a randomly 

selected subset of days consisting of 1 weekend day and 2, 

3, or 4 weekdays, depending on the inclusion criteria are 

given in Table 5. For indicators that are only meaningful 

if there was some out-of-home activity throughout a day 

(e.g., timing-related indicators), we randomly selected 

3 days, two out of the valid weekdays and one out of the 

valid weekend days, provided at least one move existed 

for each selected day (marked by ‘M’ in day selection; 

Table  5). In order to see whether the random selection 

of study days had an impact on the results, we computed 

10 runs for each of the combinations of inclusion criteria 

listed in Table 4.

Statistical analyses

What is the minimal set of mobility indicators that com-

prehensively reflect an individual’s daily mobility? One 

solution is to use only one indicator from each group of 

indicators that behave similarly. An exploratory factor 

analysis (EFA) [78, 79] is known to uncover latent groups 

of input variables (here: mobility indicators). In this man-

ner, we can compress the comprehensive set of mobil-

ity indicators further into the minimal set of indicators 

required to represent the diverse aspects of an individu-

al’s daily mobility derivable from GPS data.

Table 5 Description of the computation of the mobility indicators

‘Day selection’ refers to whether among the valid days a fixed number of days were selected completely at random (R) or only if days included at least one move (M). 
All daily indicators were summarized to weekly aggregates using the median, except for SDDirMaxDist, where the circular SD was used, and TimePeriodActive using 
the mean

Mobility indicator Day 

selection

Definition of daily mobility indicator

MaxDist R Length of straight line connecting the home with the GPS fix furthest away from home

CHull R Area of convex hull enclosing all GPS fixes

SDE R Ellipse defined at one 1 SD containing approximately 68% of GPS fixes within the ellipse’s boundary

LengthPerTrip M Average length of a move

LocVar R Combined variance of X and Y coordinates [55]

DurPTM R Time spent in passive transport modes

TOH R Duration between all OH fixes, interpolating for up to 60-min gaps between consecutive GPS fixes if both fixes are 

OH

Entropy R Entropy computed as in Saeb et al. [55]. Entropy measures how a participant’s time was distributed over the different 

stop locations: the higher the entropy, the more regularly time is distributed and/or the higher the number of 

unique locations

NumLoc R Number of OH locations visited

NumUniqLoc M Stops visited multiple times (referring to the same location cluster) during the included study days are only counted 

once

DurATM R Time spent in active transport modes

MaxDurATM R Duration of longest continuous trip using active transport modes

RevisitedLS M Percentage of the daily convex hull that has overlap with any convex hulls of the other included study days

AvgRevisitedLS M Average percentage overlap of the daily convex hull with the convex hulls of the other included study days

SDDirMaxDist M Direction of most distant point from home. Weekly aggregation is done by circular SD: the larger the circular standard 

deviation, the more variability in day-to-day orientation of life space

GravCompact M K = P/(2
√

πA) (where P = perimeter of convex hull and A = area of convex hull. The higher the more elongated is 

the life space

Maj2MinAxis M Ratio between major and minor axis of standard deviational ellipse

TimeMaxDist M Time of day starting at 3 AM [min] when most distant location from home is reached

TimeFirstMove M Time of day starting at 3 AM [min] of the first move (approximation of first OH activity) of a day

TimePeriodActive M Assignment of OH activities (moves and OH stops) based on start time to the classes morning (6 AM–12 noon), after-

noon (12 noon–6 PM), or evening (6 PM–11 PM). A day is coded as 1 (morning day) if morning activities > evening 

activities; as 3 (evening day) if evening activities > morning activities; 2 (neutral timing day) in all other cases
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We used the maximum likelihood factor analysis func-

tion (factnatal) from the stats package in R [70] with the 

orthogonal rotation method varimax. Statistical infer-

ence is improved if the variables are normally distributed. 

For non-normally distributed mobility indicators, we 

applied log and square-root transformation, respectively, 

based on their effectiveness to achieve a normal distribu-

tion or at least reduce skewness.

Given that there is no commonly accepted standard for 

GPS wear time [75] and in order to assess a potential effect 

of GPS data quality on the obtained results, EFAs for each 

of the aforementioned 5 input data conditions (in Table 4) 

were iteratively conducted 10 times (thereby varying the 

random sampling of study days) (50 runs in total). EFA 

requires designating the number of latent factors of input 

variables as an input parameter. To determine the optimal 

number of latent factors for each of 50 EFAs, we adopted 

four visual/non-visual estimation methods provided by 

the nScree function of the R package nFactors [80]: Kaiser 

rule, parallel analysis, optimal coordinates, and acceleration 

factor. The mode of the suggested numbers of optimal fac-

tors from four methods was used; if two modes appeared, 

the median of the numbers was used. We visualized EFA 

results collectively by using a pair matrix. The pair matrix 

sums up EFA results by counting the number of co-appear-

ances of each pair of input mobility indicators in the same 

latent factor over multiple runs.

For the data condition 3 days/8 h, the cases-to-param-

eter (N:k) ratio with 4.75:1 (N = 95 participants, k = 20 

variables) is below the ideal size-to-parameter ratio of 20, 

however, still above the minimal three observations per 

estimated parameter [79]. In order to assess the suitabil-

ity of the input data for factor analysis, we performed the 

Kaiser–Meyer–Okin (KMO) Measure of Sampling Ade-

quacy and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity, which, in particu-

lar, are recommended when the N:k ratio is below 5:1. The 

obtained KMO index (which can range between 0 and 1) 

is 0.78 for the exemplary individual run of EFA presented 

subsequently in Table 7 and thus considerably higher than 

the minimum recommended 0.50; Bartlett’s test is sig-

nificant on the level p = 0.05 [79]. Both tests thus indicate 

that the input data is suitable for factor analysis.

Empirical validation of latent mobility dimensions: 

results

As we found the resulting factors to be fairly stable 

across the five input data conditions, we decided to 

present in this section solely the result for the condi-

tion with the least strict requirements on data validity 

(n = 3 days/x = 8 h) to maximize the number of included 

participants. The pair-matrix tables for the remainder of 

the data conditions are presented in the Additional file 1: 

Figures S2–S6.

Included participants

For the selected input data condition, 95 out of the origi-

nal 192 participants were included (Table 4). The overall 

attrition rate with 50.5% was rather high but comparable 

with other studies conducting GPS data collection over 

similar observation periods, e.g., 44% in [75], 48% in [50], 

and around 50% in [46]. Technical problems (storage, 

battery issues, mobile phone settings etc.) and participant 

compliance (not charging devices) are common issues 

that may lead to high attrition rates in studies based on 

real-life datasets. In contrast to technical problems that 

are expected to occur independent of participant char-

acteristics, high attrition rates are a limitation for GPS-

based studies due to a potential ‘selection bias’ [21, 81, 

82]. Poor data quality might be caused by low participant 

compliance or certain mobility patterns (staying a lot 

indoors) that are related to low socio-economic status. 

However, a selectivity analysis, showed that in terms of 

socio-demographics the participants that were excluded 

due to inadequate data (n = 97) did not show any statis-

tically significant differences to the included participants 

(n = 95) (p < 0.1 for gender, age, BMI, and education).

The 95 participants with valid GPS data had on aver-

age valid data for at least 8 h on 5.7 days. Mean age was 

70.5  years (range 61–99), and 52% were female. Body 

mass index (BMI) was 24.7 ± 3.7, the majority of the par-

ticipants (88 out of 95) suffered from at least one chronic 

disease, which is representative of this age group’s health 

status [83]. Most of the participants were pensioners but 

they varied in terms of their education level. Table 6 pre-

sents descriptive statistics for a selection of GPS-derived 

mobility indicators of the included participants.

Factor analysis

Table 7 presents the results of the EFA for a selected run 

for the input data condition 3 days/8 h, yielding a solu-

tion of 6 latent factors (identified as the optimal number 

of factors based on 3 out of 4 statistical tests). Across all 

Table 6 Mean, median, and  standard deviation (SD) 

for  a  selected set of  the  median daily mobility indicators 

per  participant, aggregated over  the  entire study 

population (n = 95)

Variable Mean Median SD

Time out of home (TOH) [min] 174.0 157.0 114.1

Maximum distance to home (MaxDist) [km] 12.2 3.8 39.3

Area of convex hull (CHull)  [km2] 74.5 3.8 617.5

Number of OH locations (NumLoc) 2.6 2.0 1.6

Duration in active TM (DurATM) [min] 42.5 33.9 42.8

Duration in passive TM (DurPTM) [min] 25.3 7.1 40.1

Percentage revisited life space (RevisitedLS) 0.5 0.5 0.3
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different runs and input data conditions the 6-factor solu-

tion was clearly the one most often suggested by the four 

statistical tests (see Additional file 1: Figure S1). The pre-

sented solution in Table 7 explains 68% of the overall var-

iance. The p-value for the hypothesis that the model fits 

the data perfectly is 0.14 and H0 consequently cannot be 

rejected. We have labeled the factors based on the mobil-

ity indicators that load on them as follows: 1 = extent 

of life space; 2 = quantity OH activities; 3 = time spent 

in ATM; 4 = stability of life space; 5 = elongation of life 

space; and 6 = timing of mobility.

In order to assess the stability of the results across the 

10 different runs, the pair matrix visualization in Fig.  3 

shows how often each pair of variables appears together 

in the same factor(s) for each run. The summary matrix 

visualizations of the remaining input data conditions can 

be found in the Additional file 1: Figures S2–S6. The EFA 

matrix shows that most of the mobility indicators seem to 

consistently co-appear throughout the different runs. For 

example, DurATM and MaxDurATM co-appears in all 10 

runs of EFA. Not all mobility indicators are consistently 

assigned to the same factor, however. Indicators such as 

TOH, entropy, NumLoc, NumUniqLoc sometimes load 

on the extent of life space and/or the quantity of OH 

activities, respectively, suggesting that these two factors 

may be partially correlated.

Table  8 illustrates all the categories to which the 

mobility indicators that load on a factor have been 

assigned (based on the solution presented in Table  7). 

It shows that the different factors reflect different com-

binations of categories of the suggested framework. 

The first factor seems to consist of a mixture of fac-

tors reflecting the size of life space, variables describ-

ing spatial distribution, as well as time spent in passive 

transport modes. The second factor is about num-

ber, duration, or temporal distribution of OH activi-

ties (broadly the quantity of time that is spent out of 

home). Factor 3 seems to be composed only of variables 

reflecting quantities of traveling using active modes of 

transport. The stability of life space assesses the degree 

of overlap in the day-to-day spatial footprint. Factor 5 

reflects the elongation of life space: the larger the factor 

Table 7 Factor loadings for the set of mobility indicators listed in Table 5 to uncover latent mobility dimensions (for one 

out of the 10 EFA runs for the data condition 3 days/8 h)

Extraction method: Maximum-likelihood factor analysis. Rotation method: varimax. Transformations: aoriginal, blog transformed, csquare-root transformed. Variables’ 
factor loadings are displayed for the factor that they correlated most with. Test of the hypothesis that 6 factors are sufficient cannot be rejected (p-value is 0.137). The 
six factors capture over 68% of the variance originally observed between the 20 variables

Variable Factor

1

Extent of life 

space

2

Quantity OH 

activities

3

Time spent 

in ATM

4

Stability of life 

space

5

Elongation of life 

space

6

Timing 

of mobility

% explained variation 22% 12% 11% 9% 8% 7%

MaxDistb 0.87

CHullb 0.94

SDEb 0.93

LengthPerTripb 0.70

LocVara 0.79

DurPTMb 0.48

TOHc 0.64

Entropyb 0.76

NumLocb 0.83

NumUniqLocb 0.37

DurATMc 0.96

MaxDurATMc 0.96

RevisitedLSa 0.95

AvgRevisitedLSc 0.74

SDDirMaxDista − 0.40

GravCompactb 0.93

Maj2MinAxisb 0.72

TimeMaxDistc 0.74

TimeFirstMovec 0.65

TimePeriodActivec 0.51
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the more elongated an individual’s life space. Factor 6, 

finally, informs about how late in the evening an indi-

vidual is active out of home.

Discussion

Mobility indicator classification framework

The current paper presents a framework to classify GPS-

derived mobility indicators according to a comprehensive 

set of distinct aspects of mobility (Fig.  2). We focused 

on mobility indicators derivable from GPS data because 

this is the current standard location sensing technology 

[21]. However, it is possible to apply the framework for 

indicators derived from other geolocation data sources 

including map-based self-reported data [17] or passively 

collected mobile phone network-based data, such as 

those stored for billing purposes [84].

The framework shows the breadth of aspects that can 

be derived from GPS-data and exhibits how mobility 

indicators can reflect different combinations of charac-

teristic and analytical aspects. The explicit categorization 

of mobility indicators allows to conceptually understand 

which aspects of mobility are represented. By classifying 

existing papers that used GPS-derived mobility indica-

tors according to the proposed framework, we found that 

more quantitative indicators reflecting count, extent and 

duration clearly are most often used, while indicators 

describing more qualitative spatial and temporal aspects 

(such as shape/distribution, timing and temporal distri-

bution) are under-represented (Table  1). Additionally, 

most of the publications include indicators reflecting the 

entire trajectory while only half of them included indi-

cators characterizing the movement scope of stops and 

Fig. 3 EFA summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, using the inclusion criteria 3 days with at least 8 h registration period per 

participant. The counts indicate how often each pair of mobility indicators appears together in a factor with a minimum factor loading threshold of 

0.4. The mobility indicators are ordered in the same way as in Table 7
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moves separately, which was already observed by Chaix 

et al. [15].

A few studies have attempted to classify mobility indi-

cators based on a priori hypotheses [22, 28, 29, 33]. How-

ever, they focused only on limited groups of indicators 

and do not allow for the categorization of a broad set 

of indicators. Brusilovskiy et  al. [25] grouped mobility 

indicators into three themes: community participation 

(total number of locations), geographic scope of mobility 

(area), and temporal scope of mobility (TOH). The cat-

egorization of Wettstein et  al. [22, 58] is similar, except 

for aggregating temporal scope and community partici-

pation to one class—global mobility (TOH, number of 

locations)—which in our opinion should be separated as 

they most probably are not related (loading on two differ-

ent factors in our EFA). Similar to Brusilovskiy et al. [25] 

they also suggest a walking-related category (number of 

walking trips, etc.). The categories used in the mentioned 

studies [22, 25, 58] are equivalent to the following catego-

ries of our classification framework: count, size, duration, 

and transport mode.

A novelty of our classification framework is the distinc-

tion of mobility indicators describing stop- and move-

episodes, or alternatively the entire trajectory. Moreover, 

our classification scheme allows for a classification of 

indicators related to shape, timing and temporal distri-

bution of an individual’s mobility patterns. Finally, our 

classification framework is the first to include analytical 

categories that make explicit the temporal scale that an 

indicator reflects; and it emphasizes the different infor-

mation transmitted by indicators reflecting the different 

statistical properties central tendency, variability and 

maximum. An extension of the proposed framework 

might include a characteristic category ‘space–time’, 

including indicators reflecting speed and acceleration, 

highlighting further distinct aspects of mobility derivable 

from GPS. Walking speed, for example, has been found to 

be a major indicator of health of older adults [85]. How-

ever, the proposed framework was developed to classify 

mobility indicators that are directly inferable from GPS 

data. GPS is well suited to investigate an individual’s 

multi-modal transport patterns—which is inherently 

referring to different travel speeds of different transport 

modes [86]. This aspect is represented by the attribute 

category transport mode. Only when zooming further 

into different transport modes (such as walking), will 

space–time related categories (such as speed) become 

interesting to describe a further dimension of individu-

als’ mobility behaviors. However, such indicators (e.g., 

walking speed or cadence) typically require higher data 

quality in order to be assessed reliably, which is possible 

using camera, pressure sensor or inertial sensor data in 

controlled, lab-based settings though recently such gait 

assessments have become possible also in real life using 

inertial measurement units (IMU) [87].

With respect to transport modes, the most meaning-

ful and most investigated distinction in health and aging 

research seems to be the distinction between active and 

passive transport modes as this distinction is required 

to infer the amount of transport-related physical activity 

of an individual [46, 47]. Another characteristic of trans-

port mode worth investigating in a healthy aging context 

would entail the distinction between private and public 

transport modes. We intentionally limited the frame-

work to aspects derivable from GPS data only and did 

not include an explicit categorization of further seman-

tic aspects related to an individual’s motives and habits 

such as trip purpose, experiences along the journey, or 

Table 8 Factors assigned to the categories of the classification framework (Fig. 2) based on categorization of the mobility 

indicators that have their highest loadings on the corresponding factor

Factor Characteristic aspects
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4 Stability of life space
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company along the travel. However, integrating measure-

ments of social networks and interactions with mobility 

could be a further way to extend the proposed frame-

work, as social and spatial processes are strongly related 

[88]. This could be done by combining GPS data with fur-

ther data sources including self-reports or audio data in 

order to get insight regarding with and to whom people 

are traveling [7, 89]. Furthermore, indicators integrating 

GPS-data with environmental characteristics (e.g., green 

space, walkability, pollution) to derive exposure measure-

ment are interesting and could be considered as further 

extensions of the proposed framework. Moreover, future 

studies might extend the framework by combining the 

exclusively spatial perspective on mobility of this paper 

with physical activity indicators, such as active time, sed-

entary time, and number of steps using IMU sensors to 

obtain a view of an individual’s daily movement-related 

patterns beyond the out-of-home spatial activities, 

including in-home activities [68, 90].

Underlying dimensions of daily mobility

In order to verify whether indicators reflecting differ-

ent categories of the classification framework effectively 

reflect different aspects of an individual’s daily mobility, 

we applied an exploratory factor analysis on a set of 20 

mobility indicators (Table 5) that reflect a comprehensive 

view of daily mobility according to our framework. The 

factor analysis revealed the following six factors describ-

ing the underlying structure of daily mobility: extent of 

life space, quantity OH activities, time spent in ATM, 

stability of life space, elongation of life space, and timing 

of mobility. A sensitivity analysis showed that the iden-

tified dimensions are fairly consistent for different input 

data requirements (number of included days and mini-

mum hours per day) and across 10 runs to randomize 

the selection of included study days (Additional file  1: 

Figures S2–S6).

Some instability in the factor structure was found 

between the first two factors. For example, location vari-

ance appears in factors related to extent of life space as 

well as quantity of OH activities. The first factor gener-

ally represents more extent-related mobility indicators 

(which seem to be associated with the amount of trave-

ling using PTM) and is therefore associated with vari-

ables reflecting the movement scope move or trajectory. 

The second factor depicts the quantity of OH activities, 

which seems to be associated with temporal distribution 

and overall duration of time spent out of home. Conse-

quently, this factor draws mainly upon variables related 

to stops or the entire trajectory. Mobility indicators such 

as entropy and spatial variance assigned to the category 

temporal distribution were not sufficiently discriminating 

to form a separate factor, but got intermingled with the 

first and second factor. However, the variables related to 

temporal distribution in the sense of stability of life space 

(RevisitedLS, AvgRevisitedLS, SDDirMaxDist) are clearly 

reflecting a separate dimension of mobility. This is a fac-

tor that could have been assigned to the statistical scope 

variability. The factor ‘time spent in active transport 

modes’ unifies purely indicators reflecting the degree 

to which individuals use active transport modes in their 

daily mobility. Finally, ’elongation of life space’ as well as 

’timing of mobility’ are two distinct characteristics of an 

individual’s mobility.

Our findings from the EFA are partially consistent with 

the few previous studies that have identified the main 

dimensions of mobility across multiple indicators based 

on dimension reduction techniques [28, 29, 58]. The 

dimension extent of the life space is consistently found 

in all the identified approaches (size, action range). Also 

elongation of life space was identified as a characteristic 

dimension in Sanchez et al. [29] (referred to as circular-

ity) and Perchoux et al. [28]. Quantity of OH activities is 

reflected by what Perchoux et al. [28] labeled volume of 

activities and Wettstein et al. [58] labeled global out-of-

home mobility. The dimension time spent in ATM coin-

cides with the dimension coined walking-based mobility 

by Wettstein and colleagues [58]. Perchoux et al. [28] and 

Sanchez et  al. [29] both identified a further dimension 

related to time spent in residential neighborhoods and 

specialization (diversity of activity types), both charac-

teristics that were not represented by our set of mobility 

indicators as they require additional semantic informa-

tion on top of GPS data. Truly novel are our two iden-

tified factors timing and stability of life space, which are 

composed of mobility indicators that, to the best of our 

knowledge, have not been reported elsewhere so far. In 

addition, the factor analysis revealed that many of the 

most frequently used mobility indicators (see Table  2) 

are reflecting similar properties of the daily mobility. For 

instance, TOH, maximum distance from home, standard-

deviational ellipse, area of convex hull, time in vehicle are 

all associated with Factor 1.

The indicators we included mostly reflected the average 

performance (central tendency) perspective of mobility. If 

we had a longer observation period (e.g., a month) and 

more participants (to have statistically reliable results for 

a larger number of variables), it would be interesting to 

include more indicators representing aspects of maxi-

mum performance of a participant (e.g., fastest walking 

speed) or more indicators representing variability (e.g., 

variability in the number of locations visited). Such indi-

cators could be informed by psychology, in which meas-

ures are more established that capture intra-individual 

variability as an important characteristic that differenti-

ates individuals [60]. Moreover, it would be interesting 
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to test and try to replicate findings for different age 

populations.

Implications of this work on health and aging studies

For a holistic view of daily mobility at old age one should 

ideally assess all identified latent dimensions (results 

of EFA), as they represent different aspects of mobility. 

This covers the research gap identified by recent studies 

(e.g., [91]) which, although recognizing the merits and 

vast potential of GPS-based mobility assessments, also 

observe that the disadvantage of such GPS studies is that 

it is still unclear what meaningful GPS-derived mobility 

indicators are. In order to represent daily mobility with 

a minimum set of indicators covering all the identified 

latent dimensions, we propose a set of representative 

indicators based on the degree of association with the 

respective factors (Table 9).

Future research should aim to identify which dimensions 

of mobility are important for which outcomes of healthy 

aging (e.g., active living, independence, social participa-

tion). Although the general focus of this paper is on older 

adults, the proposed framework could be applied to other 

patient groups that are known to show decreased mobil-

ity after a diagnosis or onset of disease (e.g., neurological 

patients). We expect that depending on the target group 

and the research questions addressed, not all mobility 

dimensions will be equally important. Extent of life space, 

for example, could be relevant for the early prediction of 

cognitive decline, since early-stage dementia patients usu-

ally move a lot, however, mostly restricted to their homes 

[67, 92] due to impaired navigational ability, spatial anxi-

ety etc. Quantity of OH activities might be more relevant 

to assess in people with depressive symptoms since a low 

number OH activities could be associated with a lower 

number of social activities [13]. Time spent in active trans-

port modes contributes to overall physical activity levels 

[93, 94] and thus physical health, which should be the focus 

for sedentary older adults. As mentioned earlier (“Ana-

lytical aspects” section), GPS-based variability measures 

have barely been considered in the health and aging lit-

erature. Therefore, it remains to be tested whether stabil-

ity in life space is positively (in the sense of being constant 

in behaviors) or negatively (in the sense of less diversity in 

behaviors) associated with health-beneficial behaviors and 

health outcomes. Elongation of life space could be seen as 

an indicator reflecting the environment an individual is liv-

ing in: indicators reflecting higher compactness might be 

correlated with more urban, dense areas. And finally, tim-

ing of mobility could again be related to cognitive health. 

We hypothesize that cognitively healthy individuals would 

have a more stable circadian rhythm compared to cogni-

tively impaired people. Last but not least, potential future 

research should examine how different scores along the 

identified mobility dimensions between individuals are 

related to aforementioned potential differential health out-

comes accounting for other factors shaping individual’s 

mobility patterns such as the characteristics of the environ-

ment that people are exposed to [15, 48].

Conclusions

GPS tracking is increasingly used in health and aging 

research to accurately and objectively assess individu-

als’ mobility in their daily lives. Mobility, however, is a 

complex concept and it is challenging to characterize it 

both thoroughly and at the same time also parsimoni-

ously with indicators derived from GPS data.

This paper presents a framework that allows the 

classification of GPS-based mobility indicators com-

monly used in literature based on several characteris-

tic and analytical aspects of mobility. Characteristic 

aspects inform about to the actual semantic properties 

of a mobility indicator: Is it related to space or time? 

Which movement scope is concerned and is it enriched 

with further attributes? Analytical aspects describe 

how mobility indicators are aggregated and summa-

rized for individuals. The classification scheme aims to 

demonstrate the breadth of aspects that can be derived 

from GPS data and to make explicit which aspects are 

Table 9 A minimum set of indicators representing all identified factors

Representative indicators consist of the indicators that were most associated with the corresponding factors

Mobility dimension Representative indicator

Factor no. Factor label

1 Extent of life space Area of convex hull

2 Quantity OH activities Number of OH locations

3 Time spent in ATM Duration in ATM

4 Stability of life space Percentage revisited area of daily life space

5 Elongation of life space Gravelius compactness of convex hull

6 Timing of mobility Time of day at max. distance to home
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assessed by mobility indicators involved in health and 

aging studies.

Classifying existing papers that used GPS-derived 

mobility indicators in health and aging research 

according to the proposed framework, we found that 

indicators relating to shape/distribution, timing and 

temporal distribution of mobility are underrepresented. 

Consequently we suggest a set of 20 mobility indicators 

composed of indicators frequently used in the litera-

ture, as well as new indicators regarding stability and 

timing in mobility patterns, with the aim of presenting 

a comprehensive view of an individual’s daily mobility. 

Factor analysis based on the 20 suggested mobility indi-

cators confirms that mobility is multi-dimensional and 

is representable by the six factors: extent of life space, 

quantity OH activities, time spent in ATM, stability of 

life space, elongation of life space, and timing of mobil-

ity. Many of the identified factors reflect categories of 

the suggested classification framework and are, except 

for the two dimensions timing of mobility and stability 

of life space, consistent with the dimensions suggested 

in previous studies. The framework can be applied for 

a better understanding of how the different dimensions 

of mobility relate to healthy aging. This will have impli-

cations for clinical practice, informing the development 

of interventions aiming to enhance daily mobility in old 

age.
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exploratory factor analyses for the different input data conditions.
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Additional File 1  

Detailed classification of relevant health and aging studies  

Table S1: Mobility indicators from a selected set of exemplary studies classified according to the characteristic aspects of the mobility indicator classification framework (cf. Figure 2 in main paper).  

Study # Mobility indicator Characteristic aspects 
   Space Time Mvt. sc. Attribute 
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Harada et al. [1,2] 1 Time out of home (TOH)             
Kaspar et al. [3] 2 TOH              

Distance walking             
Wahl et al. [4] 2 TOH             

Number of locations             
Blamoutier et al. [5] 3 Time in vehicle              

Time on foot              
Minimum span ellipse area             

Cuignet et al. [6] 3 Area of standard deviational (SD) ellipse              
Time spent in trips             
Number of trips             

Giannouli et al. 
[7,8] 

4 Area of convex hull              
Mean/max distance from home             
Total distance              

Tung et al. [9] 4 Area of convex hull              
Perimeter of convex hull             
TOH             
Mean distance from home             
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Cornwell and 
Cagney [10] 

5 Mean distance from home             
Area of SD ellipse             
Number GPS points outside residential tracts             

Number of tracts visited             

Number of tracts for at least 10 min             

Takemoto et al. 
[11] 

6 Number of trips on foot / in vehicle             
Distance on foot / in vehicle              
Time on foot / in vehicle              

Wettstein et al. [12, 
13, 14*, 15**] 
 

5, 7*, 
8** 

TOH             
Number of locations              
Distance on foot              
Time on foot              
Walking speed             
Walking duration per track*             
Number of walking tracks*/**             
Mean/max distance from home**             

Boissy et al. [16] 10 Time at home             
Number of trips             
Number of locations             
Maximum distance from home             
Distance in vehicle             
Time in vehicle              
Time on foot             
Distance on foot             
Minimum span ellipse major axis length             
Minimum span ellipse area             

Saeb et al. [17,18] 11 Location variance             
Circadian movement             
Speed mean             

Speed variance             

Distance             
Number of locations             
Entropy             
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Normalized entropy             
Raw entropy             
Time at home             
Percentage time traveling             

Isaacson et al. [19] 11 TOH             
Number of locations             
Duration on foot             
Number of trips on foot             
Time in trips             
Number of trips in vehicle             
Average time per trip in vehicle             
Average time per trip on foot             
Average distance per trip on foot             
Driving speed             

Walking speed             

Sanchez et al. [20] 
 

25 Percentage time spent in 50/100/400/800/1600 m residential buffers              

Percentage time spent in village boundaries             

Percentage time spent at home              
Percentage time spent at OH locations             
Percentage time spent in trips             
Number OH locations             
Percentage of locations inside village boundaries              

Percentage of locations inside SD ellipse               
Average distance from home to locations             
Perimeter/surface of convex hull / SD ellipse             
Compactness of convex hull / SD ellipse             
Distance from home to centroid of convex hull / SD ellipse              
Mean/median distance from home             

‘Mvt. sc.’ is abbreviated for ‘Movement scope’. ‘#’ refers to the number of GPS-based mobility indicators used in the study. Multiple studies published by the same first author involving a similar set 
of mobility indicators are counted as one study. The underlined reference is the one we used for the other tables building on this one (i.e., Table 1 and Table 2 in the main paper). The studies are 
ordered by increasing number of included GPS-based mobility indicators.
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Optimal number of factors for exploratory factor analyses across all runs 

 

Figure S1: Optimal number of factors according to the 4 statistical tests (Kaiser Rule, Parallel Analysis, Optimal Coordinates, 
Acceleration Factor) across the 10 runs of all the 5 input data conditions, adding up to 2000 suggested factor number 
solutions. 

Summary matrices for exploratory factor analyses for different inclusion criteria  

 

Figure S2: Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, with the inclusion criteria 
3 days of at least 8 hours per participant. 
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Figure S3: EFA summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, with the inclusion criteria 4 days of at least 8 hours 
per participant. 

 

Figure S4: EFA summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, with the inclusion criteria 4 days of at least 9 hours 
per participant. 
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Figure S5: EFA summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, with the inclusion criteria of 4 days with at least 10 
hours per participant. 

 

Figure S6: EFA summary matrix for the 10 runs of random day selection, with the inclusion criteria 5 days with at least 10 
hours per participant. 
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Abstract 
Both mobility and personality are key determinants of healthy aging. However, these two 

constructs have barely been explored in combination, although mobility and personality effects 

on healthy aging are expected to not be independent from another. This chapter aims at 

combining both perspectives and setting a foundation to foster future research, jointly 

investigating personality and mobility effects on healthy aging. Therefore, the chapter suggests 

to decompose mobility in the two components motility (i.e., the movement potential) and 

movement (i.e., the actual manifested mobility). This decomposition allows to draw parallels to 

the commonly used distinction between personality traits and states. While motility and 

personality traits refer to the temporally stable underlying dispositions of an individual, 

movement and personality states conceptualize the day-by-day manifestation of the respective 

construct. Drawing upon the parallels regarding the distinct levels of analysis in both domains, 

a conceptual model is proposed that links the individual components with healthy aging. The 

individual links are discussed using relevant empirical research and theories and hypothesizing 

potential causal pathways between mobility, personality and healthy aging. 
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1 Introduction 
Promoting healthy aging has become a public health priority and key research endeavor due to 

rapidly aging populations around the world (WHO, 2015). Despite the decrease in physical 

autonomy with increasing age, factors such as independent living, maintaining an active 

lifestyle, and engaging in social interactions are key outcomes for both healthy aging and older 

adult well-being (Kestens et al., 2016; Schalock, Bonham, & Verdugo, 2008). Mobility, defined 

as where we move, how we move, with whom we move, why we move, and how often we move, 

has been found to be a key determinant of healthy aging (Cuignet et al., 2019; Hirsch, Winters, 

Clarke, & McKay, 2014; Musselwhite & Haddad, 2010; Schwanen & Ziegler, 2011). Mobile 

people are empowered to access resources which gives them a sense of autonomy (Banister & 

Bowling, 2004; Chung, Demiris, & Thompson, 2015; Musselwhite & Haddad, 2010). Traveling 

using active modes of transport (such as walking or cycling) reflects active lifestyles that have 

been found to correlate with physical health and well-being (Huss, Beekhuizen, Kromhout, & 

Vermeulen, 2014; Seresinhe, Preis, & Moat, 2015). Moreover, older adults who have access to 

a car or public transport, as well as good community facilities and services, have a greater 

number of social interactions and higher levels of well-being than their counterparts (Banister & 

Bowling, 2004; Gagliardi, Marcellini, Papa, Giuli, & Mollenkopf, 2010). 

Besides mobility, individual differences in thinking, feeling, and behaving are important 

determinants of healthy aging (see the chapters in this book). This chapter focuses on individual 

differences in personality traits as dispositional tendencies and personality states as situational 

and momentary manifestations of traits in daily life (see Chap. 7 by Jackson & Beck in this 

book). In essence, personality traits are defined as relatively enduring and automatic patterns of 

behaviors, thoughts, and feelings (Baumert et al., 2017; Roberts, 2018) and describe the most 

basic and general dimensions upon which individuals are typically perceived to differ. 

Personality states, then, reflect the temporary manifestations of personality traits in response to 

both internal aspects, such as motives and goals, and external situations, such as stress in a given 

situation or interactions in a social context (Baumert et al., 2017; Hooker & McAdams, 2003). 

States reflect how individuals think, feel, or behave in a given situation or context. Individual 

differences in personality traits and states are often organized within the conceptual framework 

of the Big Five (John, Naumann, & Soto, 2008) or Five-Factor Model (McCrae & Costa, 2008) 

upon which this chapter is based as well. These models include five broad dimensions that are 

experienced on a spectrum: neuroticism (defined as the propensity to be anxious, worrisome, 

angry and depressed), extraversion (propensity to be sociable, active, assertive, and to experience 

positive affect), openness to experience (propensity to be original, complex, creative, and open 

to new ideas), agreeableness (propensity to be altruistic, trusting, modest, and warm), and 

conscientiousness (propensity to be self-controlled, task- and goal-directed, planful, and rule 

following). 

The process of healthy aging is influenced by the interplay of a broad range of individual, 

environmental, and policy-based factors, amongst which personality and mobility can be placed 

(Sallis et al., 2006). Existing research has investigated the role of personality and mobility as 

independent determinants of individuals’ health and well-being. In this chapter, however, we 

provide a theoretical framework for how mobility and personality together influence healthy 

aging. Little research exists in which relationships between mobility and personality have been 

investigated (Alessandretti, Lehmann, & Baronchelli, 2018; Chorley, Whitaker, & Allen, 2015; 

de Montjoye, Quoidbach, Robic, & Pentland, 2013). And to the best of our knowledge, no 
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research has investigated mobility-personality interrelationships and their implications for 

healthy aging. 

This chapter aims to combine the perspectives of mobility and personality research to help 

advance our understanding of healthy aging. The chapter starts by disentangling the construct of 

mobility by examining how it is defined, operationalized, and measured. This will serve as a 

foundation for the second step, in which we present a conceptual model to bridge the two 

domains in order to explore potential causal pathways linking mobility and personality with 

healthy aging. The chapter is concluded by a discussion of the model and an outlook on potential 

future research. 

2 Mobility 
There is an increasing number of researchers suggesting to decompose mobility into the two 

components motility (i.e., the mobility potential) and movement (i.e., the actual manifested 

mobility) and assess them separately (Figure 1) (Cuignet et al., 2019; Shliselberg & Givoni, 

2018; Thigpen, 2018). Motility and movement are two distinct and complementary concepts that 

shape an individual’s mobility. In a similar fashion as how personality traits are latent and refer 

to an individual’s personality disposition, motility is latent and refers to an individual’s 

disposition towards mobility. Movement, on the other hand, is a context and time-dependent 

interpretation of mobility and thus shows parallels with the concept of personality states. Like 

personality traits and states, motility and movement might have differential effects on healthy 

aging. Both motility and movement are multidimensional concepts (dotted lines in Figure 1) 

and each dimension can further be operationalized through multiple complementary metrics that 

are presented in detail in the following sections. The different aspects of both motility and 

movement again are expected to have potentially health-beneficial or health-damaging effects.  

 

Figure 1: Mobility decomposed into motility and movement with its respective dimensions. 

 

2.1 Motility: How People (Think They) Could be Mobile 

Historically rooted in biology, the concept of motility was for the first time thoroughly 

introduced in the social sciences by Kaufmann (2002) and defined as the capacity of a person to 

be mobile, or more precisely, as the way in which an individual understands what his/her 

possibilities are in the domain of mobility. Three core interdependent dimensions define the 

concept of motility: access, competence, and appropriation (Figure 1) (Cuignet et al., 2019; 

Kaufmann, 2002; Shareck, Frohlich, & Kestens, 2014). Access refers to the surrounding 

environments shaping opportunities and locations with which individuals can choose to engage. 

Competence subsumes physical and cognitive abilities and skills needed to exploit the mobility 
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options (e.g., a driver’s license). Finally, appropriation refers to the decision-making processes 

and the evaluation of mobility options. Appropriation is highly influenced by a person’s 

movement experiences, which in turn form a person’s attitude towards mobility. 

There is little literature in which motility was effectively operationalized with quantitative 

indicators (Cuignet et al., 2019; De Vos, Schwanen, Van Acker, & Witlox, 2013; Kaufmann, 

Dubois, & Ravalet, 2017; De Witte & Macharis, 2010). Motility is rather stable over time, as it 

is composed by dimensions that are typically subject to either rare changes (e.g., life changing 

events such as relocation to a different residential neighborhood), or slow changes (e.g., loss of 

physical abilities and skills, or evolution of attitudes). Consequently, motility is either assessed 

using single-occasion measurements as in typical cross-sectional study designs or longitudinally 

to capture slow developmental change, i.e., multiple times within the same individual over large 

temporal intervals (e.g., 4 years in Kaufmann et al., 2017). Motility is traditionally assessed 

using interviews (Flamm & Kaufmann, 2006) or questionnaires (Kaufmann et al., 2017). 

Geographic information system (GIS) based measures can be used to proxy the access dimension 

of motility, by qualifying and quantifying the local accessible environmental resources within 

an individual’s residential neighborhood. Advances in mobile sensing technologies opened up 

new opportunities to develop more comprehensive measures of environmental exposures over 

an individual’s entire activity space (e.g., Perchoux, Chaix, Cummins, & Kestens, 2013) which 

is defined as “the subset of all locations within which an individual has direct contact as a result 

of their day-to-day activities” (Golledge & Stimson, 1997, p. 279). Besides self-reports, lab-

based measures can be used to infer motility-relevant competences while some of the 

appropriation aspects can be additionally inferred from GIS-based analysis of sensed real-life 

mobility data. 

Because of the limited attempts to quantitatively operationalize motility, a gold standard to 

assess the various dimensions of motility has not yet been developed. To determine a more 

unified method for motility assessment, we discuss exemplary indicators for each dimension of 

motility (Table 1). Access is decomposable into indicators describing an individual’s personal 

resources (e.g., availability of a car) and environmental resources (e.g., neighborhood 

walkability). Accessibility indicators describing the built environments can be grouped into the 

5 ‘D’ variables (Ewing & Cervero, 2010): density, diversity, design, destination accessibility, 

and distance to transit. Physical and cognitive skills constituting the competence aspect of 

motility essentially consist of indicators that proxy how well an individual is capable of planning 

and executing his/her actual movements (Giannouli, Bock, Mellone, & Zijlstra, 2016). Finally, 

appropriation is assessable by relying on measures that proxy mobility habits and preferences 

such as a participant’s frequency of used transport modes and attitude towards different means 

of transport (Cuignet et al., 2019; De Witte, Macharis, Lannoy, & Van De Walle, 2006). 
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Table 1: Example indicators used in the literature classified into dimensions and sub-dimensions according to the 
motility characteristics they represent 

Dimension Indicators 

Access  

 Personal access 

  • Car availability, home-work distance, net income (Witte & Macharis, 

2010) 

• Internet/computer availability (Kaufmann et al., 2017)  

 Environmental access 

  • Walkability in residential neighborhood, e.g., NEWS scale (Sallis, Frank, 

Saelens, & Kraft, 2004) 

• Characterization of residential neighborhood or activity-space-based 

environmental access w.r.t. the 5 ‘D’ variables of Ewing and Cervero 

(2010): e.g., number of amenities (density, diversity), number of road 

network nodes (design of network), number of public transport stops 

(distance), number of buses/trains (destination accessibility) (Cuignet et 

al., 2019) 

• Access to highway, regional and high-speed train, and airport (within 20, 

20, and 45 min, respectively) (Kaufmann et al., 2017) 

Competence  

 Physical skills 

  • Timed up-and-go test (Giannouli et al., 2016; Podsiadlo & Richardson, 

1991) 

• Physical functioning, e.g., short-form health survey (SF-36) (Cuignet et al., 

2019) 

• Bicycling skills (Thigpen, 2018) 

 Cognitive skills 

  • Educational level, professional status, age (Witte & Macharis, 2010) 

• Number of languages spoken (Kaufmann et al., 2017) 

• Ability to read a map and orient oneself in space (Kaufmann et al., 2017) 

• Driver’s license ) (Cuignet et al., 2019) 

• Usage of internet ) (Cuignet et al., 2019) 

• Ability to consider moving farther than 50 km from home (Kaufmann et 

al., 2017) 

Appropriation 

 Mobility habits/experiences 

  • Frequency of usage of different transport modes ) (Cuignet et al., 2019) 

• Number of regular activity places, and average number of trips per month 

(Cuignet et al., 2019) 

 Preferences/plans/attitudes  

  • Participants’ attitudes regarding different aspects of different transport 

modes (e.g., speed, comfort, safety, commodity, ecology, etc.) (Cuignet 

et al., 2019) 

• Bicycling attitude (Thigpen, 2018) 

• Willingness to move to another region, to move abroad, to commute long 

distances, to commute weekly, to travel frequently on business, etc. 

(Kaufmann et al., 2017) 
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2.2 Movement: How People Are Mobile 

Besides motility, it is also important to assess the complementary concept of movement, 

depicting the manifestations of mobility. Movement is defined as the everyday spatio-temporal 

patterns of an individual’s mobility in their environment. Movement can be analyzed by three 

intertwined dimensions: spatial structure, temporal structure, and the nature of activities (Figure 

1) (Chaix, Méline, Duncan, Jardinier, et al., 2013). Furthermore, movement determines when, 

where, and how people are exposed to physical (i.e., built and natural) and social environments 

(Chaix et al., 2012; Jankowska, Schipperijn, & Kerr, 2015; Perchoux et al., 2013; Stewart, 

Schipperijn, Snizek, & Duncan, 2017). In turn, movement is also influenced by the environment 

that surrounds individuals. The reciprocal effects between movement and daily environmental 

exposure, however, are not further considered in this chapter. Similarly to Pooley, Turnbull, and 

Adams (2005), our definition of movement refers to all travel undertaken on a temporary basis. 

This includes frequent and regular trips (such as the journey to work), as well as less regular but 

still frequent trips (to visit friends, to shop, and for other leisure activities), and trips undertaken 

only once or twice a year (such as visits to distant relatives). 

Movement is a dynamic process that can be assessed in different ways. The classical way is to 

use single-occasion paper-and-pencil or online questionnaires that ask participants for their 

typical everyday movement at various levels of detail, such as the life-space questionnaire 

(Stalvey, Owsley, Sloane, & Ball, 1999) or travel diaries (Richardson, Ampt, & Meyburg, 1995). 

Moreover, movement can be assessed using interactive map-based questionnaires, such as the 

VERITAS tool used in Kestens et al. (2016). Recent studies increasingly have relied on the more 

objective sensor-based location sensing methods—most prominently, Global Positioning 

Systems (GPS)—in which participants wear sensors in custom-built devices or smartphones that 

continuously and unobtrusively track participants’ locations (Chaix, 2018; Fillekes, Röcke, 

Katana, & Weibel, 2019; Hirsch et al., 2014). Self-reports typically reflect generalized 

information about individuals’ habitual movement that often also includes additional semantic 

information about travel purpose or transport modes, while GPS devices collect information on 

movement behavior in the daily lives of participants at high spatio-temporal resolutions 

(Fillekes, Röcke, et al., 2019; Schipperijn et al., 2014). Often 1 week of GPS data are recorded 

to assess an individual’s habitual movement, assuming that the majority of the movement 

patterns are repeated on a weekly basis (Cornwell & Cagney, 2017; Giannouli et al., 2016; 

Kestens et al., 2016; Schmidt, Kerr, Kestens, & Schipperijn, 2018). Some GPS studies have 

shown, however, that a minimum of 14 days of GPS data are needed to obtain a stable measure 

of an individual’s activity space (Stanley, Yoo, Paul, & Bell, 2018; Zenk, Matthews, Kraft, & 

Jones, 2018) and people’s movement habits may change to a greater extent than expected 

(Burkhard, Ahas, Saluveer, & Weibel, 2018). 

Movement is a multi-dimensional concept, and a plethora of different movement indicators is 

used in the health and aging literature to assess an individual’s movement patterns (Fillekes, 

Giannouli, Kim, Zijlstra, & Weibel, 2019; Perchoux et al., 2014). Commonly used movement 

indicators are presented in Table 2, classified along the three major dimensions spatial structure, 

temporal structure, and nature of activities, similarly as suggested in Fillekes et al. (2018, 

Fillekes, Giannouli, et al. 2019). Each dimension consists of further sub-dimensions that group 

indicators with similar characteristics.  
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Table 2: Exemplary movement indicators used in health/aging research classified into dimensions and sub-
dimensions according to the movement characteristics they represent. 

Dimension  Indicators 

Spatial structure 

 

Frequency of mobility  

 • Number of out-of-home locations (Montoliu, Blom, & Gatica-Perez, 2013) 

• Number of trips (Brusilovskiy, Klein, & Salzer, 2016; Saeb, Lattie, 

Schueller, Kording, & Mohr, 2016) 

Extent of mobility 

 • Area of activity space (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016; Hirsch et al., 2014) 

• Average distance from home (Cornwell & Cagney, 2017; Giannouli, Bock, 

& Zijlstra, 2018) 

• Distance traveled (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016) 

Geometry of activity space 

 • Elongation of activity space (Perchoux et al., 2014) 

• Importance of residential neighborhood with respect to entire activity space 

(Perchoux et al., 2014) 

• Clustering of activities (mono vs. poly-centricity) (Hasanzadeh, 2019) 

Temporal structure 

 

Duration of mobility 

 • Travel duration (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016) 

• Time out-of-home (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016) 

• Ratio between travel time and duration spent in locations (Dijst & 

Vidakovic, 2000; Susilo & Dijst, 2009) 

Timing/temporal rhythm 

 • Movement activities in the morning vs. the evening (Fillekes, Giannouli, et 

al., 2019) 

• Movement activities at weekends and weekdays (Kaspar, Oswald, Wahl, 

Voss, & Wettstein, 2015) 

• Distance from home as a function of time (Shoval et al., 2011) 

Variability 

 • Day-to-day overlap in activity space (Fillekes, Giannouli, et al., 2019) 

• Speed variance (Saeb et al., 2016) 

• Entropy in locations (Saeb et al., 2016) 

Nature of activity 

 

Activity diversity 

 • Number of uniquely visited locations (Brusilovskiy et al., 2016) 

• Number of different types of locations visited (Perchoux et al., 2014) 

• Trip purpose / destination (e.g., work-related, recreational, social) (Bohte & 

Maat, 2009; Perchoux et al., 2019) 

• Trip accompaniment (Kestens, Wasfi, Naud, & Chaix, 2017) 

Transport mode 

 • Travel duration using active (non-motorized) vs. passive (motorized) 

transport modes (Fillekes, Röcke, et al., 2019) 

 

The schematic depiction in Figure 2serves to illustrate how the movement patterns of two 

different individuals over 2 days can be described using indicators reflecting differences in the 

movement dimensions introduced above. Individual A on average has a smaller activity space 
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(spatial structure: extent) and more consistent activity space (temporal structure: variability), 

uses mostly active transport modes (nature of activity: transport mode), and visits an average of 

three locations per day (spatial structure: frequency). Individual B, in contrast, has more 

variability in the size of activity space, uses only motorized transport modes, and visits on 

average a lower number of locations.  

 

Figure 2: Schematic depiction contrasting spatial (maps, X/Y) and temporal (barcode, t) view of the movement of 
two days of two individuals. 

3 Conceptual Model Linking Mobility and Personality with Healthy 

Aging 
An increasing number of studies have moved toward adopting more comprehensive 

conceptualizations of mobility and personality, respectively. Spatial science researchers suggest 

to integrate assessments of a person’s stable motility with assessments of the dynamic construct 

of movement (Cuignet et al., 2019; Kaufmann, 2002; Shareck et al., 2014). Similarly, 

personality psychologists propose to complement the more commonly investigated relatively 

enduring personality traits with dynamic situation-dependent state-level fluctuations of 

personality (Baumert et al., 2017; Fleeson, 2004; Fleeson, Malanos, & Achille, 2002). The 

conceptual model (Figure 3) shows the potential causal pathways linking these more 

comprehensive conceptualizations of mobility and personality, and healthy aging. Healthy aging 

is defined as the “process of developing and maintaining the functional ability that enable well-

being in older age” (WHO, 2015, p. 28). The intrinsic capacity of an individual (i.e., the 

composite of all physical and mental capacities), the relevant environmental characteristics and 

the interaction between the two constitute and shape an individual’s functional ability. For this 

chapter, we focus on the three healthy aging “outcomes” independence, active living and social 
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participation, which are crucial domains of functional ability enabling older adults’ well-being 

and consequently are important outcomes of healthy aging (Kestens et al., 2016; Oswald et al., 

2007; Schalock et al., 2008; Webber, Porter, & Menec, 2010; WHO, 2015). 

 

Figure 3: Conceptual model illustrating the links between the components of mobility (motility and movement) 
and the components of personality (personality traits and states) for healthy aging. The keywords at the top of 
the figure are contrasting properties that characterize the constructs, further illustrated by small pictograms. The 
grey links are more frequently studied links and not dealt with in detail in this paper.  

The model positions the two relatively temporally stable constructs of motility and personality 

traits at one end of the spectrum (left), while movement and personality states, more variable 

over time, are placed at the other end (right). Both motility and personality traits are reflecting 

the dispositional tendencies of a person with respect to the corresponding domain. With 

exception of rare disruptive changes (e.g., change of residence), many of the motility dimensions 

and personality traits are relatively enduring and show slow changes over time (Roberts, Wood, 

& Caspi, 2008). Cross-sectional studies typically examine whether specific motility dispositions 

(Cuignet et al., 2019) or certain personality traits (e.g., conscientiousness, emotional stability, or 

openness) (Sutin et al., 2016; Weston, Hill, & Jackson, 2015) lead to better health outcomes. 

Longitudinal designs are used more often in personality than in motility-related research, often 

to study stability or developmental change in personality traits (Roberts et al., 2008; Terracciano, 

Stephan, Luchetti, & Sutin, 2018). Motility and personality traits can be seen as part of an 

individual’s functional ability (Sallis et al., 2006; WHO, 2015). Thus, they constitute important 

resources influencing an individual’s healthy aging and well-being. Moreover, they are key 

structural determinants for an individual’s daily life movement and personality states. 

Movement and personality states describe the actual manifestations of mobility and personality, 

respectively. Both movement and personality states are more context- specific and time-

dependent than motility and personality traits, and thus more variable over short-term intervals 

(Baumert et al., 2017; Fleeson, 2004). Healthy aging research that involves the daily-life 

assessments of movement or personality states is still relatively novel. Recent technological 

developments (including the miniaturization of sensors) benefit assessment strategies such as 

intense (i.e., high sampling intervals) longitudinal methods including sensor-based (e.g., GPS), 

or self-reported ambulatory assessments to describe of an individual’s typical behaviors or 

investigate within-person processes (Allemand & Mehl, 2017; Harari, Müller, Aung, & 

Rentfrow, 2017; Seifert, Hofer, & Allemand, 2018). Such assessments allow to study movement 
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and personality states of individuals which contribute to reveal the degree of people’s 

engagement in social activities, as well as the degree to which people live actively and 

independently. For example, duration of active traveling has been positively associated with 

older adult well-being (Chung et al., 2015; Huss et al., 2014) whereas negative associations were 

found between long daily commutes and well-being (Stutzer & Frey, 2008). Respective findings 

thus far speak to the importance of each construct to healthy aging and well-being. 

Overall, the conceptual model postulates that causal pathways lead mainly from the rather stable 

(left) via the more variable (right) constructs to healthy aging (as indicated by the “main effect” 

arrows in Figure 3). Reverse effects (represented by respective arrows in Figure 3) are less 

pronounced and are discussed only marginally in this chapter. Bidirectional pathways are 

expected for constructs that are aligned on the same level (e.g., between personality traits and 

motility). Regarding the link between mobility component and healthy aging, we would like to 

refer the reader to Cuignet et al. (2019). The links between personality components and healthy 

aging are discussed in several chapters in this book. In the remaining sections, we discuss the 

between-domain links and how they relate to healthy aging (numbers 1 to 4 in Figure 3). For 

each link, a subsection will be devoted to discussing existing theoretical frameworks and 

empirical findings, as well as hypotheses for future research. 

3.1 Motility, Personality Traits, and Healthy Aging 

An individual’s motility is expected to be associated with an individual’s personality traits, and 

both constructs individually and in combination influence the individual’s healthy aging process 

(no. 1 in Figure 3). First, regarding the access dimension of motility, personality traits may 

influence where people live, the characteristics of their surrounding environments and their 

access to environmental resources (Götz, Ebert, & Rentfrow, 2018; Jokela, Bleidorn, Lamb, 

Gosling, & Rentfrow, 2015). Individuals high in openness to experience and extraversion show 

greater tolerance for alternative lifestyles and ideas and therefore tend to reside in urban areas 

characterized by higher population densities and ethnic diversity (Rentfrow, Gosling, & Potter, 

2008). According to the mechanism of self-selection or attraction people choose to reside in or 

visit a neighborhood that fits their personality. If the fit between personality traits and motility 

is good, a positive effect on an individual’s psychological well-being is expected (Garretsen, 

Stoker, Soudis, Martin, & Rentfrow, 2018; Götz et al., 2018). Similarly, in environment-health 

research, this mechanism is called the selective residential bias: individual preferences for 

specific environment or behavior—partly driven by personality—influence the choice of 

residential location (Chaix, Méline, Duncan, Merrien, et al., 2013). This choice in turn influences 

their health. Extraverted people, for example, might be more likely to choose to live in 

environments that enable social interactions, in turn promoting healthy aging. Second, regarding 

the competences dimension of motility, conscientiousness and openness are likely associated 

with a better physical and cognitive functioning (see Hill & Allemand, Chap. 1, this volume and 

Payne & Lohani, Chap. 11, this volume), which in turn influences the competences to be mobile, 

such as having a driver’s license or a good physical fitness. Thereby, indirect positive impacts 

of personality traits are reflected in motility competences that are generally associated with an 

individual’s sense of independence (Banister, 2018; De Vos, 2018; King et al., 2011; Rosso, 

Auchincloss, & Michael, 2011; Shliselberg & Givoni, 2018). Third, regarding the appropriation 

dimension of motility, it could be hypothesized that extraverted and open people have attitudes 

oriented toward active and public transport modes (Sallis et al., 2006). 
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Conversely, motility may have an influence on personality traits over time, as the environment 

they are exposed to and their mobility experiences might act on individuals’ underlying 

personality traits (Pooley et al., 2005). In line with this idea, Zimmermann and Neyer (2013) 

observed that students going abroad during their studies showed increased levels of openness 

and extraversion and decreased levels of neuroticism—changes that are generally represented as 

beneficial for healthy aging (e.g., Luchetti, Terracciano, Stephan, & Sutin, 2016). 

3.2 Movement, Personality States, and Healthy Aging 

Technological advances have recently made possible the study of personality states in daily life 

with different methods that can be summarized under the term ecological momentary assessment 

(see Demiray et al., Chap. 8, this volume; Jackson & Beck, Chap. 7, this volume). This includes 

using mobile phone apps for self-reporting or observational methods including audio and video 

recording, or analyzing online social network data or mobile phone call data (Allemand & Mehl, 

2017; Toole, Herrera-Yaque, Schneider, & Gonzalez, 2015). Combining these methods with 

location-sensing technologies holds the potential for understanding how personality states and 

movement patterns influence each other, and further impact health (see no. 2 in Figure 3). 

To our knowledge, the sole study investigating the interface between movement and social 

behaviors is the one of Alessandretti et al. (2018). They found that the size and stability of 

activity space over time are related to the size and stability of an individual’s social network. 

They suggest that these manifestations of movement are explained by similar dispositions in the 

personality traits of extraversion, openness, and neuroticism. Another potential explanation is 

that individuals who have a higher number of contacts have to travel greater distances in order 

to maintain their social contacts. Older adults who manifest many extraverted and open states, 

and who engage with a large activity space are likely to be more independent and engaged in 

social participation (c.f. Viljanen, Mikkola, Rantakokko, Portegijs, & Rantanen, 2015). 

Conversely, traveling using active and public means of transport might stimulate open and 

extraverted personality states that have reinforcing beneficial effects on healthy aging. 

3.3 Personality Traits, Movement, and Healthy Aging 

Research using personality traits to explain individuals’ differing movement patterns is more 

widespread and comes to the following conclusions (see no. 3 in Figure 3): More open, 

extraverted and emotionally stable people have higher numbers of visited locations, larger 

distances travelled, and show less routine behavior than individuals with lower propensities in 

these traits (Alessandretti et al., 2018; Chorley et al., 2015; de Montjoye et al., 2013). Personality 

traits indirectly influence healthy aging, by triggering movement patterns positively associated 

with social participation, active living and well-being. The same traits that are known to shape 

an individual’s engagement with physical activity and that are generally known to be associated 

with healthy behaviors—i.e., high levels of extraversion, openness, conscientiousness and a low 

level of neuroticism (e.g., Bogg & Roberts, 2004; Sutin et al., 2016)—are likely to foster the use 

of more health-beneficial active transport modes (e.g., walking and bicycle) and less motorized 

ones, known to negatively affect momentary well-being (Seresinhe, Preis, MacKerron, & Moat, 

2019). However, using personality traits to explain patterns of movement is still a recent 

endeavor. Future research should link personality traits to specific types of movement patterns, 

which in turn may promote or impair the process of healthy aging. 

Besides the study of the indirect effects of personality traits on healthy aging via movement, the 

study of personality traits as potential moderators between movement and healthy aging 
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predictors offers an exciting field of research. One could, for example, evaluate whether open or 

extraverted individuals experience greater well-being after moving through a range of public 

locations. If this was the case, these traits may explain to what degree an individual takes 

advantage of the possibility to engage with the environment offered through the visited locations, 

and thus has beneficial effects on their well-being and healthy aging. 

3.4 Motility, Personality States, and Healthy Aging 

Motility offers interesting insights into how an individual’s mobility context influences their 

manifested personality states (see no. 4 in Figure 3). Besides a direct impact of motility on 

healthy aging, such as living in a residential neighborhood with good accessibility to transport 

and various facilities having positive impacts on subjective well-being (Liu, Dijst, & Geertman, 

2017), motility might have indirect impacts on healthy aging by fostering certain health-

beneficial personality states. For example, older adults living in neighborhoods characterized by 

good walkability and opportunities for social engagements may show more extraverted and open 

personality states in their daily lives, and in turn potentially higher levels of well-being. In the 

opposite, living in a more deprived and unsafe neighborhood may lead to more neurotic states 

such as anxiety and might consequently decrease well-being. Though studying motility and 

personality states in isolation already may uncover some healthy aging relevant relationships, 

integrating these constructs with their respective counterparts (i.e., movement and personality 

traits) could offer a higher potential to understand the mechanisms at play in shaping healthy 

aging. 

4 Additional Comments on the Conceptual Model  
This section addresses how to combine comprehensive views of both mobility and personality 

in healthy aging research. Furthermore, we attempt to show how this combination can help to 

identify populations at risk for adverse outcomes based on their mobility and personality profiles, 

and to tailor interventions that simultaneously target the more structural and variable constructs 

to have maximal health-beneficial effects for aging. 

Including mobility into models of personality and healthy aging might explain why older adults 

with similar personality traits might show different health-beneficial personality states. Some 

people might be trapped in a deprived neighborhood and are constrained by their accessibility 

or mobility competences, and consequently show little movement, which results in less healthy 

personality states. By contrast, people who can move from their residence to another 

neighborhood that better fits their personality might be in better health. Moreover, motility might 

help to explain why an extraverted individual might show introverted states when traveling by 

train; namely, the person might simply be not accustomed to the use of public means of transport. 

Investigating whether specific motility-movement configurations are supportive for certain 

personalities or foster health-beneficial personality states could help promote healthy aging. In 

this logic, the suggestion to vary the daily travel itineraries would be appropriate for a person 

high in openness and extraversion but inappropriate for a person low on the respective traits. As 

older adults generally become less mobile in terms of both motility and movement, their 

residential neighborhood derives a higher symbolic and contextual importance (Vallée, Cadot, 

Roustit, Parizot, & Chauvin, 2011). Hence, achieving a good fit between personality and 

residential neighborhood is even more important. Research along these lines might help uncover 

how to design environments supportive of healthy aging taking into account individuals’ 
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preferences and needs derived from their personality profiles (Götz et al., 2018; Rosso et al., 

2011). 

Including personality into mobility-healthy aging research might contribute to explaining why 

older adults with similar mobility potentials manifest different movement behavior. People high 

in openness and extraversion, for example, may be more likely to travel beyond their residential 

neighborhoods because they might feel more at ease with using public means of transport. The 

resulting travel experience might expose older adults to different environments and allows them 

to access the goods and resources outside their neighborhood. These are behaviors that aid the 

promotion of healthy aging by fostering independence, active lifestyles and social participation. 

Tailored interventions targeting older adults without a driver’s license, who also happen to be 

low in openness and extraversion, might consist of organized age-specific transport facilities to 

create a more familiar setting, as opposed to public transport (Viljanen et al., 2015). Moreover, 

individual differences in personality traits cause different desires and needs for movement 

(Chorley et al., 2015; Götz et al., 2018; Jokela et al., 2015; de Montjoye et al., 2013). 

Exploring the different components of both mobility and personality is also relevant with respect 

to different temporal scales of analysis: Motility and personality traits might be more relevant 

for predicting global quality of life and well-being, as they are closely linked with an individual’s 

intrinsic capacities. Whereas movement and personality states might lend themselves better to 

the study of the more short-term subjective well-being and its fluctuations. Thus, future research 

should investigate how motility and personality traits help explain an individual’s momentary 

well-being. For example, individuals might feel uncomfortable traveling with public means of 

transport if their mobility and personality resources do not meet the activity’s requirements (e.g., 

being familiar with using public transport modes, and having open, and extraverted personality 

traits). Knowing that an individual is low on the openness spectrum and feels uncomfortable in 

new situations, strategies could be developed to help familiarize the individual with the public 

transport system through an online tutorial to empower them to navigate in public transport with 

greater ease (i.e., improving the individual’s motility). A better understanding of the causal 

pathways linking all these constructs to healthy aging would result in public health interventions 

that are more efficient by focusing on intervening on the constructs that have optimal direct and 

indirect positive effects on healthy aging outcomes, or by targeting a specific sub-population for 

which positive effects of an intervention are to be expected. 

5 Challenges and Future Directions 
Assessing the multidimensional nature of motility, movement, personality traits and states is 

important because the individual dimensions of each construct are likely to have complementary 

and differential effects on healthy aging. When it comes to assessing movement, however, more 

research is required to identify the fundamental underlying dimensions of movement (Fillekes, 

Giannouli, et al., 2019; Perchoux et al., 2014). There are also technical issues still remaining. 

For instance, despite a large number of recent studies that are based on GPS assessments, limited 

battery life, as well as dealing with erroneous or missing GPS signal in and around buildings, 

still pose problems (Kerr, Duncan, & Schipperjin, 2011). Lastly, also more consensus on how to 

quantitatively operationalize motility will help the field to advance (Cuignet et al., 2019; Flamm 

& Kaufmann, 2006; Kaufmann et al., 2017). Regarding the directionalities of the causal 

pathways between the constructs, many of the examples are leading from the dispositions via 

the manifestations to the healthy aging outcomes. However, the potential for reverse causality 

should also be further investigated using prospective longitudinal studies or quasi-experimental 
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designs. Movement and personality states that foster independent and active living, and social 

participation, certainly contribute to maintaining a positive well-being as one enters older 

adulthood. Conversely, health status is also expected to condition what types of movement and 

personality states are manifested. Furthermore, the proposed conceptual model focused on 

mobility and personality. However, other factors such as socioeconomic conditions, political and 

cultural circumstances may have an impact on healthy aging as well and may interact with 

mobility and personality (Pooley et al., 2005; Sallis et al., 2006). 

A next step to an understanding of the mechanisms determining how mobility and personality 

impact on healthy aging would entail the formulation and empirical testing of hypotheses on the 

potential mediating and moderating effects of each dimension of the mobility and personality 

components on each other as well as on healthy aging outcomes. To answer questions exploring 

the interplay of motility, movement, personality traits, and states, new types of study designs are 

needed that combine comprehensive measurements of the stable constructs with intensive bursts 

of daily-life assessments of the more fluctuating constructs. Subsequently, statistical methods 

such as longitudinal structural equation modeling (Little, 2013) and multilevel modeling (Bolger 

& Laurenceau, 2013) might be helpful to test the validity of the conceptual model. Motility and 

personality traits are important resources determining what competences and environments older 

adults have at their disposal to engage in activities representing active and independent living, 

and engagement in social interaction. Healthy aging could for example be fostered by enhancing 

an individual’s motility and therefore influencing an individual’s healthy aging process via 

multiple pathways. Example health interventions could be targeted at improving access to 

transport facilities or to change people’s attitudes towards active transport modes by promoting 

its ecological and healthy aspects. Such interventions directly positively influence physical 

health, but also indirectly positively act on healthy aging by facilitating more out-of-home 

movements, which in turn stimulate open and extraverted personality states. Future research 

looking into the relations between mobility, personality, and healthy aging will help to further 

develop theory and reveal how healthy aging can be promoted based on individuals’ mobility 

and personality. 
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